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A B S T R A C T
A STUDY OF ONE GROUP ' S
EXPERIENCE WITH THE ADVISEMENT PROCESS
By Marianne Montero

This study describes and analyze s the Advisement Process as
experienced by eight members of one advisement group.

Most of the

data is based on interviews with the students and the advisor of
the group.

Particular emphasis is given to mental health concepts

that are applicable to Advisement.
Also discussed are the philosophy and go~ls that five of these
students have for the children they teach and how they strive to
apply these.
Of the seven students interviewed , six felt that advisement was
effective for them .

'

One person did not .
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Introduction and Rationale
"Learning is a lifelong process and education i s equal ly without
end or limitation.

If the school is to become an environment in which

the child can make autonomous use of materials and ideas ,

t hen the

teacher must also be capable of functioning autonomous ly and creatively.
If on the one hand , competence for the child required not only the
acquisition of tools for lear ning , but , also , and more profoundly, an
induction into knowing and caring about his/her wo rk; then, on the other
hand competence for the teache r calls for a wide , and we l l - integrated
body of content,

the skill to p r esent and reinforce it,

a

highly

disciplined and intelligent unde r standing of children , and an informed
opinion of and r elatedness to the society in which they live together. "

1

In other words, we have to be able to teach children the way we
want them to learn .
to develop into .

We have to be the kind of adults we want children

How one learns is more important then what one learns .

At Bank Street College of Education , people talk a l ot about the process
of learning .
Education a t

By going through a certain type of process in Teacher
Bank Str eet , people are better equipped t o set up a

learning environment for

children ,

experience .

importance , is the assumption that teaching

" Of c ri tical

where they can have a

similar

competence and style are tied not only to the information a teacher gets
in training but also very crucially to the mode in which that t e a cher
experiences and internalizes the information and t hrough which he/ she
transmutes it into continuous professional growth. "

2

Speaking for

myself , I would hope that the children I work with will internalize the
information they receive and then build on it in continued growth .

This
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article goes on; " Le a rning to be a teacher is seen as a dynamic process
of se l f - realization ."
dynamic process .

Children learn what

they are able to do by a

The emphasis is placed on t he learning process .

Clark

and Beatty describe a " Helping Teacher " as opposed to a "Di rector of
Lear ning . 11 3
Interpersonal relations are important.
be empathet i c ,

accepting ,

One l earns how to support,

and genuiness of response by receiving

support , empathy and sincereity .

" It may be noted that any teachers

capacity for teaching e x c ellence at the cla ssroom level depends upon t he
degree to which she/he had i nternali z ed a coherent rationale which
regards teachi ng as an ever-changi ng process involvi ng not only a
thor ough grounding in substantive conten t and the psychology of l e arning
and g r owth , but also a constant dynamic of actions, observati o ns ,
analysis and new hypot hnesses for furthe r action .

The theoretical basis

fo r thi s dynamic rests upon a recognition of learning intimatel y related
to the total proces s of development in child and adult ,

and the

conviction that inte l lectual mastery c annot be divorced f r om affective
experi ence. 11 4
Bank Street College of Education , ideally , is trying to develop
teacher s of this sort .

By attempting t o give people in teacher

educ ation this dynamic experience , they can then , perhap s , help childr en
experience something simi l a r.
I went through advisement two times with two different advisers, so
I have had more of an opportun ity to reflect on and examine that
experience .

I wanted , also , to investi gate other people's experience of

that process to see what sort of desc r iption and analysis they had about
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it .

I h oped the y would be able to reflect and analyze t hat process a

year or more after completion of the year of a dvisement.

Bank Street

maintains .that their advisement p r o cess is u nique in its natur e , and in
the

experience its participants

have .

By looking at how others

per ceived it, I wanted to s e e how well Bank Street was do ing what it
purported t o do .

To answer this question I dec ided to interview members

of my fir s t advisement g roup.

There were 9 people in that g roup.

t he year of advisement, 6 of us decided to continue t o meet .

After

Because o f

the continuity as a group, it seemed to make sense to interview these
members and to examine this groups experience.

We had been t hrough it

t ogeth e r a nd liked and en joyed each o ther.
I made up six que s tions to ask people in individual
Each interview lasted approximately 90 minutes.
questions myself.

interviews.

I also answered the

I interv iewed t h e 5 b esides myself who c o ntinu ed to

meet and one who did not continue to meet with the g r o up .

This means

that besides myself , 6 indiv iduals r esp on de d t o the questi ons .

I also

i nterviewed the adviser we had in o rde r to get some idea of what he/s he
i nt ended to do and to l ook at similarities and d i fferences be t ween what
students said and what the adviser said .
fairly well .

People appeared t o be at ease and able to tal k at length

about the experience .
turned out ,

The i nte rviews seemed to flow

Th e questions were very open endP.d and as it

there was quite a

questi o n s asked .

lot

of ove rl ap in re s ponse t o

the

Thi s enabled people to fu r ther e laborate on somet hing

discussed and, thus , this h e l ped to clarify things on many occasions.
As I got more involved . in the interviews , and talked more with my
independent study adviser, as well as did more ext ensiv e reading, I felt

-
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as if there were further questions I needed to ask people.

Rather then

interviewing everyone again, I decided to put these questions before the
group discussions on the topic.
and everyone would respond.

What we would do would be to go around

We are a highl y verbal group and we had t o

structure it for awhile so that everyone could talk as long as they felt
necessary.

This worked well for us.

I also ended up interviewing the adviser twice because there were
comments that I wanted to follow up on and acquire more details.

The 6

questions I asked in the individual interviews were the questions to set
them off:
1)

There are 3 components to the advisement process
a) The weekly conference group
b) · the observations and
c)
the individual meetings with the adviser.

In g eneral there were 2 kinds of meetings with the adviser;
follow i ng

an

observation and

those

conjunction with an observation.

that were

scheduled not

in

I asked people if they had different

experiences of the two kinds of individual meetings.

I would say

describe your experience in each of these three components.
were some issues for you?

those

Were they dealt with?

How?

2)

How not?

What
3) How

would you describe the relationship between adviser and advisee?

4)

Prior to the year of advisement, did you have expectations or goals
about what it would be like?
yourself?

5)

Were their particular goals you had for

Can you see ways in which you are different in the

classroom with chi ldren, now that you can attribute to the year of
advisement?

Be specific.

6) What more would you have wanted?

What

changes or what would you do .differently if you were able to do that
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year over?
I

tape recorded all the interviews and will include them in my

appendices.
Since this piece of work is called an "integrated independent
study" implicit in this is a descrip tion and discussion of how this
process of advisement is applied in the classroom, in our work with
children as teachers.

The purpose is to pull together your work at Bank

Street into a whole cohesive unit.

This process of writing this paper

enabled me to reflect extensively on what occured.
trying to articulate it.

The difficulty is in

Much of my experience at Bank Street is

internalized now and has become, in a sense, intuitive.

But, I have

been forced to make some attempt to pull together the parts.

My

thoughts and ideas have evolved since I have been working on this study
off and on again fo r three years .

I have needed this time to really

figure out and put some sort of rationale for what I am doing.

Nearing

the end of my first year of group teaching, the time seems right to
complete this work.

The experience of being a group leade r

puts

everything in a different perspective as you are the responsible one.
To clarify what I do i n my classroom, I needed to have to assess my
values and goals as a teacher.
be able to do.

What do I want the childr en I teach to

What strategies do I use to put these into practice?

So

much of this is r elated to the work I have done on this thesis and is
connected to my experience of Bank Street , which fits in with my values
and goals in life .

All of this interrelates.

How I feel about people

and our relationships to each other, connects with my beliefs about
education.
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If we are to properly compare these people's experience at Bank
Street and to examine the relationship between what they say and what
Bank Street purports to do, I think the first step is to describe and
discuss in detail how Bank Street presents its program of Teacher
Education.

I

read quite a

few articles by former members of Bank

Street 's faculty describing and discussing the advisement process.

I

will present this information here.
First I will present Bank Street's philosophy of education as it
pertains to children, followed by the teacher's role in t his type of
education and finally how teachers are prepared for this role.

This

third part will describe the three components of the advisement process,
then how Bank Street perceives the process as experienced by the
students in it and then a description of the relationship between the
student and his/her adviser.

In much of this section I will draw on

quotes and paraphrases o f q u o tes from the various articles.
(A) Goals of Education; Educational Philosophy for Teaching Chi l dren .
Members of Bank Streets' s

facu·l ty;

especially Barbara Biber,

Charlotte Winsor and Claudia Lewis have written extensively on the goals
and expectations they have for teachers and ch i ldren .

They describe a

certain philosophy of education that could be defined as "Progressive."
Barbara Biber has written specifically about the interrelatedness of
education and the mental health profession.

The two discipl ines share a

numer of characteristics , needs, and e xpectations.
the concept of teachi ng the "whole child ."

The basic tenet is

What this means is that the

learning process is necessarily influenced by emotional processes and
teachers must incorporate this in their teaching.

Another key term in

-
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Bank Street's philosophy of interaction is "developmental-interaction."
This is how children learn.
through.

There are definite stages that children go

Cognitive stages are based on Piageton theory .

sensory - morot,
operational .

preoperational,

concrete

operati onal,

His stages are
and

formal

At each of these only certain types of information can be

absorbed by the children and they learn in very specific ways at the
various stages.

Soc io-emotional stages which are complimentary to

Piaget's , are Erikson 's.
through t h ese stages.

The point is that children develop as they go

All children go through all the stages in the

same order and no stage is skipped .

In "Adaptation of the Teachi ng Role

to New Purposes and Knowledge" Biber desc r ibes the stages children go
through.

" Each stage is a sequence of changing drives, chal l enges and

conflicts.
c hildren

How children experi ence these

learn it contributes

to

stages affec ts how the

" ego strength."

stimulas the school contribute to ego strength ."

4

So institutio n
At a g i ven stage,

only certain t ypes of information and concepts are grasped by the
children.

For example ,

abstract concepts are beyond the realm of

unde rstanding of a 5 year old .

Childr en learn by interaction wi th their

peers , with different adults, with older and younger children and with
interacting with their world and materials.
experience.

They learn by doing and by

By manipulating materials and achieving mastery over them ,

children gain confidence and develop a positive feel i ng about themself
as a learner .

Children need to be valued and respected for who they are

and accepted with their strengths and weaknesses.

Bi ber states

"The influence upon personality is intrinsic to learning .
Learning has a lot to do with attitudes toward self and
feelings about self. Valuing the individual and who and
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where she/he is helps develop a positive self-image. 115
She goes on:
"If we can enlist the full power of positive emotional
forces in the learning p rocess, entirely new hgrizons of
intellectual capacities may be opened for us."
The goal is to remove as many obstacles to learning as possible.

If a

child feels they are able to explore and master skills, they will f eel
better about themselves.

When one feels good about themself, a large

block to learning is removed.
"To find solutions to gain insight independently, is a
primary form of nourishment to the chil d ' s sense of
strength as an individual. 117 (Biber)
The way a child is treated by adults will affect the way he/she
relates to their peers .

When a person is treated with respect, they

will be abl e to respect themselves and others.
"This becomes the foundation psychological?Y for responding
to and respecting others as individuals ." (Biber)
There is a circular relationship between effective learning and a
healthy personality.

Biber goes on to say, "When nourished in this way ,

there is reason to believe that alternative forms of seeing power, such
as,

through embattled resistance to adult authority may be less

prominent and potent. "

8

In another article Biber wrote with several

others she says the goal of education as follows "The goal is to develop
and strengthen human potential so as to reinforce a non-destruc tive way
of life.

This goal is viewed as synonomous wi th a positive concept of

mental health and analoged to the purpose of psychotherapy . "
Millie Almy wrote
Intellectual Mastery."

an

article

entitled

"Mental

9

Heal th

and

Ms . Almy , an educator at Teachers College,

-

Co lumbia University .
child ."
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In this article , talks about teaching the " whole

She poses a number of questions about how education in general

and teachers in par ticular, can influence mental well-being in chi ldren .
These same questions are asked by many teachers who go through Bank
Street ' s program.

Almy asks : "How effective can the teacher be?

much influence can they really have?
another question;
teaching the

How

She responds to this with yet

"Are there not potentialities for mental heal t h in

skills and understanding nec essary to cope with the

environment; the skills of cummuni cation , the ways of identifying and
solving p r oblems rationally , and the rudiments needed for vocation ."
Almy believes the school s and teachers can have an effect.
uses the term, "Environmental maste r y. "

9

Marie Jahoda

In paraphrasing Jahoda, Almy

says :
" Envir onmental mastery encompasses adequacy in l ove , work ,
play, and interpersonal relations~6ps, adaptation and
adjustment, and problem- solving. "
Almy acknowledges that the basic attitudes toward these is established
to a large degree before the child enters school but she says;
school confronts

the child with new possi bilities .

" the

It introduces

her/him to persons whose ways of responding are diffe r ent from those
he/she has known at home ... mastery involves attitudes toward sel f , the
perception of reality and the development of autonomy."

11

It is , of cour se, important to teach children in a way that wil l
enable them to learn .

Almy and the people at Bank Street believe that

children ' s l earn ing and thinking i s of an imaginative, manipulative ,
exploratory kind.

They

learn by doing.

Therefore ,

the

learning

environment has to be set up to enable such learning to occur .
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This sort of education implies a different sort of role for the
teacher.

He/she guides learning rather than directs it.

helping teacher;

not a

"director of learning."

He/she is a

This means that a

teacher must be constantly assessing what is happening and adapting to
the dynamics and changes of the children.

In describing what a teacher

must be able to do, Almy says the following;

"The teacher's repertoire

includes not only what she/he does to instruct pupils,
defining,

explaining,

showing,

such as,

admonishing, but also observing what

her/his pupils do and say in response to the teacher's actions.

He/she

does so in order to predict, to diagnose and adapt his/her teaching to
the pupil's present state of comprehension and progression.

He/she

needs to be able to appraise the quality of their reasoning and to
assess their emotional reactions to the situation of the moment."

Almy

goes on to say that it is the teacher's task and purpose not to
condition the responses or the learnings of her/his pupils, but to
develop in them, their own capacities to think and to act responsibly.

12

If educators are going to integrate emotional processes with
learning, then this must be reflected in the quality of interaction that
exists between children and their teachers.
himself/herself be known to the children .
is felt to be part of growth and change.

The teacher needs to let

Within this context , conflict
The children must be helped to

feel able to experience conflict and not to be downgraded for it.

This

means that the teacher must be able to giv e emotional support.
I nteraction is a key element in Bank Street College's program of
Teacher

Education.

Students

interaction while there.

experience

many

diffe rent

types

of

Bank Street aims to prepare people who want to
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become teachers to develop insight through the process of interaction.
In an article entitled " Basic Approaches to Mental Health;

Teacher

Education at Bank Street College, " the a uthors say ; "Self-knowledge for
teaching is a matter of continuous insight into one's own learning
process synchronized with increasing understanding of how children
learn.

To the extent that the student can be helped to understand the

interconnections of his/her feelings and response patterns as a person
with h i s/her gorwth as a teacher, he/she arrives at knowledge of her/his
self in the teacher role. 1113
Bank Street faculty members value a spirit of inquiry which they
seek to instill in their students and hope that in turn , they will
support and develop this i n their work with children .
Bank Street also hopes to utilize and develop the individual
strengths, creativity ,

uniqueness of each person.

Relying on these

stre ngths and differences will enable the individual to grow a nd develop
as teachers and people, and will enable children to g row into healthy
adults.

In order to develop the autonomy of the student and enable them

to use their str engths , t h ey try to discourage dependence on authority
figures .

This also pertains to children.

Says Biber ;

"The Adaptation of the Teaching Role .. . " our goal at

Bank Street is to create a program of teacher education in which we
apply the principle of cognitive-affective reinforcement on the teacher
education level to provide for each student a meaningful subjective
experience of what a dynamic learning experience can be, and thus to
offer her/him a model of learn ing as a life experience which is not only
understood but felt .

The plan makes use of a variety of interaction
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processes. "

14

On the theoretical framework of Bank Street's values and beliefs
about learning and development, Biber describes at length;
" The basic assumption is that there is a circular process
between, on the one hand , the intellectual processes
involved in mastery of the symbol system, reasoning,
j udging, problem-solving, acquisition and ordering of
information, and, on the other hand , the process of personality formation in terms of se lf-feeling, identity,
potential for relatedness, autonomy creativity and inte gra tion. These aspects of the maturing process cannot be
dichotomized in the light of modern knowledge. The school
has a special orbit of influence, during the years of
childhood, within which a potentially major contribution
to positive mental health can be made . This potential
can be realized only if the goal of education is conceived
in terms of the development of ego s t rength; differentiated
perception of reality, mastery of skills and acquisition of
knowledge and techniques requisite t o effective interaction
with one's environment, and augmented sense of adequacy and
satisffgtion in meeting the short and long term demands of
l ife."
She goes on to say;
"Mastery and achievement no matter how extensive , do not
alone constitute ego strength, though they are esse ntial
to it. Whether schooling contributes to ego strength
depends upon whether the experiences and relationships
through which cognitive learning functions are mediated
support positive personality processes as well. The
sense of autonomy and participation in one's own growth,
the e quilibria to be attained between dependence and
independence , originality and communication, exploration
and resolut ion , impulse and control , and the sense of
continuity b ween objective and subjective aspects of
experience."

16

To me, much of what is said in the above quotations pertains to the
education of teachers as well as children.
there is overlap.

I think it is clear that

People who want to become teachers are in Bank

Street 's eyes given a model of experience whi ch they in turn can bring
to their work with children.

-
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Our adviser had comments about the goals of advisement at Bank
Street.

They were very similar to the remarks made by the various

authors of the articles I read.

According to our adviser, the goal of

advisement is for the student to become the best teacher he or she can
possibly be;

to reach his/her full potential.

Is this helping the

individual to overcome or cope with obstacles to learning so that one
can learn more?
I asked the adviser about what he/she perceived as the similarities
and differences between how children learn and how adults
According

to

differences.
craft.

the

adviser

there were

some

This is what he/she said;

It's an art.

similarities

learn.

and

some

"I believe that teaching is a

There are skills that you have to learn.

You have

to bring together your sense of goal and life and human interaction and
society with the skills of teaching.

The skills can be written down.

How to can be read in books and lots of people can do that.

The putting

it into practice as an adult teacher is where you separate the teachers
from the non-teachers and in many respects kids will learn skills, are
in the process of learning the skills, but it's the putting together of
the skills, the real life application that is the mark of an educated
person.

So there is a similarity there.

Adults are functioning at a

level of development that allows them to utilize so much of their life
experience with everything they do.
them then kids that I

They have so much more time behind

expect adults can do more.

But that's not

necessarily true because you can take just so much that's new at any
given moment or you overblow your circuits and so that process of taking
in new information has its limits too, for adults as well as children.
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So there's experience in life, experience with real things and social
interaction that distinguish the way adults learn from how children
learn."

17

The adviser goes on:
"A similarity between the two is that both children and
adults are engaged all the time in the processes of
assimilation and accomodation. We both take things in
and fit them into existing structures but also have to
change internal structures . When one is encountering
new and different things, one is put into a state of
disequilibrium; tension results when one is learn ~ng
something new. Both children and adults go through
these processes. The main difference between adults and
children is that adults are at a formal operational ley 1
8
of development and their thinking includes reasoning."
I asked the adviser, "How much of what is going on at Bank Street is
teaching teachers the way you want them to teach children.

This was the

response;
" It's too simplistic. There are similarities in the way
a graduate degree program needs to be set up, so there
is sufficient modeling about a way to teach. It 's not so
much how you organize the classroom. It's more the way
the adults, the teacher and students interact. I think
the way teachers and students interact should be a model
for the way teachers and children interact in the classroom. It's a respectful, caring way. Hopefully the individuals are respected. It may not be totally individualized, but each person is a contributor to her/his education
and her/his group 's education. So that means that in class
your contributi on is as equally valued as ot her people 's
contributions . That kind of respect for i£~ividuals is
something that does need to be modelled."
The adviser concluded:
"It's integration of theory and practice. We want teachers
to make learning relevant to children. Well then , the
teaching process has got to be made relevant to the practitioner, the student. It's mostly a way of working with
people and emphasizing the relationship betw n what you 're
20
learning and application in the real world."
In the advisement process, one interacts with their adviser, with
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their peers in conference group , with children in the classroom , and
with the cooperati ng teacher.

So there is a great deal of interaction.

It i nvolves relationships with many people in many different settings.
There are three components to the advisement process .

These are the

observations of the student in the classroom , the bi - weekly meetings
with the adviser and the weekly group meetings.

The group meetings

involve the adviser, the student and all the other advisees.

These

three components are all important and all interrelate .
The on- s i te observations were viewed by this adviser as cri tica l ,
" to bring together the verbi age , the talki ng about what ' s going on and
the actual practice of what ' s happening in the classroom.

Of t e n times,

a teacher is able to talk about the process and what they're doing.
But , in fact, when they're working with kids there's something very
differ ent going on . .. There can be no advisement unless the adviser sees
a student in the classroom working with kids , working wi th other adul ts .
Observations comes through.

If there is a discrepancy between what t he

student says is happening and what is actually happening , it is hoped
that this discrepancy can be lessened during the course of the year .
Then there is the individual meetings with the adviser that are
generally bi - weekly though they can be more often if necessary .

Says

the adviser;
" As I see it there are two big agendas in the individual
meetings with students . One big agenda deals with becoming
a teacher ; moving toward being clear about your philosophy
of education. This involves grappling with issues, strug gling, trying to figure out ways of problem-solving about
these iss~ s. It ' s around development of onesel f as a
teacher."

2

I mpl ied in this description by use of such terms as " grappling
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with ," and " struggling with ," is that the advisement process, becoming a
teacher is very difficult .

The adviser continues; " The other big agenda

is the relationship that evolves between the becoming- teacher and
his/her adviser.
at Bank Street . "

That is a critical piece, at least conceptualized here
The adviser then describes the bi- weekly meetings

between the adviser and student .

" The bi - weekly meetings with the

adviser deal with any aspect of the training and development of the
advisee.

It might deal with the classroom , children , teachers, perso nal

development, professional development.
obser vations .

These go hand- in-hand with the

The observations are to help the student i dentify areas

in which she/he is strong in and what she/he i s weak i n , and as the year
proceeds I

assist the student in evolving a perception of self as a

professional - teacher moving toward a personal theory of education ,
philosophy of education , a belief system about what is right for kids,
what is right for the students as teache rs.

the

11 23

Then there are the weekly group meetings.

Said the adviser; " In

weekly group meetings,

about

the

students

particular s that they need to talk about .
happens in the group .

talk

issues

and

It is their decision what

My r ole is as leader of the g roup but the content

and agenda is set by the students .

11 24

The adviser described these

important functions the conference g r oup plays for the students ;

"The

purpose is to interact and have their ideas validated by their peers or
questioned by their peers ,

but also ,

sometimes for t he first time ,

to give them an oppo r tunity ,

to be supported b y their peers about

important things; very, very important t hings and know that you can gain
a lot of strength from working with o the r people who share your
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professional goals. "

25

Barbara Biber i n " Integration of Mental Health Concepts ," describes
what happens in the conference group this way; "In the conference group:
recall , reporting and analysis of observation and reactions are carried
out freely among peers under the leadership of an adviser .

In this

conference group , the adviser, while accepting the reality and relevance
of expressed feelings ,

offers fresh material

for thinking along

educational lines, thus extending the context beyond the orbit of
personal

.

.

proJection .

11 2 6

Perhaps

in this description

in

"Basi c

Approaches to .Mental Health: Teacher Education at Bank Street," is more
easily understood; " I n this atmosphere, it is relevant to question, to
reflect, to be critical; it is appropriate to show and share enthusiasm,
disappointment,

anger ,

exhilaration.

Ideas are seen in new light

through the critical inspection and analysis of one ' s peers.

Feeli ngs

. sympath y, censure or surpri. se. ,,27
ca 11 out resonances o f t h eir

The various people who wrote the articles about the advisement
process at Bank Street feel it is experienced affectively by the
students as they go through it.

It is a process that involves many

feelings and emotions and it can be painful and it is most surely
difficult.

This section will describe some of the problems and feelings

that students may experience.

Because emotions and feelings emerge , as

well as conflicts and confusion , there may be assessations of this
process to t h at of psychotherapy and some mental health concepts are
applicable .
The process of becoming a teacher is difficult and at times
painfu l .

By any definition, it evolves deep emotions and feeli ngs and
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is related to each individual's own life experience .
Bank

Street

individual a

believes

good ,

stro ng,

that

personal maturity

teacher .

h elps

make

In " Supervising the

an

Beginning

Teacher" Claudia Lewis and Charlotte Winsor say , " The p r ocess a student
goes through a t

Bank Street

College of Education is a soul- searching

examination of the process of becoming a teacher. "

The process of

maturing and working through feel ings and problems is very difficult
and ,

understandably ,

always

difficult.

can c ause great anxiety .
During

this

process ,

a

Growth and c hange are
s tudent

experiences

d ifficulties a nd p r oblems and often student s find it difficult to admit
to the problems because they fear t h ey are admitting failure .

Some

feelings the student may encounter are uncer tainty or l ack of confidence
and /o r

d i f fi cu lty being an adult authority i n relation to c hildren .

These emotions and fe e lings are related to mental health and are likely
to b e exper i e nced in psychotherapy .

11 28

Bank Street f aculty members s a y they aim to help t h e

students

through these problems through the personal r elationship wi th the
adviser.

Thi s will be discussed in detail in a later section .

Bar b ara

Biber in he r a rti c le entitled " Adaptati on of the Teaching Role t o New
Purposes and Knowledge " make s an analogy between educatio n and therapy
in that there is a similar goal.
.

.

human being ."

This goal i s an " integ rated, growing

29

She uses these ideas to give a rationale for the type or program
Bank Street offers .

She says ; "Our goal at Bank Street is to c r eate a

program of teacher education in which we apply

the principle of

cognitive - affective r einfo r cement on the teacher education level to
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provide for each student a meaningful and subjective experience of what
a synamic learning experience can be and thus to offer him/her a model
of learning and life experience which is not only understood but
felt. 11 30
There i s a process of becoming a teacher .

I n experiencing the

dynamic learning process at Bank Street, Biber says;
"In such a program , we like to think we are providing
opportunity for the teacher- to-be to understand how it is
that the process of feeling and learning run in a .common
channel and to absorb this understanding and its relation
to the teacher role through felt insights and experiences .
We would like to think that guidance in an educational
situation can use and develop methods and relationships
for working dynamically in the reduction of obstacles to
learning and for the enhancement of ego strength in a
given role, without flooding wastefully and ~angerously
3
into therapeutic processes and techniques. "
There are five basic propositions about the learni ng experience and
its relationship to mental health concepts as it pertains to the
educational experience .
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Education and mental health can be mutually reinforci ng.
Every learning experience is simultaneously a dual process .
Mental health principles need to be infused into the totality
of the l earning process.
A major potential for positive growth ex ists in the interaction
between different spheres of experience .
If emotional processes are to become active elements of the
learning experience , education must take responsibi~~ty for
providing integrating mechanisms and relationships .

Students who enter the program at Bank Street have had preparation
for what they might experience .

The experience is difficult and our

advi s er made this comment about it; "The process of becoming a teacher
is ofte n a very difficult one .
deals with many iss ues.

The individual faces many problems and

One cannot go through this process alone.

needs peers and the adviser . 11 33

The process is intended to have the

One
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student reveal a

lot about themselves.

The admissions process that

every student goes through is indicative of this.
expectations Bank Street holds.

One begins to see the

Says our adviser;

" At the graduate

level we have an admissions process that includes a personal essay in
which the student describes him or her self.
written.

There's an openness.

The student knows they've

The student says what he/she thinks

about life, about what life was like for them.

1134

The adviser believes

that going through the process of admissions affects how students
approach advisement.
To quote the adviser; " I think people choose not to be here.
people leave this program in the middle of that process.

Many

It's asking

you to reveal a lot about yourself because basically we believe that not
until a teacher reveals her/him self to her/his self and maybe to some
other people and is open and honest.

Until you do that you can't be

open and honest with children and you can't expect kids to be open and
honest with you .

So we're trying to build into the admissikons process

what we expect the teacher to be able to do with kids.
Bank Street

screens

students

for

admission.

11 35

There

are

two

interviews and projective tests to assess personality factors which seem
indicative of potential success in teaching.
evaluate the
behavior.

candidate ' s

perception of child,

The projective tests
teacher and parent

Say Biber, Gilkeson and Winsor, " Genuine interaction between

teacher and children depends on how much the teacher not only knows the
children, but allows his/her self to be known to them as a
fallible human being . "
Function, "

36

feeling,

Biber says in " An Analysis of the Guidance
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"A program of teacher education must provide a situation
in which the student can experience a change in his/her
own psychological stance, partly dependent and not fully
responsible, to the role of the teache r in which he/ s he
37
is the one to fully nurture, demand, judge and appreciate."
They go on;
"It may be noted that any teacher ' s capacity for teaching
excellence at the classroom level depends upon the degree
to which he/she has internalized a coherent rationale
which regards teaching as an ever- changing process involving not only t horough grounding in substantive content and
the psychology of learning and growth but also a constant
dynamic of actions , observations , analysis, and new hypotheses for furthe r action . The theoretical basis for this
dynamic rests upon a recognition of learning intimately
related to the total process of development in chi ld and
adult, and the conviction that intellectual mastery cannot
be divorced from affective experience if the goal is to
facilitate perjgnal and professional competence and
satisfaction."
All students who come to Bank Steet have been through school and
have feelings about their educati onal experi ence.
powerful.

Says Biber , "The self comes i n to play during t he process.

Childhood memories and emotions are revived.
response

This can be very

to strangeness,

aggression,

Established modes of

uncertain ty and patterns of

interpersonal relationships are activated .

11 39

Many of t he feelings that a student may experience may relat e to
the issue of authority.
psychotherapy as well.

This is an issue that arises in the process of
In the year of advisement,

experiences different types of relationships.

the

student

These include t he

children they work with, the ir adviser , the cooperating teacher , their
peers in conference group and in classes and in the schoo l.
The adviser and cooperating teacher and school director have
authority over them and they have authority over the children.

This
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involves being an authority themself and accepting or rejecting or
questioning the authority of others .

Says Biber,

"The student is

fluctuating between being an authority and deferring to authority ."
Many feelings will be aroused and many emotional issues will come up to
the f orefront related to the issue of authority and this can cause
.
.
.
40
anxiety; intense anxiety.

Here

are some examples Biber gives of problems related to

authority .
"The student may feel that the way the supervising teacher
with whom he/she is placed are in apparent contradiction
wi t h the goals and methods under lying the philosophy of
his/her professional training. Does he/she feel his/her
efforts to adapt to the t eachers ways as subservience?
What kind of 1isagreement can she/he , a novice express
4
or act out? "
Anxiety is aroused by any new undertaking.

Says Biber ,

"Anxiety is also aroused by the necessary, but sometimes
painful evaluation of one ' s ski l ls and aptitudes by those
whose experi ence puts them in a position to judge . The
arousal of feeling and the stimulation of self- inquir y can
become over-whelming and have a disorganizaing effect if
left unchanneled . Alternately it can become valuable
experiential material through which the student grasps
the bas i c meaning of the interplay between cognitive and
affective funct ions in the learning process for h~ /his
2
self in the context of learning-to- be - a-teacher."
Students cope in various ways with the contradictory elements of their
position in r elation to authority .

Say Biber e t al;

" Some maximize the contradictions by identifying with
the training schoo l against the classroom teacher or vice
versa ; others retre at to something close to identification
with the children and give up responsibi lity for an adult
teacher ro l e with them. Personal conflict about the control
aspects of the a uthority role, which ha s a high frequency
among our students contributes heavily to their difficul t y
43
in this position. "
Sometimes students will be frozen when it comes to discipline
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because they are afraid they will unwittingly impose the harsh controls
that were imposed upon them as a child.
losing the children's affection.
disciplining children as well.
form of manipulation.

Some students might worry about

This would cause them to avoid

Some saw control methods as a disguised

Some were c oncerned for they felt the c hildren

had more knowledge then they did in some academic area and were
therefore, anxious about losing status in the children's eyes.

Another

issue that comes up is that the student is treated as a menial by the
supervising teacher.
Bank Street College believes "Self-knowledge for teaching is a
matter

of

continuous

insight

into

one 's

own

learning

process

synchronized with increased understanding of how children learn."

44

Biber says;
"To the degree that the student can be helped to understand the
interconnections of her/his feeling and response patterns as a person
with her/his growth as a te~ her, he/ she arrives at knowledge of his/her
5
self in the teaching role."
She goes on;
"In a dynamic educational process, this blend of an old
self with new experience i s not left to chance ; the very
nature of the blending is salient mate~tal for guiding the
student toward the professional role."
In talking about the process students go through says;
"There is a basic pattern for the guidance sequence in individual
interviews. The student reports of his/her educational experience.
Progress is made first by shifting and reorganizing the material so that
it takes on the meanings of experience fused out of objective elements
and subjective dynamics. Further progress is made through the advisers
active cooperation as the student applies new insights a nd tries new
modes of· response to the concre~ aspect s of student teaching,
7
responsibility and relationships."
The guidance function built in to Bank Street's program;
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"Moves toward helping the student to achieve a more
differentiated, realistic self- knowledge of his/her growth
toward becoming a teacher. Wi th the adviser' s help in
diminishing the depleting effects of illusory self concepts
and irrelevant, distractive displacements, the student is
brought to a maximum use of the programs as opportunity
for growth and learning . . . In summary the guidance program
proves adapted to providing situations in which understanding of subjective level can be interwoven with objective
analysis . . . In individual terms, its benefi ts are in proportion t o the extent to which the student experiences a new
way of learning, a new way of being r eceived as a learner,
and is able to internalize these modes as part of her/his .
developing image of the teacher ' s role .. . "As the student
develops the capacity to maintain an objective, pe rspective
as free as possible from the distortions which may result
from preoccupation with her/ his personal role, he/ she
becomes more adept at ~dentifying with the totality of the
4
educational process. "
Some students may be experiencing fee l ings about being an adult and
an individual contributing to his/her

society.

Being an adult and

feelings about growing up and being responsible could very well be at
work .

This too , is related to the therapeutic process and can cause a

great deal of anxiety .
one has to be an adult .
understood .

When one has r esponsibility for young children,
This new r ole and new responsibility need to be

Hopefully , the process wil l move he r / him a step closer to

the achievement of "ego identity ."

Say s Biber, "For a professional

program, the heart of the matter is not personality format i on but ego
.d

i

.
entity
. 11 49

During the year of advisement, the adviser is making suggestions to
the student and giving criticism.

Par t of the challenge for the adviser

is to try to give the c rit icism i n a constructive way .

Even so when a

student is criticized they might feel hurt and become defensive.
is natural and is to be expected .

This

But, hopefully, the s tudent will come

to feel that the criticism was given wi th the aim of helping the student
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learn and grow.

Says Bi ber , "In this process , the trainee may have an

important learning experience as he/she comes to feel

that the

superviser ' s suggestions are not comma nds but are actually offered for
the t r ainee ' s
incorporation.

consideration and evaluation rather than undigested
She/he also lear~s that the supervisor' s efforts are

directed toward helping the trainee achieve the status of a collaborator
who shares information free l y , a colleague. "

so

The student goes through a process of change, hopefully , but the
process of change causes turmoil and tension.

The relationships e volve

during the course of the year both between the adviser and student and
between the student and his/her peers.

Says Biber;

" In t he course of training , there are two phases in
becoming a teacher that are likely to have the quality
of crisis situations for the student . This first occurs
early in the training period when many students face a
shift o r reorganization of concepts and values about
education , a period of per sonal uncertainty and intellectual doubt. This may involve a breakdown of previously
established systems at a t ime when there is not yet available
the experience through which a new synthesis of percept i ons
and ideal~ can be achieved. This vulnerable period i nvolves
sensitive adaptation of the guidance function so as to provide
support and t ension-reducing interaction rather than stimulation or confronta tion. A different condi t ion appears
toward the end of the training period when the relative
safety of the student status nears its end and the student
faces the reality of taking on full independence and re sponsibility as a teacher . At this stage , which is often
experienced as a second crisi s , the adviser's support may
be p racti cal . Now she/he expects that the student ' s selfknowledge as a teacher- to- be and his/her differentiated
knowledge of the r ole to be undertaken will be selfsupportive in the face of anxieties aroused by job interviews and final decisions of choice . Still, the adviser
is available to help clari fy the meaning f alternat i ves
and relate thes to the knowledge gained o uring the
51
guidance work ."
As has been said previously , feelings from childhood are aroused

-
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and people recall their school experience and react.

Emotions of

chi l dhood are revived and this often involves very deep, personal
feelings.

For this powerful experience to be productive, the student

needs help in understanding the interconnections of her/his feelings and
response patterns as a person with his/her growth as a teacher.

How and

what to teach are insignificant tools until one comes to terms with the
inner organization of feelings and attitudes which each person brings to
the job as the "residue of her/his own life history."
integrate feelings,

The idea is to

thoughts, life experiences, to foster growth.

52

Says Biber in conclusion,
"In such a program (Bank Street) we like to think we are
providing opportunity for the teacher-to-be understand
how it is that the processes of feeling and learning run
in a common channel and to absorb this understanding and
its relation to the teacher role through felt insights and
experiences. We would like to think that guidance in an
educational situation can use and develop methods and
relationships for working dynamically in the reduction of
obstacles to learning and g~r the enhancement of ego
strength in a given r ole. "
According to Charlotte Winsor and Claudia Lewis, the teacher-to-be
or novice experiences difficulties, often of a common nature to others
going through the same experience, but, often they are hesitant to admit
they need assistance.
The adviser often picks up on the sources of initial difficulties
when they see the student in the classroom.

Biber talks about one

student who was afraid to be an authority to the children lest she loose
their affection.

Through counselling, this individual was able to see

how much she had been depending on being liked in order to teach, to
recognize the transitory nature of the attributes for which she was
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being liked,

and to connect this experience with the more general

.
.
patterning
of h er re l ation
to peop l e .

54

The rest of this section on the emot i o nal processes a student may
go through at Bank Street will be based on comments that our adviser
made during the two interviews on this topic.
" Becoming a teacher, " the adviser says, is " definitely a process
that evolves and that one experiences emotionally.

The becomi ng teacher

needs help throughout this process and cannot go through it alone .

The

adviser is the main individual who guides the student throughout.

The

next section will deal extensively with the advisor ' s

role and the

dynamic relationship between the student and his/her adviser.
Says the adviser , "Hopefully the student feels towards the adviser
that they are a person joining me in my process of becoming a teacher.
Hopefully,

by

the

end

of

the year more

of

a

person-to-person

relationship , almost a collegial relationship is aimed for.

Within that

framework , of that colleague still having the responsibility of helping
you grow.

The adviser is not looked at as the authority who I can ' t be

honest with , who I can't level with , who I can ' t

use to help me.

The

goal is, when it works, for the student and the adviser to jointly be
involved in the evolution of a beginning teacher, and when that works, I
believe it's a very powerful experience for the learner.

1155

The adviser feels that the process of becoming a teacher is often a
difficult one when an individual faces many problems and deals with many
issues.

On e needs the adviser and their peers during the process.

key to this process,

thinks our adviser,

is developing a trusting

relationship wi th the adviser so that one is able to be honest, have

The

-
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things pointed out and t o work through the problems encountered.

So ,

trust, is a key element.
When a

student is faced with a problem, the strategy for the

adviser is to guide the student toward realizing what it was they did
that caused a certain r eaction in a child or the children.

The student

must be able to see what is causing difficulty in the classroom.
of the time t hey do but there are times when they don ' t.
adviser,

Most

Says our

11 It is important for the becoming teacher to see what is

happening, to make the connections themselves; not to be told.
doesn't always happen . 11

56

But that

Sometimes the student feels they are being

pushed too hard by the adviser.

They need the p r ocess to be slowed down

somewhat.
Our adviser also brought up the issue of authority.

They said , " It

is of great importance that the advisee work through their feeelings
about authority as one will always be faced with dealing with authority
figures and must be able to have a work i ng relationship with those
authorities; i.e., the school director.

1157

The adviser reiterated what

was said in the articles; a teacher cannot even begin to deal with
curriculum until they really work through the issues of control and
authority.
The adviser also reiterated that the goal is fo r the teacher to
become the best teacher she/he can be.
here.

There is a lot of variation

Said the adviser, "At the end of the year, I talk with the person

before I write a recommendation .

We talk about what that person has

learned and how competent he/she is in this area and that area, but
there is an area that has to be worked o n.

Some people might be
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Others might be recommended to

recommended to be head teachers.
continue to be an assistant.

A person might have made great strides and

really moved and deserves to earn a degree but is not secure enough in a
variety of areas to really be ready to take over a class.

Teachers come

here at di f ferent levels of personal and professional development and
they

leave

at

development."

different

levels

of

personal

and

professional

58

Also , in concurrence with this every group is dif{erent.

Said our

adviser, "If you sat in on different groups, it's different, the issues
that are grappled with in each group.

I've done this for 9 or 10 years

now and we touch some of the same themes but in very different ways.
People talk in September about certain things that never ever get talked
about in some groups.

The whole issue of authority, for example; there

are some groups that start off with this theme and then go on.
groups this is the theme for the whole year.

In other

Talking about it and how

awkward it feels, how they feel about authority throughout their whole
l 1' fe. ,.59

Then the advi ser described the situation of one of his/her current
students.

He/she said, "I have one student right now who doesn't want

to work wi th a certain cooperating teacher.
intimidated

by

this

teacher.

Our

meeting

They say they feel very
today was

about

the

possibility of what that student could learn by working with a person
who was intimidating t o them .

We got into talking about the experienc e

that intimidate d them when t hey did undergraduate student teaching and
how angry he/she was the whole time, and how he/she didn't acknowle dge
and didn't directly confront that.

I reminded that person that though

-
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we may not necessarily seek that placement for them , should it be the
placement, that would be an important learning experience .

Learning how

to deal with someone who intimidates you is a real hard task but could
be an important one , because , you're always going to be working with
people with diffferent personalities.

1160

Authority came up time and time again.

Said our adviser , " The

student is as open with the adviser , generally, as the student is open
with other authority figures.

When a student has been able to r each the

point of maturity where they are able to question authority and to
converse person - to-person with figures that have represented authority
figures to them; parents , other people in the world whom they admire and
look up to.
.

maturity .

How one approaches an authority f i gur e has a lot to do with

.. 61

The psychoanalytic profession also believes this to be true.

our

adviser reiterates; " Students come to Bank Str eet at different levels of
maturity and ability and this usually has a lot to do with how they
relate to an adviser .

We set up a structure where you meet with the

adviser every two weeks and you see the adviser in confer ence group and
you are observed by this advise r; so in a way, it ' s forcing the student
to come to grips with those issues .
students. "

It can be very upsetting to

62

This section wi l l be discussing and describing the dynamics of the
relationship between the adviser and the student.

There are many

elements to this and many of the dynamics between the two have parallels
in the relationship between a therapist and their client.

First the

quality of the relationship will be described as visualized by the same
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This involves the various roles and

authors I have been quoting.

functions of the adviser as well as c haracteristics .

Communication

strategies and techniques will be described and then emotiona l responses
',

of the students to the adviser.
Bank Street feels that the key to the process of advisement is the
relationship between the student and the adviser.
adviser is that of a helper.
process .

The role of the

He/she guides the student through the

Says Biber, Gilkeson , Winsor , "The adviser actively cooperates

with the student as the student applies new insights and tries new modes
of response to the concrete aspects of teaching responsibility and
relationship. 1163

This article.goes on:

"The fact that the role of the adviser is that of a
counselor and superviser as envisioned at Bank Street,
enables ·the student to experience supervision as a
process of mutual thinking , as a way of being strengthened
rather than criticized. The adviser helps her /him t o
sustain her /his active position as a useful assistant while
at the same time using his/her best mental energies on
analyzing, differentiating, and selecting the positive
values in the teaching situation in which he/she is
serving. The student can count on timely help from the
adviser on how to adapt to negative features in the setting,
because the adviser had direct contact and g~quaintance
with the realities that the student faces."
Hopefully,

the adviser-student relationship is based on encouraging

competence based on insight rather than fear of j udgment and the adv iser
helps the student see themselves realistically.
The relationship between the adviser and the student has elements
of a

typical student-superviser relationship and elements of a

client- therapist relationship.

People at Bank Street perceive the

i ndividual

student

counseling of

each

as

the

most

intricate,

stimulating, productive and difficult aspect of the program and of the
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adviser's work.

The counseling is primarily concerned with helping the

student to make the necessary synthesis of teachers styles.

The nature

of the work requires that the adviser understand the feelings and
response patterns of the student.

For the most part, the advisers are

psychologically oriented educators and the adviser is perceived to be
the key figure in the process of becoming a teacher.

The relationship

between the two is based on common interest in all aspects of teaching
and,

hopeful ly ,

the adviser communicates a genuine interest in the

student as a person.

This facilitates an interaction that is free of

barriers and this is important to the student's development and will
enable them to have a more p r oductive year.

Hopefully, the student

comes to trust and have confidence in the adviser so that the student
will be able to expose negative aspects of his/her training experience.
Such feelinga as confusion , conflict, frustrat ion, with the "expectation
that some resolution rather then a lesser estimate of her/his ability
will ensue."

65

The relationship must be a dynamic one if the student is to
internalize into her/his own patterns of behavior and interaction, those
new insignts.

The counseling relationship depends upon trust, empathy,

and mutuality of interests.
Lillian Katz gives a partial list of the types of activities and
functions of the adviser .

She is not from Bank Street but I think her

list is applicable.
1)

Locating and identi fy ing and preparing instructional materials
to meet specific instructional needs.

2)

Assisting teachers with formulating plans for more effective
room arrangements, for learning centers and interest centers .
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3)

Discussing and thinking through problems of managing classroom
behavior, how to develop class rules, how to help specific,
individual children.

4)

Providing moral support and being generally supportive; sharing
with teachers the setbacks and difficulties they experie nced
themselves as teachers.

5)

Alerting teachers to available resources to help them with
instruction .

6)

Re lating information about the good and successful practices of
one teacher to another and vice versa .

7)

Giving informative feedback from their observations of the
class r oom activi ty.

8)

Demonstrating (or modeling?) methods and techniques of
teaching .

9)

Helping teachers to think through alternative methog and
6
approaches to teaching specific skil l s and content .

The work of t he adviser is complicated .
and insight .

It involves objectivity

Says Biber , "There i s a double focus.

1) What is aroused

in the student subjectively and 2) the professional goals for teaching
skill which are projected objectively for the particular student .

It

also involved on the adviser ' s part , an ability to reorganize and
provide fresh constellations of the material brought by the student to
stimulate in the student an expanded awareness that how and what to
teach are insignificant tools until they blend and come to terms with
the i nner organization of feelings and attitudes which each t eacher
brings to the job as the res i due of his/her own life history.
Biber et al. ,

11 67

Says

"The adviser ' s role does not end with bringing the

student to insights , nor even with her/his own f urther efforts to
understand the deeper roots of the student's reactions .

She/he takes an

active part in r echanneling the student ' s understanding of teaching and
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his/her patterns of acting as a teacher ... "The adviser must be skilled
in elucidating the elements of a p roblem and offering new and useful
. .
ways o f per ceiving
t h em . " 68

Hopeful ly , too, the adviser widens the range of the student's
sensitivity .

The adviser can help him/her to become

psychosocial processes as we l l as cognitive interchange .

aware of
Biber says ,

" The adviser's own understanding of the mechani sms which
determine a parti c ular student ' s request for, acceptance
o f assistance a nd her/his experience with the stugent ' s
use or rejection of such assistance govern many of the
de cisions that he/she must make i n the course of advisement.
When she/ he feels that a student needs he l p in tra nslating
understanding of children ' s psychic processes i nto teaching
practice, he/she must make an extr emely delicate decision
about the kind , cont ent and amount of assi stance to offer ,
and this decisi on must of necessity r est on h is/her own
assessment of t he student's dependency neg~s or readiness
fo r autonomous functioning as a teacher."
In the dynamic relationship between the student and his/her
advise r , there are certain emotional processes that occur, that oft en
a re part of the relationship between a therapist and her/his client .
These are the development of autonomy of the stude nt or client , trust
and confidence in the adviser or therapist , modell ing and i dentif i cat ion
with the adviser or therapist.

Fr equently , during the process , the

student/cli ent become s defensive.
At Bank Street , developing the autonomy of the student is stressed.
Students are encouraged to use their own strengths and develop and rely
upon their own values and to discourage dependence upon authority
figures.

Bank Street advisers also ideally " create an atmosphere in

whic h relaxed and f rank discussions can take place."

The adviser is

perceived by students as pushing them toward reliance on their own
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resources and ingenuity~
Says Claudia Lewis,

"The adviser sometimes pushes the student

toward autonomy of function by maintaining silence.

The slight tensions

that can develop in intervals of silence can act as a stimulus , a
challenge to the students to explore and establ ish their own dimensions
of thought and learning.

In fact, the adviser might say that he/she

considers her/his leadership most successful when it takes its least
active form and the students themselves have become leaders in their own
groups ,

able

to

participate

self-responsible individuals."

and
70

contribute

democratically

Ultimately the hope

as

is that the

student will be in charge of her/his own classroom and will have to rely
on themselves much more extensively so preparing students for autonomy
is relevant to the process .
The re has been research that has shown that the adviser is o ften
viewed as a r ole model by the student.
on this topic.

Claudia Lewis wrote an article

She quoted students as saying such things as these; " I

was greatly influenced by the program because I admired my adviser as a
teacher and a person, accepting them as a model for emulation."
this;

Or

" Perhaps my favorable impressions of these programs stem from my

admiration for my adviser, for if the adviser had not been a dynamic,
intelligent, sympathetic person, the programs would not have been nearly
so effective as they were.
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Lewis quotes some other students; "The

adviser establishes a climate where a student can learn from her/his
mistakes and accomplishments as well as those of his/her fellows .

In

this climate an exchange of the trials and errors of student teaching or
experimentation can take place. "

Another student said , "I think being
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invited, encouraged and permitted to react emotionally to the deeply
emotional experience of learning to be a beni gn ,
inevitably leads to insight and g r owth ."

enabling adult

Another said "The adviser

would be able to sift through your emotional feelings about the problem
and help you with concrete facts, examples and advice."

Other students

perceived the adviser as helping them generalize from individual
experiences and some felt the adviser teaches by example .
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Lillian Katz in an a r ticle entitled " The Advisory Approach to
Inservice Traini ng" said , "The adviser provides assistance i n such a way
as to increase t he l ikeli hood that teachers become more self- helpful a nd
independent rather than helple·ss and dependent ."

Students in Ms . Katz ' s

study also spoke of learning by the adviser's e xample.

Some felt they

picked up a lot by watching the adviser interact with their students i n
the classroom.

People expr essed the fol l owing things in this article

after their year of inservi ce training:
" I appreciated the opportunity to wor k with the adviser . I received
all sorts of new ideas, but most importantly , I received the kind
of support I greatly needed."
" It is a pity that this sort of inservice isn't continuing . This
kind of effort is the most meaningful for children as well as
teachers. You can talk over things you would like to do . The
adviser is objective and fair and there fore can provide much
constructive he l p. "
"Teachers grew t o be fond of the adviser as a person and began to
share all sorts of problems with her; even problems of a very
personal nature."
The adviser helps with specific p r ob lems involving specific
chil dren . It is based on concrete situations in the classroom .
Demonstration Teaching; " It is so valuable to see someone else
working with your children in your class. You feel that if someon e
else can do i t , so can you ."
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The adviser brought a wealth of materials and ideas.
The immediacy of fulfilling requests; "Working in the classroom
bringing in materials, and most of all acting as a sounding board."
"The adviser had great experience and background in classroom
environments. He/she had a great skill in communicating this
expertise . It is important to get someone who knows more than you
but who does not flaunt it. The fa c t that I viewed the adviser ~ 3 a
master teacher and not a superviser is really important to me."
It can be seen from these comments how crucial the personality
openness , and expertise of the adviser are.

It also appears that the

most valuable concept derived from these interviews concerns the
desirable qualities of an adviser,

rather than insight about the

advisery process itself.
The relationship between the adviser and student has to be
sufficiently dynamic to enable the student to internalize new insights
and the relationship appropriate to therapy of personal life problems is
not easily drawn.

The counseling relationship depends on trust,

empathy, and mutuality of interests, in short.
Leona Tyler has a concept which she calls "minimum change therapy."
In this she advocates greater emphasis on the diagnosis and utilizing an
indi vidual ' s strengths more then in conventional therapy.
"The goal of counselling is, from this view, a change of
direction for the indiv idual; the discovery of some
unblocked path i n which he/she could move forward ... even
though there are ~.a ny emotional complexes still unexplored,
many interpersona l problems unresolved. Extrapolated into
the teacher training situation, this means, not so much a
change of direction as unimpeded movement in the direction
of a professional role with full use of those personality
assets and stengths ~hich are particularly advantageous to
7
the teaching role."
" ... Movement in the right direction of," indicates how much the guidance
work is a beginning, a foundation and an orientation for the course of
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.
l
.
75
professiona maturity to come.
At different times during the year, the adviser took different
roles.

These included encouragement, support, approval, disapproval,

direct

advice,

suggesting

alternative

paths

to

a

goal.

Also

confrontation and interpretatio n techniques do occur sometimes.

Some

These include

techniques utlized in group therapy are applicable.

acceptance, universalization, intellectualization and transference.

Use

of these techniques in adviser-advisee relationship involves issues of
choice, timing, and ethics just as it does in psychotherapy.

It should

be noted that the existence of common elements does not mean identical
methods.

Certain fundamental techniques do not occur.

the boundaries of this work.

This illustrates

" In a broader sense, these boundaries

represent adaptation to the central characteristic of this program;
namely the relationship between adviser and student is conceived and
developed

as

one

of

psychological healing.

the

means

for

achieving

competence,

not
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Viola Bernard defines a therapeutic relationship as a "mutually
agreed

upon,

deliberate,

and

purposeful

transaction ... entailing

processes which vary in each instance according to permutations of
mu~tiple factors and dimensions.

1177

In Biber ' s article entitled " Bas ic Approaches to Mental Heal th,"
she talks about the role of the teacher in working with both children
and adults.

The quality of interaction is similar.

with the stated goal of the process of education .
develop and strengthen human potential.

This article begins
" This goal is to

This goal is viewed as

synonymous with a pos itive concept of mental health and analogous to the
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purpose of psychotherapy," this article discusses integrating emotional
processes with learning as applied to children in a classroom.

Much of

this is related to the quality of interaction that exists between
children and their teacher.
known to t he children.
growth.

The teacher needs to allow themself to be

As stated earlier, conflict is a natural part of

The children need to be supported as the teacher is a source of

emo tional support for the child.
support for the teacher-to-be.
support person.

The adviser is a source of emotional
This results in identification with the

Much of this pertains to the interaction between

student and adviser.

The student is growing and changing and therefore

will be experiencing conflict.

It is more productive if they are able

to express t h eir conflicts and mixed feelings to their peers and to the
adviser.
The following will consist of comments from the interview with the
adviser on the topic of the relationship between adviser and student.

A

relationship evolves between the adviser and student and this is a
critical aspect of the process.

This process is analytic and some

aspects of it are similar to the psychoanalytic process according to the
adviser.

The adviser says, "A key to it is the relationship that is

estab lished between adviser and student.

What is behind it is that

advisers come as these people who are going to be looking at you and in
life we're always being looked at in some way, in many ways; evaluated,
and evaluation raises hell with most any one o n any lev el of society.
The goal here is to establish an o ngoing relationship where there's time
put into the rela t ionship between the teacher-in-training, becoming
teacher and the person who is conceptualized by that student at the
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beginning of the year as an evaluator of my competence.
people work together;

So the two

the relationship becomes more of a trusting

relationship where the adviser, hopefully, is there as a support person
for the student so that the student feels toward the adviser, that
she/he is a person who is j oining me in my process of becoming a
teacher.

By

the

end of

the

year,

hopefully,

there

is more

person-to-person relationship, almost a colleguial relationship that's
. d f o r." 78
aime

The adviser also says;
"The key to the whole process is relating; to try to
develop a trusting relationship; to try to plant the seeds
as much as possible so that the student and I can operate
in a trusting relationship. Much of that comes from honesty
in the relationship. But how do you get to the honesty in
the rel~~ionship? There are many things an adviser has
to do."
The adviser goes on;
"One thing I try to do because I believe it works; I try
to work with the student s o that the student believes and
feels that I value who they are as people and that they
have a lot to contribute to the lives of kids and to
education and to their own professional developement. They
come with something. Each person comes with some strengths
and I hope that my work w~5h them can help them feel that
I value their strengths . "
The adviser talks about how the admissions process gives the
student some insight in to what life at Bank Street will be like; what
is expected of them.

This process also gives the adviser a lot of

information about the individual that they can utilize for insight and
understanding.

This information can help the adviser build the

relationship wi th the student.

Says our adviser;

"At the graduate level, we have an admissions process that
includes a personal essay in which the student describes
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his or her self. How better can I help that person feel
some connection with me then if I know something about
you as a person. What a person says about him or herself
in terms of the way he or she thinks about life or about
what life was like for them. The adviser has some insights
into the strengths of a person based on the admissions
proces§i the application, the bibliography, the previous
work."
According to Biber,

there are certain dynamic processes that

facilitate the complex learning whereby the student can mature into a
teacher who is knowledgeable and skillful in "the arts of teaching,"
understands how extensive are the psychological factors which condition
learning, and has that awareness of self which supports a gratifying
creative relation to one's chosen field of work.
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One of these processes is identification with the different adults
one works with in this time at Bank Street.

It is safe to assume that

the adviser is the central figure in this process.
teacher (s)

can

also be

very

influential

to

the

The cooperating
student.

This

identification is a result of a lot of talking and listening, expression
of emotions, support in times of discouragement or crisis and at the
c enter of things, the shared, gratifying investment in learning how to
do a hard, important job well and with confidence."
is safe

to assume that for many studen t s

Biber goes on; "It

the adviser becomes an

identification figure; a person whose values, s tyle of interaction and
personal qualities in real or idealized form merge with the past
identification with other salient life figures of the individual's
personal history.

To the e xtent that this is true, the identificatio n

with

initiates

the

adviser

a

new gestalt with

the

accumulated

identifications o f the past and influences the molding of ego identity."
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Says Erik Erikson, "While the end of adolescence is the stage of an
overt identity crisis, identity formation neither begins nor ends with
adolescence but is rather, a lifelong process of development.
The adviser is a model for the student.
teachi n g who guides

this complex process.
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They are a teacher of
The adviser is openly

committed to certain values and goals in education and students are
bound to internalize some of them.

The student's awareness of their

learning from t he adviser and the advisement process generally comes
sometime after the end of the year of advisement.
year or more.

Much of this

unconscious level.

Sometimes it is a

identification process occurs on an

This is indicative of the overlap between guidance

and therapy.
According to Biber, and others, the student's adviser becomes the
most important teacher figure in the student's development while at Bank
Street.

They say, "The deep investment of the adviser in guiding the

student's growth to fulfillment combined with his/her understanding,
acceptance of her/him as an individual, becomes a positive base for the
evaluating and redefining functions which are also part of her/his
role."
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Being exposed to many different teachers both in coursework and in
practice teaching enables the student to select and reject for their own
need and ins ights and beliefs.
synthesis of all of them.

They carve out their own style from a

Says Bibe r, "Teache r s identity , in the end,

is forged out of processes of selective rejection as well as positive
identification; it involves also a reordering of the multiple learning
experiences to a lifetime, including past i dentifications with teache rs .
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The importance of multiple and varied identification figures for the
development of a sound teacher identity is as great as it is for the
maturing of ego identity in the personality as a whole.

Otherwise there

is the possibility that learning will be superficially imitated."
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Summary
In summary,

the goal at Bank Street College of Education is to

develop a program of Teacher Education in which the principle of
cognitive-affective interrelationships is applied at this level.

The

hope is to provide each student with a dynamic learning experience; to
present a model for learning as a life experience.

An integral part of

the program is active participation and exploration for Bank Street
believes that these help prepare people and help them arrive at
insights.

They hope to provide an opportunity for students to see and

understand that feel ing and learning are interdependent.

Preparation

for teaching involves knowledge and skills and self-knowledge.
must have a knowledge of skills for the teaching task.

Teachers

One matures

through participation and one develops insight through the interactional
process in all its forms.
A primary means by which these goals are reached is through the
relationship and resulting interaction between the student and their
adviser.

The adviser has a dual role; that of counselor and superviser.

"'Teaching competence is tied not only to the information a teacher gets
in training, but also how the teacher experiences and internalizes the
information and

through which they

professional growth. "

transmute

it

into continuous

Learning to be a teacher is perceived by Bank

Street as "a dynamic process of self-realization."

One is a helping
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teacher rather than a "Director of learning."

The program assumes that

deepened interpersonal relations are achieved through support, empathy,
acceptance and genuineness of response, fostering autonomous creative
processes in the pursuit of mastery and competence.

086

This process is difficult and often painful.

"Psycho-dynamic

concepts are necessarily applied in this program and a student is helped
to fuse insight and implementation.
within

the

student

identification;

a

as

a

result

of

Certain dynamic processes occur
this

process .

synthesis of teacher identity.

. These

are

Also the complex

emergence of skill and self-knowledge and motivation that constitute ego
strength for the teaching role and an organization of goals and values
for the education of children that is both congruent with personal
disposition and relevant to a given philosophy of education."
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The next section will discuss the responses of the interviewees in
the context of what has been presented about Bank Street's Teacher
Education program.

How consistent are the responses of the interviewees

with how Bank Street presents itself.

Special emphasis will be given to

the mental health aspects of the process and psychodynamic concepts.
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Section II
In this section, I will be summarizing and discussing the responses I
received from the interviewees.

Special emphasis will be placed on

statements and descriptions of the respondents that relate to mental
health concepts of education as described by people at Bank Street in
the first section of this paper.
I n t h is section I will be summarizing the interviews and then
discussing and analyzing them as they relate to those mental health
characteristics.

I will talk about the feelings and emotions people

experienced as well as their conflicts and anxieties .

I will also

examine the students' feelings about the relationship with the adviser
and the interaction between peers in the conference group and the
interactions with the children and cooperating teacher(s).

Each inter-

view will be summarized and then I will discuss the responses in the
context mentioned.

Each interview will be taken separately and then I

will discuss and summarize all of them together.
about the group will be discussed separately.

Peoples' feelings

I will also write about a

characteristic the adviser ascribed to our particular group.

Then I

will present changes each individual would make if they were to go
through the experience of advisement again.
The interviews are presented in the order I did them.

G was the

first person I interviewed and his interview is the first discussed
here .
G:

S was the second, B third and so on.

SUMMARY

G was an intern at the Bank Street School for Children .

G worked

with 7 and 8 year old chi ldren the first semester and with 6 and 7 year
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olds the second semester.
G felt basically positive about the three components of the advisement process; the observations, the individual meetings with the adviser
and the weekly group meetings.

G felt they all were necessary but

preferred the meetings with the adviser to the group meetings because he
felt they were more personal and geared towards his personal needs.

He

saw the meetings with the adviser and the observations as one unit.
When I asked G about his feelings about the advis~r-student
relationship he said he felt that he and the adviser had a very good
professional relationship.
on target.

He felt the adviser's comments were usually

Said G, "I liked the feedback.

We usually agreed and I

didn't feel like I was being attacked or humiliated.
talk for a few minutes about personal things.

We would sometimes

But, basically it was a

professional relationship."
G felt that he and the adviser shared the same point of view and
philosophy in many ways in terms of relating to children.

He said, "I

felt we were on the same wave length, in the same hands, and looking at
many of the same issues."

G felt he and the adviser had similar goals

and that this was important to G.

He added, " I felt I was getting the

right support from the adviser; the right direction ."
"fooling the adviser."

G used the term

He described it this way; "There were hard times

I had in the class that the adviser wasn't involved in or didn't know
about.

There were things I didn't feel comfortable talking about and if

I decided not to talk about it, it wouldn't get dealt with.
process has to be voluntary. "

Part of the

He said he didn't feel comfortable all

the time "showing my incompetence.

I guess in a way it's r unning away
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from things.

It's not that easy to be ready and willing to talk about

problems."
G said there were always things to be discussed with the adviser.
Talking was never a problem and most of the topics they talked about
were brought up by G.

G enjoyed the observations and said he rarely

felt a lot of tension about them.
As a result of advisement, G felt he gained confidence.

He feels

he handles discipline and setting limits for children better and more
effectively.
He described having difficulty with meeting the needs of the
individual well enough and still being a group leader or addressing the
needs of the group.

He felt he had problems with being a group leader.

Said G, "By discussing this with the adviser, I felt I got a l ot of help
in how to approach the group ; how to prepare things for the group."
G said he thinks back on things said during advisement when similar
issues arise in his current situation.

He tries to think what the

adviser or the.group might say about an incident or problem.
When I asked G what were some of the major issues for him during
the year of advisement, the first one he mentioned was his relationships
with children.

He said, "How to maintain and acquire better

relationships with chi l dren."

The second issue he mentioned was

discipline and maintaining order in the classroom.

G said he felt he

got a lot of help from both the group and the adviser on these problems
and his ability to handle them.

G also expressed the feeling that he

wasn 't strong enough or dominating enough in the classroom.

I suspect

he means he didn 't take enough initiative and didn't make his presence
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felt as much as he would have liked.
G said another issue for him was being an assistant teacher or
"second fiddle. "

This meant "not having the freedom to do things as

much or in one's own way. "

G also said that he thought his ideas for

curriculum and activities were good but that he didn't plan them well
enough and did not follow through as much as he should.
G feels the main point of education is the relationships between
teacher and child and he feels this is the focus at Bank Street.

He

perceives it as a psychological way of looking at children, child
growth , and child play; looking at the whole child.
G:

COMMENTS
G felt he became stronger after advisement.

In relating what G

said in his interview to the mental health concepts mentioned previously, a number of G's responses and comments fit in.

G felt he grew as a

result of advisement and so a goal of Bank Street was met in that.

This

woul L ~ndicate that is G's case, learning is a process of development.
G said he gained confidence in himself as a result of advisement .

That

would imply feeling better about oneself, whi c:1 G apparently did.

G

also gained insight about himself.
because of advisement.

He said he felt he began therapy

It moved him to that point in his growth and by

going into therapy he gained more insight into himself.

Self-under-

standing is an important criteria in Bank Street ' s eyes fo r becoming a
good teacher.
G also expressed some anxiety about how the adviser perceived him.
He didn't want to reveal his "incompetence", so t here was some insecurity.

It is not pleasant to feel incompetent and advisement can do that
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to you.

Since G feels he began therapy as a result of advisement, this

implies a relationship between Teacher Education at Bank Street and the
Mental Health profession , at least in G' s mind .

tt Mutuality of interest

is given as a dynamic process that contributes to the relationship
between the student and his/her adviser."

G said he felt that he shared

beliefs and goals about education with t h e adviser.

There was not a

conflict of interest between them and this meant a lot to G.
G said that most of the topics brought up in the meetings with the
adviser were initiated by G and this was encouraged by the a dviser .
This shows the encouragement of autonomy and independence in the
student.

By working on the areas where G was weak , the adviser was

guiding G toward becoming a better teacher .
G said he didn ' t feel a lot of anxiety about the observations .
also said he rarely felt attacked o r humi liated by the adviser .
not livi ng in a lot of anxiety about being judged .

He

He was

Authority and

discipline was the second important issue that G menioned and this is an
issue that , according to people at Bank Street, comes up frequently .
S:

SUMMARY

S was a student teacher as opposed to an assistant or intern.
came in with virtually no expe r ience working with childr en .

He

Because of

this , he had three placements during the course of the year .

He worked

with 6 and 7 year olds and 5 and 6 year olds in independent schools , and
with 8 and 9 year olds in a public school .
s felt h e had a very good r e lationship with the advi se r.

He felt

he agreed with the adviser and felt the relationship had qualities of a
peer relationship .

He felt comfortable with t h e adviser .

Because S was
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really doing everything for the first time , the observations and the
meetings with the adviser were impo rtant to him .

Said S , " I felt the

adviser was fair and c l ear- sighted on what I was doing.
meetings to bounce ideas off the adviser .

I used the

Prac tical classroom ideas,

planning ideas and ideas about educational philosophy.

It was a healthy

relationship. "
S felt that the adviser analyzed things similarly to hi m.
his relationship with the adviser was a positive one.
as a "partnership."

He felt

He described it

Saids, "I never had the sense that the adviser had

a different set of priorities for me than I did.

The adviser seemed

clear about the sort of teacher I wanted to develop into and was the
elder statesperson; the one who is more experienced and could guide me
towards what I was a fter."

S said h is first meeting with the adviser

was all about why he had decided to go into teaching; what he wanted
education to be.

Said S, "I came to teaching from a lot of negativity

having disliked the kind of elementary education I h ad and also hadn't
liked all the vibes around higher education. "
education was stifling.

s said he felt his

He wanted to get back to the roots of where

that all starts and was rebelling against the start he had been given,
which he felt was r epressive and parochial.

He wanted c hildren to come

through his classes having attitudes and qualities that would have made
them not tolerate the kind of education he had.
S felt the adviser ' s questions helped him to think about things.
Such questions as "How do you think the teacher got that to happen? " o·r
"What did he/she do?" "What were you trying to do? " and then "Did you do
it?" and " If you didn't, why didn't it happen? " and "What did you want
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this lesson to be and how close did it come? "

It was never "What you

should have done was .•. " or "That was the wro ng thing to do. "

That was

never the first thing the adviser said though it might have been said
l ater after S realized the mistakes made.
S felt there were a l ot of personal points of common interest
between him and the adviser that "made for a friendliness and warmth
between them."

S felt that because of his inexperience he was_probably

"pretty malleable " and therefore was not confrontation~l and he felt
there was a mutual respect and that the adviser had S 's goals in mind .
"The adviser helped me get the t ools to shape teaching i n my own
direction.

The adviser accepted the fact that I was an integrated

person b r inging life experiences to teaching and it was that e xperience
that I had to work with and the adviser couldn ' t tell me about a
different kind of experience t hat I should be teaching from.
be teaching from my own perceptions. "

I had to

Said S , "In a sense we have to

accept and deal with that reality in our way or working with children.
Kids come to school with a l ot of life experience and we have to keep
that in mind in helping them learn."
Said S , " I didn 't feel pressured by the adviser mainly because the
adviser seemed to be trying to get me t o do things I wanted to be doing
anyway .

I can't remember any time I was g iven directions to do

something I didn ' t want to do ."
When we talked about things that were i ssues for S during that
year, the first thing S mentioned was discipline but he said, "This is
really a subset of the whole issue of how can you a nd why should you
control a group .

I had to answer both t hose questions and they ' re
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symbiotic issues.
group to do .

How you control a group depends on what you want the

I had a lot of hostility about the way I wa educated that

had to be worked out before I could manage a group .
discipline I had gotten.

I hated all the

Before I could start disc i plining, I had to

work through some of that anger.

I had to do a lot of experiments with

letting kids make al l their own decisions and rules, and with being very
rigid and very controlling of kids, I remember a lot of phases I went
through. "
S said a lot of how one handles discipline and limit-setting in t he
classr oom depends on what one wants the class to be about.

When S came

to Bank Street he knew a lot more about what he didn't want a class to
be about.
issue.

Swenton; "Early in the year, controlling kids was a big

Every time I would make a child do something , I had to go and

sit down and relax and tell myself that I was a good person .
resilient, I reali zed.

Kids are

The kids would come back as if nothing had

happened, but I would be a wreck.

A lot of my anger was worked through

in the sense of the self-hate that came out from becoming a
d i sci plinarian.

The process of becoming a disciplinarian invol ved a lot

of self- hate for me; a lot of guilt. "

s felt the adviser was a professional and said, " Meeting with the
adviser was like meeting with an educational therapist. "

He felt the

adviser analysed things similarly to him and felt it was a peer
relationship in some ways.
As a resu lt of advisement, S felt he learned to tighten up and
accept being an authority.

He had to fi nd different ways of doing

things from the way he had been educated.

S felt he needed a framework
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or philosophy or context to put education into and felt he came out that
year with a greater grasp of that context.

Saids, " It was a question

of pushing me towards developing techniques and giving me skills in
analyzing the techniques and that happened ."
S:

COMMENTS
It would appear that since S felt he was shaping the direction he

wanted his teaching to go in, the adviser was helping him or guiding him
in moving that way.

S 's autonomy was being encouraged .

Also , it is

clear that authority and discipline were issues that S faced .

His

working thr ough this i nvolved conflict and a grea t deal of emotionality
in the form of anger followed ·by guilt.

This problem of being an

authority is common and can be related to feelings of doubt and
uncertainty . · One can speculate that since Shad next to no exper ience
with children that he did not have a lot of confidence in himself.

At

the e nd of the year, he felt he could be more of a limit- setter so
progress was made and confidence gained .

The painful memories of his

own experience came out in this process .

But Shad no difficulty in

accepting the authority of the adviser .

He specifically used the word

"guide " to describe the role the adviser played for him, which is the
same word used by people at Bank Street .

By describing the adviser as

an "educational therapist ," S perceived the adviser as a counselor of
sorts.

S said he thought about going into the rapy as a result of

adv isement but d idn't end up doing so.

S specifically mentioned that

there were points of common interest between him and the adviser .
Whe n rereadi ng the section of the interview when S was talking
about how the life experience of people affects them, I was struck by
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the similarity between what he said and what the adviser said when
talking about the same thing .

This may be indicative of S saying

something similar to the adviser because of identification with the
adviser.

The adviser said, "I try to work with the student in such a

way as to help them fee l I value who they are as a person and that they
have a lot to offer and contribute to the lives of kids and to education
and their own professional development.

They come with something.

Each

person comes with some strengths and I hope that my work with them can
help a person feel that I value their strengths."

The adviser also

said, "Adults are functioning at a level of development that allows them
to utilize so much of their life experience with everything they do."
I am not sure that this particular quote indicates that S
identified with the adviser but I think his comments made at various
times in the interview indicate that he did

Being inexperienced, and

not very sure of himself as a teacher, it would seem that he might be in
a situation where he would identify with the adviser.

He said that he

thought that he probably was pretty malleable.
One of the hopes of Bank Street i s that people who go through the
program come out with some clear idea of goals and values about what
they want to do in their classrooms.

S came out of the year with some

defi nite , developing ideas about what he believed about education for
children.
S certainly respected the adviser and valued what the adviser said
to him.

He had good "wann" feelings about the adviser a nd certainly

felt valued and respected as an individual by him/her .
In becoming a teache r, one has to be a mature i ndividual and
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becoming mature often means working through some conflicts and anxieties
to a new state of awareness and insight about oneself and others.
Lear ning and intellectual growth are affected by the emotions or
affective aspects of individuals.

The adviser had to help S deal with

his feelings about being an authority t o the children to move him along
to a higher plane where he could be more effective in the classroom.
B:

SUMMARY

B was an assistant teacher with 3 and 4 year olds at a private
nursery school .

This was his second year as an assistant teacher .

We began by talking about the three components of the advisement
process as they were experienced by the s tudents .
B felt the individual meetings with the adviser were pleasant.

It

was in those meetings that B felt he established his trust in the
adviser.

He felt as if the adviser car ed about him and the relationship

was personal .

B fee ls he enjoys settings where you can really get to

know people well and be abl e to direct your own education.

B made a

distinction between the meetings with the adviser at Bank Street and the
meetings with the adviser afte 1 t he observations in the school where he
worked .

He felt more at ease at Bank Street than after an observation.

He said "The meetings at school seemed too condensed.

We tried hard to

focus on some of the things that happened and take a very close l ook at
my teaching style , which made me uptight.

This was especially true

right after the observation when I was trying to heave a sigh of relief
and I found that I couldn't."

B felt he talked more openly in the

adviser's office about himself and his background.
open to that, thought B.

The adviser seemed

B went on; "When I left the adviser 's office ,
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I almost always felt like I had been patted on the back and approved of.
The two kinds of meetings seemed sometimes in contradiction with one
another.

Often I left the observations feeling like I had been picked

apart, though not in an unkind way.

That may be my own inability to

reconcile elements of the advisement process and it might be the
adviser's differing styles given the different roles they had to play.
In the office it was more sitting back in the chair and shootipg the
breeze as if the adviser thought this was a time to relax and get to
know one another."
Observations always made B nervous because of his own selfconsciousness.

At the end of the year B felt like he was ver y

distracted because of uncertainty about the next year.

He felt he had

more confl ict s with the adviser about the process in the latter part of
the year .
B said he finds it difficult to take criticism from others; to
accept someone else's criticism.

He needs to prove himself first.

He

said, "To accept someone else watching and rating me , even though it
~

~ •t r eal l y rating me, it was difficult for me not to see it that way

because I am set up to opposed authority."
Sometimes B could distance himself and step back and look at the
purpose of observations.

Then he could accept what was said and the

role of the adviser as authority more .
inadequate when he was observed.

Most of the time, B said he felt

There were times when things were

going well and he wished the adviser were present then.

He found the

observations stimulating even though they were uncomfortable.
When I asked B about his feelings about the adviser-student
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relationship he expressed some anxiety about answering, but said later
that it wasn ' t so bad after he thought about it.

Said B, "I think Bank

Street condones a very open-ended kind of relationship between adviser
and student.

As long as the student is committed t o being a cari ng kind

of teache r , I think advisement wi ll go well .
o f style and advice and some direction . "
difficulties with authority.
authority figu r es .

It then becomes a matter

B once a gain spoke about his

He said, "I know I have conflicts with

Even though the adviser is a wonderf u l person a nd I

like him/her , he/ she was set up as an arbitrary authority."
" I fe l t I had to perform.

B went on;

The adviser personified author ity and there

was conflict because it is typical of me not to accept the guidance and
good will of authority figures or advi sers ."
The adviser pointed out to B that he needed t o relax and not get so
defensive .

The adviser pointed out the value that could come from

advisement and having someone watch you and see you grow and work with
you to facilitate growth.
B felt the adviser had knowledge and experience on which to draw .
B also felt the adviser seemed to understand the kind o f needs he had as
a teacher, and B valued the advis er's opinion.

But there was conflict

between him and the adviser because B disagreed with the adviser a lot .
Said B, " I took great i ssue with some of the smaller comments the
advise r made about my style and my approaches to certain activities and
I think we became more entangled in those small things than the larger
ones. "
I asked B to talk more about his conflicts with the adviser.
said; "The adviser was a parent in a way to a growing person.

He

It was a
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child-like feeling and sometimes that felt nice .
in the office.
I was upset.

Especially when I was

There was a nice kind of cozy, at-home feeling even when
I understood that this is O.K. because I'm not going to

get demerited for my anger.

The relationship has to be based on

openness and accepting that you were going to be watched.
wouldn ' t go very well unless you opened up.
would block out what was going on."

The year

In the worst moments I

He went on; "There were times I

felt almost an analogy to a therapeutic relationship, which is one I am
familiar with .

The apprehension I spoke of was knowing you really have

to be more vulnerable.

It was really very all - encompassing and takes on

a lot about who you are, what·you want to be and where you want to be."
B feels it is very important for advisers to be supportive people
because a person in this program needs to be upheld and believed in .
When the student faces problems, it is especially necessary for the
student to believe in and trust the adviser.

The adviser must be

sensitive to people and have some expertise in the field of human
relations.

In general , B feels they do a pretty good job.

He feels the

advisers at Bank Street are very broad-minded, caring people.
In talking about his conflicts with the adviser, B said, " I thi nk
some conflicts arose out of misunderstandings about what the goals were.
Perhaps in the area of teaching approach .
and how much isn't .

How much is child-centered

This is an a rea we argued about.

It wouldn't have

been so bad if we had understood earlier how much we are in agreement;
how much in a greement the school and I were and how much not .
can I modify?

Am

If not

I that flexible a person?"

When I asked B about issues f o r him during the year o f advisement,
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he said there were many issues .
the children ' s questions.

The first one he mentioned was handling

He related this to issues on Bank Street ' s

philosophy about how children learn .

He then went on into a description

of some disagr eement he had with Bank Street philosophy.

Philosophy

will be discussed more extensively in the third section of this paper.
Another issue for B was related to the setting he was in.
school he was working in was not a very supportive p lace .

The

Relations

between the teachers and the administration were not amicable.

Another

issue for him was what to do when you are confronted with an angry
parent who doesn ' t think you are doing your job.

Is it the teacher's

fault that the child is having problems or regressing?
who is really responsible?
me.

Do you get into

Those questions were really intriguing to

Another is what do you do if the parent sets you up as an

adversary?

There was a particular parent t hat B was concerned about .

He wasn ' t sure the parent trusted the teachers .
B also talked about a particular child in his c lass that had some
difficulties .

This child had some beha vior problems .

Said B; "This was

one of the exceptions when I d i dn ' t feel defensive because the reasons I
was having trouble with the child wasn ' t because of something I was
doing .

It was n ' t my teaching or personality which caused this boy to

have difficulties.

There was something troubling him.

I was able to

open up and try some techniques with him when he was defiant and
fighting back and a ll. "
B had to face the issue of his own defensiveness .

He said, " Most

of my teaching is based on intuitiveness about kids and my ego was
rubbed the wrong way when I thought I was being told my intuition may be
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wrong.

These wer e the worst battles I had with the adviser."

In talking about changes that B saw in h imsel f as a r esult of the
process of advisement, he again spoke about his need to do things on his
own.

He said, "This goes back to my feeling that the best l essons I

will learn as a teacher will probably be my own through my own mistakes.
There are times when I really feel like a dummy because I will go
through months of some kind of haggli ng with a child and the educational
scene o r social-emotional scene and only then will I remember something
told to me about how to deal with this p r obl em and then I will use it .
I have to test the hypothesis before I take the technique to apply it .
I first need to see there's a real good cause or need for using a
particular approach. "
Another change that B mentioned was gaining f l exibility and greater
openness to suggestions and knowledge of others .

B said , "When the

adviser was questioning my intuition about a child who I have known for
3 months or 6 months or whatever , who 's to say that even if you know a
child , that there aren ' t other ways of deal ing with a ch ild when they're
not learning? "

B we nt on; " You have to be open.

area I'm weak in.

I shouldn 't rely wholly on my intuition.

know what is best for a child .
child.

That is probably a n

But it can take a long time to know a

Sometimes a slow unfolding of time is necessary with kids.

qui ck decisions based on intuition.

Not

My weakness in teaching is that I

can take for g ranted too easily what a ch ild needs.
off .

I think I

I need to take time to listen to other people .

I see things right
This is a lesson

that advisement and observations helped me with in retrospect. "
As a result o f advi sement, B fee l s he had more skills and tech-
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niques for helping him get closer to the children he finds difficult.
Said B; "When I hear something about a child's life that I just wasn't
looking at, I have to mull that over and then adapt what is probably a
more rigid outward style of relating."

B s ays he is less uptight now

and more willing to look at things from different angles.

He is

mellower, which fosters an ease in relating between him and the
children.

Says B; "It is a growing experience to allow myself. to take

in what other people say.

I believe it will continue to live with me as

a teacher.

I do think it's been very constructive.

soul here.

It feels like a lot of examination."

I'm searching my

In closing B said , "Our adviser was sensitive and we can't ask for
much more than that.

We do have to stand on our own .

If we're teaching

in the years to come, hopefully we can find other networks among our
colleagues (he was talking about the conference group here as well).
think Bank Street does very nicely in that area.

I

I believe the whole

process provides opportunities to get what you want out of it in a
relatively fair way.

I don't have deep dissatisfactions.

part of my experience and it's worked out.

It's become

It's been a reconciled

experience, an integrated one, and those can be the hardest chunks of
your life to examine, the stuff that becomes you.
the adviser did it for me.

Advisement group and

It helpe d my well-being as a teacher.

glad to have this chance to talk.

I haven't really t ho ught s eriously

about it, only on and off until now and i t was goo d.
B:

I was

Thanks ."

COMMENTS
B ma kes a very clear analogy b e tween the a dvisement process, t h e

relationship with the adviser, and the therape utic relations hip.

He
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compares his relationship with the adviser as having some elements of a
parent-child relationship.
to a growing person.

B said, "The adviser was a parent in a way

It was a child-like feel i ng . "

He also said,

"There were times I felt almost an analogy to a therapeutic relationship
which is one that I am familiar with."
Certainly the experience appeared to have caused some emotional
expression that was fairly intense for B.

He spoke quite a bit about

his conflicts with the adviser and expressing anger.
defensive.

Also B felt quite

This was a result of self-consciousness and anxiety,

especially in connection with the observations.

He said that he was

uptight and that he often felt "picked apart" after the observations .
He exper i enced the meetings with the adviser in the adviser's office as
somewhat in conflict with the meetings in the school setting after an
observation.

The observations and subsequent meetings often left him

feeling inadequate.
But yet with all the anxiety and upheaval that B experienced, he
perceived the adviser as a wonderful person in whom he established
trust.

He feels an adviser at Bank Street must be a supportive

individual w~th some expertise in the field of human relations .

He had

no hesitation in saying that he thought Bank Street did quite well in
that area and he felt the adviser met these criteria.

B felt the

adviser had knowledg e and experience to offe r and on whi ch to draw.
This leads me to assume that he respect ed the a dviser a s a pr o fessi onal.
He also said he felt the adviser cared about him as a pe r s on and he f elt
the adviser was open to B talking about himse l f and his bac kground
fairly openly.

After the meetings in the advise r's of f ice, B g enerally
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felt like he had been encouraged and "patted on the back."

He felt the

adviser t ook the time to get to know him, so B felt respected.
B felt he had some autonomy and independence in shaping the
direction of his work.

He thought the adviser understood the needs he

had and he valued the adviser's opinion .

But yet I think B felt his

beliefs and p hilosophy of education were somewhat different than the
advisers .

This is different than the way G and S felt about the adviser

and their values.
Authority was a major issue for him though not in relation to the
children.

The authority of the adviser was an issue because B ceels

that he i-s r esistant to authority and will fight.

This can be perceived

as positive but I think B feels that this at times can be a fault.

His

resisting authority causes him unnecessary and prolonged problems with
the task.

He described this aspect of himself as a weakness.

But he

felt the adviser helped him along with this and as a result he feels he
is more flexible and open to what others say.

To me this shows a deeper

understanding of himself and therefore is growth.
B felt anxiety because he felt he had to perform for the adviser.
Apparently he never felt at ease when the adviser came to visit.

He was

reacting to the adviser as a symbol of authority , s omething arbitrary,
rather than of anything parti cular about the adviser because as B said ,
" It

is typical of me not to accept the guidance and goodwill of

authority figures or advisers."

But yet B felt the adviser pointed out

to him the importance of having someone watch you and point out things
to help facilitate growth .
The issues that B dealt with that year seemed to be different than
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the ones other members of the group were dealing with.

The first one he

mentioned was not discipline or relations with children or what is
progressive education.

It was " How to handle children ' s questions."

Also the setting he was working in was not a supportive one .

So much

of B' s experience that year was colored by this aspect of his workplace.
He was upset about it frequently and often had to use the meetings with
the adviser to vent h i s feelings and frustrations about this situation.
He also brought it up frequently in the group meetings.

Perhaps this

fact also contributed to his defensiveness and conflict with the
adviser.

I could understand that this could be so distressing that a

lot of B's energy was going into this and it was difficult to deal with
other aspects of the teaching situation.

As our adviser says, " One can

overblow the ir circuits" if too much is put upon them; if expectations
are too high .
B mentioned problems with one or two particular parents and
individual children; one who had behavior problems and another who had
some sort of devel opmental delay.
problems.

These were children with special

B' s issues were more specific than general .

Relative to the others in the gr oup , B spoke more extensively about
hi s defensiveness and resistance t o authority .
issue for him than it was for others .

Perhaps it was a larger

It ' s a matte r of degree.

Saying

that he felt he gained in flex i bility and openness to people 's
suggestions is quite a change and that is all f or the good because
certainly this is important in our work as teachers and in our
development as people.

It was good to hear that B felt this way.
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M:

SUMMARY

M was an intern with 4 and 5 year olds for the first half of the
year and with 9 and 10 year o lds the second half of the year .
M felt the three components were "productive ."
adviser was on target with the comments they made.

She felt the
She felt she learned

a lot from the adviser but also experienced a lot o f anxiety .
" It was nerve - wracking.

Really nerve -wracking. "

Said M;

M said the heart of

what she learned cent ered on the observations and the adviser's
comments .
M said there we re times when she got angry at the observer .

She

said, "Here was this person who saw all these things wrong and pointed
them out .

I sometimes resented him/her.

did see a lot of good in what I did ."

But yet I thought the advise r

She d i sagreed with the adviser

often but there were many wonderfu l discussions.
intense the e xperience wa s.

She remarked how

Even though she got angry with t he adviser,

she looked f o rward to t a lking to him/her.
In the meetings with the adviser , M felt she was able to bring up
mor e personal issues .

Said M; " It would be our time t o talk just about

me and about what happened ; what I was feeling; and this brought up
stuff .

It was a more personalized relat ionship.

In the beginning of

the year my focus was mo re on the one-to - one re lat i onship .

In t he

second half of the year, the gr oup was more my focus ."
M got a ngry with t he adviser because the adviser made all these
criticisms .
got upset.

Said M; "If I agreed with t he c r iticism the adviser made, I
If I didn' t agr ee , I got ma d .

the relationship must be k i nd of like that .

I never had a therapist , but
So many times I fel t I was
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projecting on the adviser.
right."

I see this year , though, the adviser was

Despite the anger she felt, M said, she looked forward to

meeting with the adviser and she still thinks of things the adviser said
to her.
M recalls certain conversa tions about personal is sues that she had
with the adviser .

One of these discussions was about her dual role as a

mother and teacher some day and how to handle that.

She missed a group

meeting once because she and her husband had a big discussion about
this .

Later the adviser got upset and was worried because the

discussion had been intense and was concerned that something was wrong.
She said it helped that the adviser was deeply involved with a lover and
she felt that she could discuss it and the adviser gave her some good
advice.

This discussion took place in one of the scheduled meetings.

It meant a lot to her that the adviser was concerned and would take t he
time to discuss this with her rather than something related to teaching.
M spoke about the flexibility of the adviser and the openness to
different issues.

In the first part of the year, M didn't really deal

with curriculum and the adviser knew that she wasn't ready to because
there were other things to be worked through first.

The adviser gave

her that flexiblility to develop in the way she had to.

Said M; "The

adviser was able to say to me, ' so stop; it's not your function now. '
In the second placement the adviser said it is your function now and
then we focused much more on curriculum but yet at times the adviser
said 'stop' when I needed it and 'let ' s talk about something else!"
M said she got "so mad" when she felt the adviser was making a big
issue out of something she didn ' t think was so important.

M remarked;
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" I i dentified strongly with the adviser and felt connected to him/her
and most of the things they said were on target . "
When I asked M about issues, the first t hing she mentioned was
" truly understanding what progressive education was."

She had been

teaching Hebrew School and had worked with children and had always
thought of herse lf as creative.

She said; "When r came to Bank Street,

I realized all the things I had been doing were a piece of progressive
education.

Progressive education is a real philosophy of education with

a lot of meat to it.

I was only partially doing it."

She said she

became committed to progressive education as she saw it more in depth .
M feels it has everything to do with the way people talk to children and
their attitudes toward them .
adviser.

She spoke of an exchange she had with the

She was speaking about what she perceived as a sort of

disrespect for the teacher she perceived in the children she was working
with .

She said the adviser ' s response was "When kids are real and are

allowed to come out and be their real selves ar.d not be perfect good
kids, they're not always going to be sweet and kind.

Part of being a

g roup leader o r part of being a p rogressive educat or means allowing kids
to be real. "
children.

M feels this has a lot to do with how you talk to

M said the adviser pointed out to her that she used a

different voice when she spoke with children then she did when she spoke
with adults and that she shouldn't .
Progressive education is of cours e relevant to the sort of
curriculum one sets up .

M said she was faced with what it means to set

up a curriculum that enables kids to discover.
Another important i ssue for M was relating progressive education to
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Jewish education.

During the course of the year , she decided she was

going to work in Jewi sh education.
the beginning of the year .

She wasn't at all sure of this in

She described this as "putting the parts

together. "
Another problem was organizing ideas and p rojects.

She said "The

adviser understood that I had good ideas but that I also had a real hard
time presenting them in an organized fashion.

It was a challenge to put

theory into practice."
M said she makes a greater effort now to have everything ready;
t hat all the materials are in the room and set up f o r the exper iences
she wants the kids to have.

Says M, "Whatever I teach them , I have to

know what I want them to get out of it.
want to happen.

How will I p lan it so they will have t hat experience?

I have a p roblem with this .
process.

I have to know exactly what I

I often don ' t think enough abou t the

I believe this is related to the philosophy and depth of

progressive education."

M said the adviser would ask her questions such

as , "What are the steps of how you 're going to teach this? " or "What do
you think you're going to have to think about."

These questions and

others helped her to plan , focus and to pay attention to details.

The

adviser gave her specific questions and ways of saying things to get the
desired result.
When Masked about her expectations for advisement prior to going
through it , she was qu ick to say that it wasn ' t totally as she expected.
In cer tain way s it was and in certain ways it wasn ' t.

She sai d , "When I

came for my interview , I was told it was going to be a rigorous year and
that it would be intense .

I knew I was going to be meeting with an
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adviser and I knew I would be meeting wit h a group, but the process o f
working with an adviser and the role they took with me in terms of
expectations and pushing me and being criticized was not expec ted .
didn't realize I'd be left so open as a teacher .
demand my time a nd ener gy.

College did that .

I thought it would

I t hought I ' d work real

hard and would do well and ge t good f eedback and support .
more i nvolved than that.
in terms of e go .

But it was

I didn't know how much i t would demand of me

I didn ' t realize i t wou l d be opening up so much,

f aci ng things , having to c hange a lot.
naturally to me.

I

I thought being a teacher came

I felt I had this natural abili ty but I a lso had t o

fight a lot of instincts about how to talk to children .
I did natural ly weren ' t necessarily good .

A l o t of t hings

It was breaking patterns . "

She went on ; " I try so hard to figure out if what I am doing is
pr ogressive .

Am

I r eally being concrete?

Is thi s really experiential ? "

The advisement process demanded more of her than she expected in terms
of honesty.

This honesty is at times painful .

M could definite l y a t tribute certain changes t o the advisement
e xperience as is indicated by t he previous statement.

When I a sked her

about changes in he r, her quick r esponse was " Everything! "

She said she

now had a firm foundat i on on which to build and that she had to keep
building .

She said she h ears the advise r in her head all the t ime .

M

felt she expr essed this to the adviser and the response was, " I r eall y
hope you will integrate t he things you ' ve learned f rom me and ycur
cooperating teachers and it wil l become part of your own psyche of
teaching and hearing yourself."

M feels that thi s has happened .

said to her are becoming part of her teaching psyche.

Things

Th is is something
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that happens unconsci ous l y .
time about them.

One does t hings withou t thi nking all the

They become like second nature.

thinks of things that were said to her .

M said she still

Said M, " One has to keep

thinking and learning and growing when you are a teacher.

I have a long

way to go ."
M said she also learned about the importance of allowing kids t o
grow and not always try to take away

t heir anxiety; take away p r oblems .

She uses affection as a cure- all so to speak.

She said , "I sometimes

want to take away a child's anxiety when I see them suffering rather
than help them work thr ough it ."
M feels that she can be more objective about the advi sement p r ocess

now that she ' s not emotionally invol ved in it .
makes you dea l with your problems ."
times I need support.
be.

She said , "Advisement

She went on , "There a r e lots of

I like to have my hand held and i t can ' t always

I might have liked it but I ' m not sure it woul d have been best for

me at all times. "
M:

COMMENTS
Like B, Sand G, M thought of the r e l a tionship and dynamics of the

adviser -student relationship a s similar in some ways to the relationship
between t he t herapist and his/ her patient .
occur in therapy occured with M.

Some of the processes that

She had feelin gs of resentment toward

tne adviser because of all the cirticisms the adv iser made.
quite angry at the adviser during the year of advisement .
pro j ected onto the adviser .

She got
M felt she

Yet at the same t ime she looked forward to

meeting with the adviser and felt the adviser perceived positive
elements in her work .

She didn't feel totally put down.

She felt that
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they had many "wonderful discuss i ons. "

M also experienced the year as

ver y intense and it was mor e intense t han she expected even though she
was prepared for some degree of intensity .

By saying she still thinks

of things the adviser said to her, she shows identification with the
adviser .

She spoke of personal d i scussions with the adviser ,

conversations that didn ' t necessarily r elate to her work with children.
This meant a lot to her and so it would seem she felt as if the adviser
cared about her as a person in al l aspects of her life..

Understanding

her as a person meant that the adviser was flexible in the expectations
he/she had for her at a given time .

It has been said by people at Bank

Street and our adviser that it is important to have that and to
sometimes give people some breathing room to develop in a way and at a
pace that is their own .
When we talked abou t issues, the issue of authority was not
mentioned by M.

But unde rstandi ng what p r ogr essive educat ion is in

practice was an issue for her .

She wa s the only one of the group who

was in Jewish education a nd that issue was uniquely her s .

By a l ways

wondering and questioning if what one is doing in the classroom is truly
experiential , truly progressive; one would move closer toward achieving
the ideal of this type of education in the classroom .

This is related

to developi~g a philosophy , goals and values about education, which is
something that is desirable for a pe rson going through the program at
Bank Street .

It is stated as a goal for the students who attend Bank

Street ' s program o f teacher preparation.

M had thought that many of the

things she had been doing in the past were "progressive " but when she
arrived at Bank Street she r ealized that there was much more to it .

In
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some ways I feel the ex_p erience of advisement was a bit of a blow to M' s
feelings.

Confidence was decreased at times for her.

cut down.

Being a teacher is being a full person.

In a way I was

I was facing my

personality and how it affected me as a teacher and forever changed me ."
So it seems clear to me that the growth that M experienced, though
painful, is percei ved by her as valuable and important .

This

i l lustrates the assertion that growth and change involve turbulence and
emotional upset.
on.

Her attitude is one of continuing g rowth as one goes

She sees the interrelatedness between teaching and development as a

person.
By taking in and i ntegrating what was said to her by the advi se r
and others she encounter ed along the way, and synthesizing and digesting
it all, M was developing a teacher identity in the manner described by
Barbara Biber in, "An Analysis of the Guidance Functi on in Teacher
Education . "
M felt supporr ~d and respected by the adviser and certainly seemed
to respect their authority , even though she became defensive and upset
at times.

But she said that she wants her hand held all the time and

sometimes it is not in her best interest .

The adviser didn't always

hold her hand and this helped her to develop and learn mo re.

She

reali zed that maybe she needs to be pushed and shaken up at times .

It

was pointed out to her that perhaps she has a tendency to protect a
child or comfort them when they are hurt or upset and sometimes they
need that but at times they need to be helped t o work t hrough their
a nxiety rather than just washing it away as it were .

It is in one 's

best interest to exper ience anxiety and turmoil at times for as was said
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she noticed the flowers and this and thi s and you just said ummm .
d idn't you reinforce he r comments? "
this and you didn't notice . "

Why

Or "So-and- so got excited about

R said she sometimes felt overwhelmed with

all the little details the adviser not iced.

She went on ; " I always had

the feeling that they knew a lot more than he/she said.

I wanted to

shake them and say ' You really think I ' m crazy going in to this
profession ."

Maybe it was because I was so confused.

was reinforc i ng my insecurities.
adviser was being nice .

Often the adviser

I always had the feel i ng that the

Too nice maybe ."

R felt the obser vati ons were very important and gave her a l ot of
insight .

But she realized this more toward the end of the year.

She

felt t he adviser was honest and R fel t comfo rtable talking to him/he r.
R felt she was able to be honest with the adviser about what was
going on with her, pe r sonally and in the classroom.
adviser , "pulled it out of you . "

She felt the

She went on , " I ' m in therapy now and

it's hard to talk about personal feelings and probl ems .
asked very good questions .

But he/ she

The adviser would r emember things , problems

and ask me about them. "
R said at times when she was talking with the adviser she ' d be
teary - eyed or c r y ing .

She did say she got angry at the adviser at

times.
R described the adviser as a nice , friendly pe rson who she l iked .
But because of the role of the adviser as one who is evaluating her, she
felt she had to show s he was strong and that she couldn 't look weak
because the adviser would see her as this awful teacher .

She found t he

observations painful because she 'd have to admit that she really needed
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before one has to go through " disequilibrium" to move forward.
R:

SUMMARY
R worked as an assistant teacher in a private school with 4 and 5

year olds.
I n response to a question about the observations, the first thing R
mentioned was that the adviser had been her cooperating teacher's
adviser.

This was the second year that R had worked with this teacher

and she felt very comfortable with her and liked her a lot .

She thought

that the three of them would work together but it never really developed
that way.

It was always Rand the adviser, Rand the cooperating

teacher or the cooperating teacher and the adviser.

She felt

uncomfortable about that at first but she ended up feeling like it was a
very good experience .

Said R, " It was good it happened that way.

My

cooperating teacher knew the adviser and sometimes she would say when I
brought up a problem , ' Talk to the adviser about that .
on that.'

He/ she is good

She ' d give me a little shove and I ' d be able to bring it up

with the adviser . "
R liked the way the adviser observed .

She liked the fact that

he/ she talked to the kids a lot and asked them questions about what was
happening.
mouth .

Said R, "It was kind of like getting it from t he horses

I learned a lot just from that.

If you want t o know what a

teacher is doing in the room, talk tc the kids . "
She always found the discussions after the observations i n teresting
and she f elt the adviser was very perceptive .

They 'd noti ce little

things and wouldn ' t crit icize you down to the bone .

The adviser said

things like, "Well I noticed when you were passing c ups to so-and- so ,
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work in this area and that area.

But she also felt supported by the

adviser and she trusted him/her.

She felt the adviser really knew her

and liked her and she too saw some similarities between an adviser and a
therapist.

The type of questions asked by both were similar.

Questions

like, " What were you feeling then?" or "Why were you afraid to do that?"
" She said it is interesting to think about it now.
much playing the role of therapist with me.
helped me realize things .

The adviser was very

That helped me a lot and

It uncovered a lot of graves for me but

leading me to an alternative method."

The adviser urged her to go into

therapy and she felt it moved her to the act of starting therapy .

Some

of the problems I was having that year had their deep- seated roots and
reasons in something long ago , things that therapy dealt with ."

She

went on ; "When you're going through it, you never realize how i mportant
it is . Looking back on it now , I can really say it was a very good
experience.

When you're going through it, it's painful and it ' s hard.

Part of you doesn 't want to admit to you ' re having problems and what
those problems mean .

She felt the adviser redirected her.

When we talked about issue the first one R me ntioned was
discipline.
individuals.

She also me ntioned seeing a group rather than a bunch of
She described it this way; " It ' s being able to look over

the g r oup and say this is the way it ' s go ing .

Being ab le to see how the

room is moving."
Curriculum was another issue.

She fe l t a lot came together when

she planned curriculum with the adviser .

By sitting down with the

adviser and talking about what whe wanted to do with the children became
c learer and suggestions were made about what to do to pu l l the group
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together .

At times R felt over whelmed with all that had to be done and

thought about and this too was an issue.
Another issue for R was the difficulty in being an assistant and
trying to figure out the boundaries and being careful not to overstep
them.

R said , "The teacher I worked with would encourage me to take

charge, to do it myself .

I was always thinking ' She's the teacher .

wou l d see something and not deal with it.

I

Part of me wasn't sµre and

secure about myself to take ini t iative , but it was also ' well maybe I
shouldn't ."
R said she had heard good things about Bank Street ' s p r ogram from
the teacher she worked with and from others .
process surpassed her expectations.

In a sense , she felt the

She said, " I don ' t think I really

would have said this when I was going through it , but looking back on it
now , I think the adviser went over and above the call of duty for me at
the time.

I had so many issues that were being dealt with that they

were only skimming the surface .

Because of advisement p r ocess , a lot of

things became so much of an issue that I just had t o start dealing with
them .

I started therapy ."
R felt the process when she was going through it was very painful

and was very difficult.

She said that part of her didn 't want to admit

that she had a problem but that now she feels differently.
wanted to feel , "bigger" or " stronger ."

Then she

But now R feels she can say

things to her assistant things that she gained from Bank Street.

She

said, "One thing the adviser said to me , an issue we discussed was that
I wanted so badly to be liked by the kids.
discipline was hard for me .

That was the reason why

It's an issue for my assistant now.

Very
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much an issue and I can understand her fee l ing because I went through
it . It
By going into therapy at the suggestion of the adviser and other s R
was able to begin working out a lot of her own personal issues that
affect her and her interactions wi th children and teachers ,

R

said , " I

certainly wish I had been in therapy while I was going through
advisement because I t hink I would have been more connected and it all
would have made more sense.

I was working on the top of the pyramid and

I hadn 't even built the base yet .
to do certain things with kids .

I didn't know why i t was hard for me
I just knew I had problems with it.

I

think it would make a lot more sense to go through it now or a f t e r
therapy .

I hadn' t really thought about it.

now I haven 't thought of in this way.
about it.
pyramid.

A

lot of things I ' m saying

It ' s interesting for me to t a l k

If I can use a nother analogy; I was working on the top of t he
I didn ' t know what was happening on the bottom .

It was kind

of like putting a band-aid on it without really understanding the r oot
o f it and that ' s one of the r e asons why it a ll collapsed .
really up to t he adviser t o go to the root of it.
I go into therapy.

It wa s n ' t

The adviser suggested

How you work with childr en is very much related t o

the way you are brought up."
R:

COMMENTS
R found a connection between the advisement p r ocess and the

relationship between the adviser and student and t he process of therapy
and the relationship between therapist and c lient .

She connected the

difficulties she had in the c lass r oom with problems and fee lings she
experienced gr owing up and in her family relations .

It is clear that
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learning about being a teacher was for R involved many emotions and
feelings.

She definitely experienced conflict anxiety and turmoil in

the process.
R felt she was able to be pretty open and honest with the adviser
in sharing her feelings and felt supported by the adviser but also felt
upset about what was said to her by the adviser .
the adviser .

She said she trusted

Certainly the terms that the adviser used in talking about

the advisement experience; "grappling with ," and "struggling with, "
applied to R.

She was faced with things about herself that were

difficult to hear.
R had to deal with the issue of disciplining the children.

It was

hard for her to do this so the issue of authority and herself as an
authority arose .
R felt the adviser was interested in her and genuinely liked her
and cared about her.
R did not have a lot of confidence in herself as a teacher but I
feel that she gained in this area as a result of her experience.

Her

sensitivity to her assistant was increased because she had experienced
some of the same feelings that her assistant did an d she could ,
therefore, understand.

Even though the process of advisement was

painful for Rafter the fact she felt it was a good experience and a
learning experience.
R had respect for the adviser.

This is shown by the fact that she

said she liked the way the adviser observed and interacted with the
children and she learned a lot just from his/her example .
role model for R.

He/she was a

She felt the adviser was perceptive about what was
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happening .

By feeling the adv iser was right in their observations would

lead to giving the adv iser credibility.

The t ype of questions and

comments the adviser posed made R think, examine and analyze .

Again the

relationship between the therapeutic relations hip and the guidance
relationship was indicated by

R

saying that she thought the adviser and

her therapist asked similar kinds of questions at times .
There was some fear about how the adviser was perceiving her.

She

was anxious to think that the adviser might be thinking o f her as weak
and not competent.
The adviser helped

R

to think thr ough what she wanted to do in

terms of curriculum which enabled her to clarify how she was going to do
it.

To do what one wants t o do in the classroom, one has to be clear

about what they are trying to do.

This is a necessity in teaching.

is part of the process of moving toward a teacher identity.

It

Thi s is one

of
Bank Street's goals for their students.
R didn't speak about having a lot of disagreements with the adviser
as did some others .

The comments made t o her hurt her o r upset her more

than t hey made her angry .
I think that R expressed that she fel t she did not take enough
initiative .

Her cooperating teacher encouraged her to take more but she

held back partial ly out of insecurity a nd uncerta inty but also because
she was afraid to overstep the boundaries of assistant teacher and head
t eacher .
Our adviser said that Bank Street expects their students to rev eal
a lot about themse lves while here.

R did this.

She spoke openly with
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the advise r .

She certainly did with me during the interview .

By taking

the step t o go into therapy, I fee l shows that Carol A gained a great
deal i n understanding herself and this i s important and al so expected by
the people at Bank Street .
deeper.

Her insights about herse lf had to grow

I give her a lot o f credit.

MARIANNE:

SUMMARY AND COMMENTS

Now I wi ll describe my own experience with the advisement proces s .
I went through it twice and t he t wo experiences were q uite different fo r
me .
During my first year o f advise ment , I looked f orwar d to the
meetings with the advi ser .

I t was a good time t o discuss problems.

The

meetings wi th the adviser after an observation were generally more
difficult .

This was, of course, because of the very specific criticisms

made by the adviser about what happened in the classroom.

I n the

indiv idual meetings that were not after an observation, the issues
di scussed could be more your own .
I always wanted my observations to go well but so much happened so
that things did not go as I had hoped .

I would often be quite upset

talking to the adviser after an observation and the observations made me
nervous.

At least this was so in my fir st year of advisement but was

not so my second year and now if people come to observe , it generall y
doesn't make me nervous.

I find I go about doing what I always do and

forget the pe rson is there.

After the fact , I can look back and say

that I aiil glad the adviser saw me in certa i n situations b ut this was not
so at the time .

The adviser al so saw me in more positive settings in

the last month of the year of advisement, t hat summer and the following
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year.
In my second year of advisement, the observations didn ' t bother me
at all and I looked forward to my meetings with the adviser all the
time .

In my first year, as the year went on, I looked forward to the

meetings with the adviser less and less.

In my second year , I saw the

meetings with the adviser as a place to talk about issues and concerns
and discussing ideas .

Ideally, this is what those meetings should be

about.
My second year of advisement was much less painful than the first
year had been .

I grew a great deal as a result of both of them but they

were different types of growth.
The fir-s t year, at the beginning, I was pleased to have been
assigned the adviser I was.

I had taken a class they taught and liked

him/her.

I didn ' t have a lot of difficulty communicating with the

adviser.

At first I felt very supported by the adviser.

was working for me and with me .

I felt he/she

But then approaching mid- year, I

started to experience a lot of anger towards the adviser .

I know that

part of the reason for this was because I started receiving more
criticism from the adviser and I wasn't real receptive to it.
this in retrospect.

I realize

The factors that were at work within and from

without me were very complex .

Part of it was my own difficulty with

authorities that were related to my experiences growing up.

Part of it

was that I just didn't want to hear and, therefore, face up to problems
with myself.

Part of it was because I liked the adviser and I really

wanted to please him/her and it seemed like I never was.

I wanted

his/her approval and it was difficult when I consistently didn't get it.
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At one point the adviser and I thought seriously about whether teaching
was the profession for me .
me.

I really resented this and it really hurt

I believed I could do it and it was easy to blame my difficulties

on other people and on external factors .

The fact that there was a big

discrepancy between my percepti ons and everyone e lse's was something
that I had to face .

It was a hard pill to swallow; especially because

in my past experiences I had gotten a lot of positive feedback.
adviser expressed things as he/she perceived them.

But the

In the latter part

of the year I was in tremendous turmoil because I felt so angry and
frus trated with the adviser and with myself.

At the time I thought the

criticisms could have been made in a gentler way.

But now I ' m not sure

that this is so because I don't think I was seeing things clearly.

I

fel t frustrated because the adviser had high expectations for me and I
couldn't fulfill them.
I made extra requests of the adviser in the latter part of the year
and he/ she agreed to them without any difficulty.
extra f r om the adviser and I appreciate that.

So I did receive

The setting I was in

during the first year of advisement was really not productive or
positive .

I really wanted the adviser to see me in a better situation

so that I could prove that I really was competent .

The adviser observed

me as a group teacher in a summer job and there I was much different .
The adviser also came to observe me the next year in a different
s etting .

I was never made to feel as if I was asking too much o f the

adviser .

The adviser also met with me weekly rather than bi- weekly in

the spring of the year of advisement.
At the end of the year the adviser was saying to me put this year
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behind you and move on and look forward to having a better year next
year with a different attitude, utilizing that year as a learning
experience.

I think that I was able to do this and I appreicate the

thought and work the adviser put in to helping me as much as possible.
The second year of advisement as I said was very different.
didn't experience a lot of anger toward the adviser.
second adviser .

I

I really liked my

I felt the relationship was a more equal one.

given advice and suggestions and I always felt supported.

I was

I felt the

adviser had confidence in me and believed that I could develop into a
good teacher.

This adviser had a much more low- keyed style and the

experience was much less intense.

But it was still growth-producing.

Especially in terms of gaining confidence in myself.

The setting I was

in and the age group I was working with and my own attitude were also
different and contributed to this I think with my second adviser there
were a number of similar interests that helped us to develop rapport .

I

feel very strongly that this second adviser helped me develop strengths
and interests so that I could move on toward developing my own styl e and
unique ways of working with children.
The only anger I remember feeling at the second adviser was when I
wanted to leave the conference group before the end of the year and
he/she was encouraging me to stay.

I felt the group wasn ' t meeting my

needs, I wasn't getting very much out of it, I didn't feel very
connected with the people.

At the time I was still meeting with the

people I had been with the year before and I didn't feel I needed both
groups .

After talking with the adviser and some others and thinking

about it on my own, I decided to stay with the group.
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I really liked my second adviser and felt we had a good relationship .

I certainly respected him/her as older, wiser and more experi-

enced i n working with children.
I can definitely see a correlation between the adviser-student
relationship and the client-therapist relationship.
with both of my advisers but in different ways.

I felt I identified

I really liked my first

adviser but I feel there were more neurotic feelings involved in the
dynamics of the relationship .

I looked up to him/her but the feelings

involved neuroses related to my relationship with my par ents .

I r elated

to my first adviser more like a person would relate to a parent .

The

desire to please and to receive approval were much more intense .

With

my second adviser it felt more like a peer relationship.

My identifica-

tion with him/her was more related to the development of a teacher
identity and carving out my own style of teaching .

My second adviser

found some strengths and helped me to develop them in my work in the
classroom.

I know part of the difference in the fe e lings I had about

the two ~.- visers was because I was in a different state of mind and
phase of development the second time around.

The second year was more

confidence building whereas the first year was very discouraging .

Both

were learning experiences .
I was in therapy during both years of advisement and that process
for me related very much to my work with c hildren .
experienced in both were similar .

The feelings I

But , of course, the therapeutic

process delves deeper and far ther back in to the past .
arose and current feelings as well .

Past feelings

My therapist saw a change in me

after the f irst year of advisement that moved me in a forward direction
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toward a great spurt of growth that he and I both feel is continuing on
today .
The two processes , advisement and therapy complimented each other .
I felt defensive and angry at times during advisement and therapy and
not in a dissimilar way .
defini~ely a factor.

The intensity of feel ing in both was

At t i mes this intensity was not productive .

Gr owth and development and better functioning were part of both.

Since

I feel growth as a teacher and growth as a person affect each other,
this deepens the connection between the two processes.

Feeling secure

and confident are goals of both as well.
When I think about issues , I think the main issue fo r me was
d iscipline and control and my own anger in the cla ssroom.

I d id have a

control problem and it didn ' t get much better during the cour se of the
year.

It only got better when I left the setting I had been in and

worked with younger c hildren in a school that fe l t more congenial to me .
It was something I had to work through after the fact .

This was brought

up repeatedly and pointed out to me by the adviser , and so it made its
way into my head.

When I looked at myself in a school t hat I didn ' t

really like with an age group I had no experi ence with and then looked
at mysel f in a school I liked with an age group I had experience with , I
wa s really quite different.
more like a professional .

My role was also different.

I was treated

Part of the problem was figuring out the kind

of school I wanted to work in and the age group that I was more suited
to .
Another issue that seemed to take up a lot of time was trying to
work out a relationship and some sort of sharing of space and curriculum
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with the teachers I worked with.

I didn't feel at ease with either of

the teachers I worked with in the first setting .
So many of the reasons for my problems were because of my own
personal complexities and psychological issues .

In a program such as

Bank Street's a lot of these personal issues emerge and therefore , have
to be examined and , hopefully , resolved.

Bank Street advisers have some

of the tools to handle these but a lot has to be dealt by the ~ndividual
on their own , or in therapy .

Many of the problems I w~s having with

children and teachers were related to the issues I was dealing with in
therapy, in my own head.

These had t o be wor ked through befor e I could

be really productive in the classroom.
Sometime toward the end of the year, my adviser and I agreed that I
should repeat fieldwork the following year which I did .
In the second year , the issues, for me , were totally different.
Mainly they were related to gaining confidence, feeling competent as a
teacher .

This invol ved trying to fi nd areas of the classroom or

curriculum that could be my own; carving out a shar ed space where I
could try out some i deas .
the curriculum.

At first my cooperating teacher did a lot of

But as the year progressed she was very open to sharing

and gave me opportunities to do some activities on my own.
was the cooking curriculum .

One of these

My cooperating teacher didn ' t like cooking

so she gave that to me and it became my own .

Also I used photography in

the classroom which I used to make books and games to use with the
children .

Another issue was figuring out my strengths and my own

teachi ng style .

This also involved following through and planning

activities which I needed help with.

I remember my first adviser saying
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to me at the end of the year that I really needed a good healthy dose of
self-confidence and this was so.
these areas .

My second adviser he lped me work on

He/she was also a photographer and gave me positive

feedback about my photography.
Prior to going through advisement, my expectations for it were very
similar to my experience in the second year .

I expected to receive

pointers and suggestions about how to better do what I intended to do in
the classroom.
it was.

I didn't expect it to be as distressing and upsetting as

I also think that deep down inside, I was afraid I ' d fail.

I

saw myself as a failure that first year but that failure enabled me to
enter a whole new growth phase of positive change.
I feel that I changed a great deal as a result of going through
advisement.

I am different with children in quite a few ways.

I feel

I ' m putting more i nto my relationships with children; working harder on
really getting to know and understand the children I work with.
tendency to hang back and think what should I do.
has to react and take action; to think qu i ckly.
handling my anger d i fferently.

I had a

Sometimes one just
I also fee l I am

I think about what was said to me about

anger and limit-setting and as I think about it I control my anger more
or else utilize techniques that result in less conflict.
talk quietly but very firmly.

More often I

There ' s a tone of voice one acquires that

takes practice to develop when one sets limits for children.
t his tone is more effe ctive with less anxiety for everyone.
to the children's level i n that I kneel down.
their shoulders and look into their eyes .
across the room to a chi ld or children.

I think
I come down

Sometimes will grasp

I am less likely to call
More often I try to go over to

-

them .
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I think I give children options that are manageable more

frequently.
options .

There are times when I make it clear that there are no

I sometimes give children more leeway to avoid a

confrontation .

If a child is being stubborn or even defiant and saying

no, I will give them some leeway and say I expect that you will do t his
in a few minutes .

I also try to be clear and give children clear

consequences of their action; I say "I know you can do this," or "I fee l
you can do better, " or " I expect you to do this. "

My whole attitude is

more receptive and open to what cooperating teachers , and supervisers
suggest.
How .much of these changes is directly related to the advisement
process and how much to therapy.

As I said before , therapy and

advisement seemed to compliment each other .

Coming out of the first

difficult year I had a different attitude and I feel I have been moving
forward faster than I ever have.

It's almost like I had to be shaken

up, pushed and c riticized to progress.

Something clicked within me .

The two pr ocesses forced me to deal with so much; to really see myself
clearly.

It was sort of like I was wearing blinders to myself .

second year perhaps happened because of the fi rst year.

The

My stage of

development was higher the second year and the two years combined and
opened my eyes to reality.

I gained deeper insight into myself.

So , in

retrospect, I see advisement as a positive experience.
L:

SUMMARY

The majority of the people who answered the questions I posed , in
general felt more positive about the advisement process then negative.
However, there was one person who responded where the reverse was true .
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I wanted to present their responses separately so as to ask why was this
the case with this one individual.
L was a Bank Street intern at an independent school in Manhattan .
He worked with a comb i ned 2nd- 3rd grade the fi r st half of the year and
with first graders the second half of the year.
L thought the observations were a good idea in theory but he often
felt overwhelmed by them .

The adviser always had so many areas for

development which made it difficult to focus.

Said L, "Just when you

thought you had one thing under control , there were all these other
things going on at the same time because teaching is such a complex
activity .

So you ' re talking about the content of what you a r e teachi ng

but there ' s also discipline and the way you had the room arr anged for a
particular activity .

So many things come to bear on what you're doi ng,

that, at least for me, it was upsetting and I never fel t anythi ng was
tied down .

Anything mi ght come up for criticism and it made me feel

extremely vulnerable and because I felt vulnerable , my emotions were
delicate and so after I was observed , I was really very sensitive about
what was brought out and was defensive."
" The meetings after an observation were generally over lunch and
since the comments made were difficult to accept , I f e lt upset .
have preferred them to be in a less public place. "

I would

Said L, " I t always

seemed to be over lunch and I was t rying to eat and it would always tie
my stomach in knots.

It was in the cafeteria I was always running into

people I knew and I was feeling l i ke I was going to cry and there were
all these people around.

I felt in some ways t he most negative aspects

at Bank Street were the comments .

L said maybe he did learn a few
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things from the adviser ' s example with the childr en.
L experienced difficulties with the adviser .

He was worried about

the effect the adviser's evaluation would have him getting a job.

He

was afraid to show all the weaknesses and wasn ' t able to be completely
frank.

L felt he had to be on his guard .

Said L, " I didn't want to

open myself up to the scrutiny in the areas where I really thought I
needed help ."
about teaching.

He felt the adviser had a brusque manner when talking
He didn ' t find the adviser very supportive and didn't

feel like the adviser was see ing anything positive in his teaching, or
if he/she did the adviser di dn't express it to L.

L felt the adviser

had some sort of plan o r agenda in the wor k with L but it was never made
known to him.
L perceived the adviser- student relationship as the initiated vs.
the uninitiated and the one with knowledge and the one without it."

L

felt uneasy with the adviser and perceived the adviser as uneasy with
him.
L had briefly been in another program and had a different adviser
who he felt was "showing him the ropes ," whereas he felt this adviser
was always testing him .

Said L, " I wasn't sure what it was exactly tha t

I was supposed to be doing or was I exactly sure about what the
advisement p r ocedure was supposed to be , what my relationship with the
adviser was supposed to be.
friendly and easy going ."
adviser was bette r.

On my own I assumed it would be more
He felt the relationship with his previous

"The relationship was teacher and student with the

adviser imparting knowledge · and little else was talked about."
the relationship had been more friendly and personalized .

L wished

Said L, " I

-

felt like I was almost a type .
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One more r esponsibility .

I thought

often , that the adviser was overworked and had too much to do. "
When we talked about issues , the first one L mentioned was
discipline and classroom management .

Other issues he mentioned were

relating to fellow teachers and parents and he felt a l l of them were
addressed in some way.
child study .

Said L, "Discipline drew on your knowledge of

It gave you a chance to slug it out with words a_ b i t , make

it par t of yourself, and the way to do that was to talk about it ."
I asked L about what expectations , if any , L had about advisement
befor e going into it.

L listed three right away .

They were to find

some problem areas i n hi s teaching and to work on them .

Anot her was to

find a job and a third was to develop some f r iendships wi th other group
member s.

I asked L if he felt they were met .

felt like they weren't being met .

He said , " For awhi le I

I felt like everything was wrong and

that was counter- producti ve and that ' s when I felt frustrated .

But

toward t he end of the year I began t o get a lot of positive f eedback
from the teacher I worked with and the director of the l ower school .
Then I felt I was able to achieve my self-confidence and an equilibrium.
It didn ' t come from t he adviser.

I thought in the beginning that I

would get it from the adviser and the conference group , but it mainly
came from t he people at the school I was working at. "

He went on ; " For

a whi le I fe l t it d i dn ' t meet my expectations because I wasn ' t able to
defi ne my problem and clearl y see what it was I needed to work on .

I

couldn ' t see the light at the end of the tunnel because I felt so
overwhelmed ."

"Everythi ng became more multi-faceted then I had imagined

it might be and I felt t h ere were fewer correct ways to be a teacher

-

then I had initially thought. "
many right ways .
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"I found for me that there weren ' t so

There were variations on the theme but the basic theme

had to be."
I asked L about changes in himself that he could attribute to the
year of advisement:

Said L:

" At the beginning of the year, I felt a

lot of things were opening up which I thought was really good .
that ' s part of learning .

I guess

You have a lot to assimilate and you can't

take it all in but at the same time you are called to apply a finished
veneer to the whole thing.

You ' re changing and you 're changing really

quickly so there ' s a lot of uneveness.
L feels he is different this year but he attributes a lot of it to
the different role he is in.

Being a group teacher is much different

than being an assistant or intern.

L said; " I think in some ways it

would have been better for me to have been advised this year when I'm
really a teacher .

It ' s a contradiction to be advised .

It is assumed

that when you are an assistant you are excited about what you are doing
and that is not necessarily so .

Being a student teacher assumes you 're

being receptive to what you're experiencing."

L feels he is more

assertive this year but he stressed that the issue of discipline and the
children' s response to you is different when one is the group teacher .
One has to deal with much more as the leader of the group .
L felt that he grew more in the second half of the year .

Part of

this was that the age group was mor e like the age he had worked with in
the past and so he felt more at ease with the teacher.

Part of it was

that the class he was in during the first half of the year was a
difficult one .

He was g i ven more opportunity to present lessons and had
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to think of follow-up activities and design part of the curriculum which
he had never really done before and this did a great deal for his
confidence in himself.
L:

COMMENTS
After describing L's feelings about his experience of advisement ,

one has to ask why did he feel differently than anyone else in the
group?
did.

Other s shared some of his feelings but not to the extent that he
He felt very little support coming from the adviser and never felt

as if he was able to trust the adviser, and felt he always had to be on
his guard about what to say .

He felt like he could be penalized for

some of the negative aspects of his teaching.

It is considered c rucial

by people at Bank Street if a student is to get the most out of their
work at Bank- Street that they trust the adviser .
feeling of trust in the adviser .
and felt pu t down .

L did not develop a

He never felt supported by the adviser

This is not what should happen during the year .

L

felt the adviser saw nothing positive in his teaching whereas he did get
positive feedback from a cooperating t eacher and the director of the
lower school where he worked .

What happened between Land the advi ser

that made for these difficulties?
the two?

Was it a personality clash between

Was one or the other particularly J nr easonable with the other?

Were the expectations of the advise r or the way comments and criticisms
presented to L particularly harsh?
things clear to L?
perhaps unreceptive?

Did t he adviser really not make

Or was L especially sensitive to the c riticisms,
Did L just not hear all the adviser said to him?

I don 't know the answers to these questions .

If it was a pe rsonality

clash , was there any action that could have been taken by Lor b y the
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adviser to work this out , or could a third , neutral person have been
called in to help out to resolve the problems ?
wanted to admit to th is fact .
so .

Perhaps neither o f them

No one spoke up and said that this was

I don't know if this is what happened but I felt it was impo rtant

to ask these questions and to point out that the Bank Street program did
not wor k in this instance.

I suppose there are others, where Bank

Street fails to meet what they consider major and basic expectations of
the program.

What actions and solutions a r e available when this occurs .

This needs to be further examined.
COMPILED COMMENTS OF ALL RESPONDENTS
Now I will summarize the re sponses of all the interviewees as a
collective.

Then I will describe what each individual said about the

conference group .
It appears that Bank Street does what i t hoped to with this
particular group.

As was p o inted out , though , there was one glaring

exception to this in the case of L.

It seems as i f the connections

between mental health and education and learning about being a teacher,
as conceptualized at Bank Street came through to these s tudents.

Two

students, G and R began therapy as a r esult of going through the
advisement process.

They connected the issues they wer e faced with in

becoming a teacher, as related to personal is sues of insecurity.
emotiona l processes , conflic ts and e xperiences f r om c hildhood .

Also
One

student, myself, was in therapy while in advisement and saw the two
processes as facilitat ing one another.

Advi sement and my e xperience at

the school the fi r st year I was in advisement , enabled me to move
forward both in my development a s a teacher and as a mature person .
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Another , B, had been in therapy prior to advisement and made an analogy
between the therapeutic relationship and the relationship between him
-and the adviser .

He felt that Bank Street advisers must have training

in human relations t o do their job.

I recall S saying to me while we

were both in advisement, that he was considering going into therapy.
didn ' t end up doing so .

He

He said the adviser asked if he was in therapy

because he saw Sas one who was trying to work out some things within
himself.

M had never been in therapy but commented that the two

processes must be similar.

L was the only one who didn ' t specifically

talk about the therapeutic process .
All the individuals talked about feelings that emerged from the
process that were quite intense.
to individual .

These feelings varied from individual

For Sit seemed as if the most intense feelings he had

that year were related to being an authority to the children .

He

experienced guilt and anxiety about having to be an authority.

For B,

M, R, Land myself the inte nse feelings we experienced were related to
the difficulties we had accepting the criticisms of the adviser and what
it meant about us personally .

What we experienced was not specifically

defined but it was " defensiveness ."

Facing the problems we had to made

us feel angry , hurt, shaken up or insecure .

Per haps it was different

for S because he was less exper ienced with children than the rest of us
were.

He said , " I was probably very malleable," he hadn ' t had

experience to begin to develop some patterns or ways of working with
c hildren that needed to be changed .

The rest of us did.

G didn't talk

about getting angry with the adviser or defensive in response to
comments the adviser made but he did say that it wasn ' t always easy to
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be evaluated and scrutinized .
showing a l l his weaknesses.

He sometimes didn ' t feel comfortable
All of us except L could now see the work

with the adviser as moving them toward growth.

They could see the

dynamics as constructive in the long run whereas LI feel perceived the
dynamics as des tructive.

All of us liked the adviser, respected and

identified with him/her in a positive way.

I hear the interviewees talk

and I hear the adviser talk and everyone sounds similar.
identification?

Is tpis

If we broadened out and looked at how . other students

and faculty members at Bank Street expressed things we would be likely
to see some similarities as well.

Bank Street has a very definite

philosophy and after one is there for awhile it comes through loud and
clear.

I think most people who attend Bank Street share this

philosophy.

Either a person has come to Bank Street because they share

the same ideas or else they become convinced of these ideas as they are
there.

Bank Street is persuasive and convincing.

the school .

This speaks well for

Perhaps B felt more differences between Bank Street ' s

philosophy and his own philosophy of education.

He hinted at something

to this effect.
All of us , I believe, began to develop a greater sense of teacher
identity as a result o f our time at Bank Street .

Many of us talked

about the adviser helping us to develop in the way we wanted to .

We

told the adviser what we wanted to do in the classroom and the adviser
helped us to do it.
advisement .

I n my case, this happened during my second year of

L did not feel this happened to him e ither during the yea r

of advisement.

The interviewees descriptions of their goal s and values

as educators in practical application will be examined in the third
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section of this paper.

I think that it can be assumed that the people

interviewed were, for the most part able to transmute the information
received into continued professional growth successfully.
gained in the depth of our insight into ourselves.

All of us

Most of us perceived

the adviser as sensitive to their needs and problems; were empathetic in
their responses.
All of us gained confi dence in ourselves as teachers; became
stronger after our year of advisement.

Confidence enables people to

experiment; to try new things, to learn and continue to grow .•. Most of
us felt valued for who we were as individuals by the adviser and this
contributed to trust and rapport .
us felt.

Our strengths were encouraged most of

I felt that my strength as a photographer of children put to

use in making materials for the classroom by my second adviser.

Part of

the goal of Bank Street ' s program i s to remove as many obstacles to
learning.

This may be why our adviser suggested to a number of us that

we go into therapy.
of development.

This would help remove more obstacles from our path

When we brought up our own issues and discussed what we

wanted to do with our adviser, our independence and autonomy were
encouraged .
Soul- searching is a word that could de scribe the advisement process
at Bank Street.

Comments such as M's "it forever changed me," B said,

"I believe it will continue to live with me as a t eacher.
my soul here.

It feels like a lot of examination .

I 'm searching

It 's been a

r e conciled experience, an integrated one and those can be t he hardest
chunks of your life to examine, the s t uff that becomes you. "
didn ' t realize I'd be l eft so open as a teacher .

M said, " I

I didn 't know how much
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it would demand of me in terms of ego.

I didn't realize it would be

opening up so much, facing things, having to change a lot.
teacher is being a full person .

Being a

I was facing my personality and how it

affected me as a teacher and forever changed me."

These comments

reflect the depth of the effect of the advisement process .
Certainly the process was painful for quite a few of us as several
specifically said how painful it was for them.

This p r ocess caused a

sizable amount of intense anxiety which resulted in change.

Several of

us had some anxiety about talking about every issue for fear that we
would be admitting fa ilure.

It was said by a Bank Street faculty member

(Biber) , ~ some feelings the student may encounter are uncertainty or
lack of confidence and/or difficulty in being an adult authority in
relation to children."

These feelings were experienced by the people i n

our group .
S , G, Mand myself expr essed feeling that our adviser was a peer or
a colleague with more knowledge and experience rather than a total
authority who was telling us what was wrong with what we were doing.
For me thi s was true with my second adviser but not with the first .
Fee ling that the student a nd adviser are colleagues would enable
students to see the advisement p rocess as a p r ocess of mutual t hinking ;
as a partnership.

This is what Bank Street hopes happens .

Our adviser said, "The two people work together; the relationship
becomes more of a trusting relationship where the adviser , hopefully , is
seen as a person who is joining me in my process of becoming a teacher .
By the end of the year , hopefu lly , the re is more a person - to- per son
relationship, almost a colleaguial rela tionship that ' s aimed fo r with
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that colleague still having the responsibility of helping you grow.

so

the adviser is not looked upon as this authority who I can't be honest
with who I can't level with, who I can't use to help me.

The goal for

the student and the adviser to jointly be involved in the evaluation of
a beginning teacher, and when that works, I believe it is a very
powerful experience for the learner."
Most hinted at the fact that we learned from the adviser's example.
I have discussed this concept of identification with the adviser.

We

define identification as perceiving the adviser's style of interaction,
personal qualities and values as desirable and worthy of adapting for
themselves.

Identification also arises and is facilitated by the nature

of the interaction.

It results f r om a lot of talking and listening, the

expression of emotions , the support the student is given by the adviser
when difficulties are faced.

Given this description, I feel that most

of the people interviewed had this sense of identification with the
adviser.

The students appeared to internalize some of the values and

goals that the adv iser s hared.

Such comments as "I felt we were on the

same wave length," or "I felt we had similar ways of working with
childr en ," or "I fe l t we shared the same philosophy, " are indicative of
this.

Some said they felt they shared similar interests with the

adviser.

This too is part of this process.

But the awareness of this

identification often comes in retrospect; in looking back on the
experience sometime later .

So initially it happens on an uncon s c i ous

level .
At the time I constructed the que stions I was going to ask people,
I didn't know that I would be emphasizing the mental health concepts in
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the advisement process as much as I did.
made up different questi ons.

If I knew this, I would have

But I do feel, that it is clear from the

evidence presented, that Bank Street is quite successful in achieving
what it hopes to.
analytical if

I

Perhaps the people I interviewed would have been more

had been more skillful in interviewing them.

I feel

I

could have asked better follow-up questions when some thing said was not
clear.

Different questions may have stimulated more in-depth responses

and more specific responses.

However , I do feel that the relationship

between affective processes and learning have been made clear.

Those

mental health concepts I listed and explained were in evidence in the
responses I did get even though they could have been more sharply
discussed and described.
THE CONFERENCE GROUP
Now I will summarize what the interviewees said about the
conference group.

I will describe what each person said and then

discuss what those responses mean.
G

G felt he didn't get enough from the conference group.

There were

differences in philosophy or the course of action necessary to carry out
a certain philosophy of education.

G felt he had a more psychological

outlook than many of the other group members.

He would have prefe rred a

greater common a lity between the group members .
He also would have preferred the group to discuss issues in a
diffe rent way.

He said , "The people didn ' t come to a group decision

about how to deal with a ce r tain prob l em.
be waiting for an answer.

Many times the people would

They would say help me to find a solution .
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It didn ' t come out as a d i scussion about what happened like a case
study.

We didn ' t go into depth about an interaction.

on the surface.

Many times it was

We were involved in not offending each other and being

nice to each other. "

G would have preferred it if the group members to

be more honest and direct with each other.

G felt the group gave

support but he would have liked it better if we had been more
analytical.
Despite this, G felt that when he did have a d i fficul t time with an
issue and brought it up in the group , he never regretted bringing it to
us.

He always felt good afterwards.

Said G, "I felt it helped

strengthen my confidence in myself."

s
S described the conference group as "meet ing with peers in the
f r ont lines.

The adviser could tel l me I wasn ' t doing so well.

I t was

a chance to see i f other people weren ' t doing so well and how they were
dealing with i t; whether the ideas I bounced off the adviser really
worked.

It was more a real society."

Swenton; "The group was a

community that could take diffe rent shape.

It would take a shape that

would meet the needs of the people in the group.
r eceptive. "

S f elt s upported by t he group.

Its form was more

Said S , "It was the center

o f the expe r ience of discovering teaching with al l these other people
who were discover ing teaching at the same time . "

s said that i t was valuable to see that others were struggling with
the same questions as he was .

Since he was a s t udent teacher , it took

him a while to r ealize that t he people in t he g roup thought of him as a
peer.

He sai d , " It was a r e al revelation to me that peop le were
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struggling with the same things and finding successful answers.
not the best answers, but answers.

Maybe

That we were thinking about things,

along similar lines, having similar successes, similar failures, trying
similar things.

It really made a big difference because when you are

just starting out, you have a lot of questions o f competence.

It's

interesting , as I'm talking to you, I 'm just now thinking of these
things for the first time.
feel competent.

I think t he advisement gr oup helped me to

It was advisement group t hat made me feel like a

competent teacher.

It was one of the

few places I felt people were

listening to me."
B

B began by saying that his f eelings about conference group
underwent some chan ges during the year.

At firs t he felt like it was

somethin g he had to do though it was not an unwanted task.
apprehensive because he didn't know what to expect.

He felt

But after a few

months, the group began to talk mo re about being freer and brought in
more personal concerns and began to work on trust."

He went on; "I

thought the group would be l i ke a consci ousness raising fo r budding
teachers who were all together at Bank Street and it did evolve that
way. "
B said he didn't have too much difficulty airing his needs and
talking about things he needed to talk about .
about the group.

Tha made B fee l good

Said B, " I was ab le to take advantage of the other

people ' s willingness to li sten to me and I knew I had to do the same .
It f e lt pretty solid most of the time .

I will admit that there were

meetings when either because of fatigue for me, or no particular
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conflict or issue, that I had no deep interest in what was going on for
other people, I felt a little out of it and took a slightly detached
position."

B went on; "As much as I enjoyed and was stimulated by

discussions in group and at times would use things told to me in group,
ideas that were offered to me, I would bring back to school with me and
try to apply them to something I was working on, it was more of a talk
group; a cerebral pursuit which rarely matched up with my own
experiences.

I have some personal disappointments there I guess.

My

school experience and what went on in group only occasionally supported
and nurtured each other."
B felt his opinion was valued and this helped B to feel involved
and invested in the group.

He felt liked which also helped.

I quote B

again; "I d idn't go in feeling that this group is really something
that's supporting my life as a teacher.

I think this is based on who I

am; my own needs, being that I have to do a l ot by myself, I need to
stand independent.

If I was growing in that year as a teacher and

developing, it had to be more under my own steam."
When I asked B what purpose the group served for him, this is what
he replied; "It was a place to come and open up to other people about
questions I had when they became pressing enough ."

B also said he

received support from the group and this was important to him.

He said,

"People thought I was a good teacher and took that at face value."
B pointed out that our group continued to meet after that year and
to him this means that the group evolved beyond where other groups go
and since this is so , it must have been an enriching experience for us."
Trust developed between the group members as the members got used
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to each other and he feels this sense of trust was faci litated by the
adviser.

B perceived himse lf and some others as l eaders of the group

"egging the others on ."

He f elt the leaders had ideas about what they

wanted to happen in the group and helped to shape the course the group
took.

Said B about the group , " It was such a personal kind of

interaction that the i nvestments most of us made were pretty deep and
intense ."
One of the main purposes the g roup served fo r B was as a sounding
board for his complaints about the school where he was working.
school he worked at was not very supportive of the teachers.

The

The

relations between the administration and the teachers were not amicable.
Because of his strong fee lings about the setting , he was forced to use
the g r oup as a place to comp lain and express his negative feelings , his
anger.

He said, "I was compelled often to complain in gr oup and find

out and check out i f this was an uncommon experience or not.

If it was

uncommon , woul d people affirm for me that I wasn 't losi ng my mind.
group was good for my r eality testing."
on;

The

Some things he thought he went

"The group was helpful in enabling me to cope better with this

diff icult situation .

There were times when I was upset at t he relati ons

with the administration o f the school.

The group gave me an umph, a

shoulder to cry on and I was able to go back to school and face the
day - to-day better. "
B also said about the group; "Sharing with ethe r people in group
who found problems in t heir classrooms in the discipline area where
children because of their own needs and f rustrations have to act out in
a cer tain way .

I think absorbing a lot of var i ed evidence of what goes
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on between adults and kids has helped me--enriched me and slowly worked
i ts way into my teaching.

That kind of input and shared material has I

think found its way into my own room."
child in a different way.

Group sometimes helped him see a

It 's important to take the time to listen to

others whose insights are just as good as yours ."
L

L valued the supportiveness of the group especially since he didn't
feel supported by the adviser.

When others in the group described

problems they were having, L felt this was very helpful to him .

He

said , "It was nice to know other people were encountering the same
problems.

That there was a similar path to becoming a teacher."

He

went on ; " It ' s easier to analyze someone elses problems, for me anyway,
and then if you can apply it to yourself, you can see what you've done
and you can do a little better ."

There were issues discussed by others

in the group that L could apply to his own situation.
The group also provided a social funct i on for L.

It also helped

him to look at himself as a teacher by listening to other people.
L felt that perhaps he would have liked to speak more but had some
difficulty feeling like he could say all that he wanted to.

He would

have liked to have more discussion to help him clarify his thoughts .

He

didn't feel like it was fair to the others to listen t o him figure
things out .

Said L, "I would have liked to try things on for size more

often in the group; worked on them verbal l y.
strongly; I wou ld say it.

If I felt something

But if I hadn ' t come to the final phase in my

thinking, I didn't say anything becau s e I f elt there were too many
people in the group that if everybody would have done that, it would
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have been too chaotic and too cumbersome."
M

This is the first thing M said about the conference group; "There
must have been a time when conference group didn ' t have the lifeline it
has to me now but something must have always been there for it to grow
like it has."

She continued , "I' ll never forget when I was upset about

the teacher I was working wi th .

I thought I was a t errible person, was

handling myself terribly and everyone (in the group) supported me .
Everyone cared and everyone made me feel like I was okay.
to come to group because I felt so lousy .

Then when I came out with all

these problems, the support I got was unbelievable .
this i s what -group is really for.

I didn't want

I said to myself

They really did it for me.

It really

changed my whole view of the rest of the year. ". She went on; "With the
adviser, I felt my faults were right there for him/her to see .
totally vulnerable.

It's like being naked .

I fe lt

But with the group it was,

yes your faults are there and we think you ' re great. "
M said she always enjoyed the group meetings.

She never felt like

they we re boring though it wa s sometimes confusing but she always wanted
to go. "

M felt the group developed as we went along .

She says, "I have

this sense in my head of feel ing like the group was more foreign to me.
Now it seems like mine.

I never remember feeling negative about it .

remember not always understanding the group .
the year that it came together.

I

It wasn't until the e nd of

Like wow , this is what we ' re h e re for ."

There was one session when a member of the group cried.

M recalled this

sess i on a s significant because she said , " I felt like we were all o f us
bound together as one to comfort this person as if we were one person
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comforting a friend.

I really felt good that she could trust us enough

to cry to us."
M also felt that because all the people in the group were going
through the same experience, we understood each other and that was
reassuring.
you.

Said M, "Everyone is suffering through this hard year with

The adviser said that the experience of being an intern or

assistant is difficult for others to understand because it is such an
intense and difficult experience.

But this was not so in the group

because everyone else was going through it too and so there was an
understanding among group members."
During the course of the year, there were debates in conference
group that M f ound stimulating , challenging and thought-provoking.

In

the second half of the year, the group became the central part of the
advi sement experience for M, whereas, in the first half of the year, her
focus was more on the one- to- one relationship with the adviser .

The

group was a place to discuss more common issues; issues that several or
all of the people were going through and the meetings with the adviser
were dealing with the more unique, personal issues of each individual.
R

R experienced the group in a very positive way.
the end of the year.

Especially toward

She felt that a lot of sharing happened.

She

said, "A lot of realizations came together because of the g r oup
process."

R felt comfortable with and liked the people .

s he was being suppo rted by the group members.

She felt like

Said R, "The time I

cried , everyone was there for me and it was really a good feeling."

R

fe lt that this would not have happened if it hadn't been for the adviser
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and the people in the group.
People were experiencing what she was experiencing and therefore we
understood each other.

She recalled one person talking about discipline

problem and R felt she could relate to that .
what you mean .
her .

I find this helps ."

She could say, " I know

People also said similar things to

The talking and sharing was helpful.

Said R, "If I was feeling

overwhelmed it was reassuring to hear that someone else was feeling
overwhelmed. "

She also said, "A lot of things I am working out in

therapy now, I began to realize in the group ."
Marianne
I really enjoyed the conference group meetings .
everyone in the group.

I liked nearly

For a good part of the year, I didn ' t talk very

much about myself although I feel I responded to others.
quiet but I felt by listening I gained a lot.

I was fairly

I learned a lot.

experiencing a lot of frustration in the school I was in.

I was

I didn't feel

ve r y supported there and I didn ' t feel able to talk freely with the
people.

It was very difficult .

I wasn't gaining any confidence in

myself.

I was oft en feel i ng de f eated.

Because people in the g r oup were

talking about experiences and problems they were having, I didn't feel
so alone and by myself which I did at the school I was working at the
school .

I think that if it hadn't been for conference g roup , I would

have given up on teaching that year.
could be a teache r.

I t helped me to believe that I

If I had liste ned to what our adviser and the

supervisers where I worked said, I would not have believed I could
teach.

I also deep down inside believed I cou ld but conference group

helped me to not give up and to hold onto that belief.

In the
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conference group I wasn't getting a lot of criticism.

I think the best

of me was brought out by the advisement group.
By listening and talking to people in the group enabled me to
really reflect on children and how to improve my interactions with them.
It seemed as if discipline and control were b ig issues for a lot of us.
It certainly was for me .

It helped me think about what I was doing ,

what I should be attempting in the classr oom .
strive for; ideals .

It gave me things to

It helped me to put things into perspective.

I looked forward to the weekly meetings .

I really enjoyed them .

I don ' t think I missed a meeting.
As the year went on, the group evolved and I began to see some
people outside the group .

People were able to bring in to the group

more personal issues as the year went on.

One of our members was very

upset about something that happened and she cried during a meeting .

To

me this said something about our group and the nature of the advisement
proces s a t Bank St reet.

Although I was sorry she was so upset , I was

glad she was able to trust us enough and feel comfortable enough with us
t o be able to do that.

It shows how trying and difficult becoming a

teacher can be and also how close the people in conference group can
become .
I remember a few mee ti ngs where I talked about problems I was
experiencing .

I remember feeling encouraged by the group's responses .

It helped me to fee l better because every on~ s 1.T•Jo:~i:Eicl
one evening whe re I talked a lot .

Tr ere

was

I think it was the first t ime I

really talked i n depth about myself.
group that evening .

r 1E·.

I f elt especially close to the

I really didn't feel like go ing home.

I felt like
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I wanted to talk to somebody from group more; not necessarily about my
issues or about education.

I just didn't feel like going home.

everyone had something to do after the meeting.
I didn't think h ad plans.

But I called one person

I suggested coffee as the person said they

had started preparing their dinner .
dinner.

Nearly

But we ended up going out to

It was helpful to me and again , it said something about the

peer relations that evolved f rom the group .

The fact that 6 of the 9 of

us are still meeting (actually only 4 now) but considering it is 4 years
since we were in advisement I think it speaks about how close we became.
As much as I appreciated the group, I still knew they had never
seen me teach so they really didn 't know how I was in the classroom with
children as the adviser did .

They heard about my difficulties and that

is not necessarily the same as actually seeing me work.
presented the situation was not quite the reality.
how clearly I saw this at the time .

The way I

I'm still not sure

I was really glad to have had the

experience of conference group .
COMMENTS AND ANALYSIS
People in the conference group, experienced the meetings and the
i nteraction in the group in very simi l ar ways .

Every one of us truly

valued the support we received from the group when we brought in
concerns.

G, S , B, L, all 7 of us speci fically used the word support in

or supportiveness in describing their experience of the group.
Four people felt that the conference gr oup helped them to feel
competent as a teacher; helped them to gain confidence in themselves.
These were G, S, Land myseif .

M was feeling down on herself in the way

she was handling a difficulty with the cooperating teacher .

But the
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group helped her to feel like she was not a terrible person and helped
her to feel that she was okay.

B also didn't particularly mention that

the group helped him to feel competent but he did say that people
assumed that he was doing his job in a reasonable competent fashion.
Thi s feeling that the individual's ego ' s were helped to develop because
of the interactions among the members of the group is stated outright by
four people and implied in the responses of two others in thei+ handl ing
of their teaching.
The fact that all of us were in similar situation s and going
through similar or common problems or successes was valuable to us .
This enabled us to understand each other very well and to help affirm to
each of us that we were not alone; that we were not crazy or seeing
r eality.

It made us feel that we were normal.

This was all part of t he

process .

Sharing in this e xperience brought us together and we felt

close to each other and needed the support and feedback of each other .
For S , B, Land myself, the support and confidence the group members
gave was especially valuable because we fel t a real lack of these coming
from an important source .

S said that "Advisement group was one of the

few places I felt that people were listening to me."

B was not

receiving support from the administration where he worked.

L didn 't

feel supported by the adviser and I wasn't receiving support where I was
working either.
B, and Rat times were experiencing a lot of emotion about
something that was happening and were particularly emot ional in a
meeting or meetings of the group .

B had a lot of anger toward the

administration at his school which he expressed in the group.

R once
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cried in a session.

They both appreciated the fact that the group

listened and allowed them to express these feelings.
Sharing was a word that was mentioned several times by individuals
in the group.

Sharing experiences and feelings t hat were mutual and

enhanced our relationships.
as a place to socialize .

Several people spoke of the group serving

Some of us began to see other members of the

group outside the group meetings.
social.

G said he wished we had been more

People spoke of other group members as their "friends."

Land I both felt that even if we didn 't talk a lot in the group ,
we learned a lot just by listening to and hearing others talk and
internalizing what was said and applying as it fit in to our own
situations .

There was talk by nearly all the individuals, that the time

and quantity of talking was not equally divided.

Those who were quieter

were not necessarily p leased that they were quiet.

Those who were more

talkative felt a bit badly that people felt they talke d too much.
seemed to be a problem tha t didn ' t fully get resolved.

This

But more will be

said about this later.
Two individuals, G and B were less than totally positive about t he
group and expressed some personal disappointments with the way things
evolved though it didn't appear to totally co lor their experience.

G

wished we could have been more direct with each other and coul d have
handled problems that arose in different ways .

B felt that it didn 't

always connect with his own experience as he would have liked .
Taking the experience of these seven indivi dua ls with a group of
peers I think is indicative of the needs of teachers in general.

Given

the dif f iculty of the job , educators need to have moral support and
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peers they can share concerns and ideas and problems with.

It enhances

mora le in a profession where this is severely needed given the
conditions and relatively low pay scale that is a fact .

Given the

importance of education in a society , it is necessary for it to be given
a higher priority than it now is.

I n my readings , it has become

apparent that teachers often feel isolated in their work and this needs
to be changed.

The depth and complexity of education is only fully

understood by another educator.
The Advisor ' s Perceptions of Their Role As It Pertained to Our Group
In examing what the adviser perce i ved as his/her r ole i n gui ding
the student , he/she said, " I ~ssist t he student in evolving a perception
of self as a professional teacher moving towar d a personal t heory of
education , philosophy of education , a belief system about what is right
for kids and what is r i ght for themselves as teacher ."
These go together in a student's movement toward p r ofessionalism.
One follows the other.

One has to know who they are , have an awareness

of self before they can evolve a philosophy .

I t would appear that this

adviser was successful in this endeavor with six of the seven of us .
During the first part of the year , and even after that and beyond the
year of advisement , who wer were a s individual s and how are
individualism shaped us as teachers was a major charac teristic of our
discussions.

We began to l ook at the philosophy in more depth after the

year of advisement .

The third section of the paper is about philosophy,

goals and expectations that we have.
years after that first year.
rather than flowers . "

I asked peopl e about this several

Our adviser described our group as "Buds

It was described by the adviser this way; "Your
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particular group I saw as a group of buds, not ful l- fledged flowers.
There were a lot of issues discussed that related to the early stages of
becoming a teacher.
a teacher.

These were confidence, or lac k of, in ones role as

I was really pleased when I heard the group was going to

continue to meet because I felt the group really did need to continue to
have a support system so that each could continue to grow.

At the end

of the year, I didn 't see these full - fledged flowers ready to go and
take over the classroom."

The adviser went on; "The process of becoming

a teacher had not yet fully jelled.

When I think of buds, I think of

having the right ingredients, the stuff that is needed, but not being
fully developed as a teacher.
they are as teachers.

People who are buds are l ess sure of who

Peopl e don 't necessarily get a good solid handle

on themselves as teachers when they're just beginning to bud and as a
result the self- confidence and clarity may be less evident in a budding
group."

Issues of self - confi dence were prevalent in the responses of

the interviewees.
Our adviser described the advisement process as an "analytical
process, "a psychoanalytic proce ss of becoming a teacher ."

This

terminology was picked up by the members o f the group as was clearly
shown.
Our adviser stressed the word "trust" and "developing a trusting
relationship with the adviser," frequently in the course of the
inte rviews.

It is relevant t o state t hat our adviser like most of the

advisers at Bank Street went through advisement at Bank Street earlier
in their life.

They know what it's like and how it feels because they

have experienced it too.

This sharing of experience is so important in
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this process.

our adviser recalled an incident from their own

experience with their adviser .

The adviser recalled feeling l ess

connected, in the beginning of the year with their adviser t han other
students .

Their relationship evolved over the year and it was after our

adviser shared some of his/her fears with his/her adviser.
said that his/her father was very sick .

The adviser

In general, there were ma ny

things happening in his/her life at thi s time that were causing stress
and were affecting his/her teaching .

Our adviser was visiting h is/he r

father in the hospital and one evening found the adviser there .

This

meant a great deal t o the adviser and he/she felt a big change came in
the relationship at that time.

Said the adviser, "One afternoon I went

to the hospital and found my adviser there.

It jolted me to the

realization that she was very much involved in my life as a person , not
j ust in my life as a professional, and that our conversations could
center around that if I wanted it to; like how difficult it was to hol d
myself together and once that door wa s open we could talk about
professional issues in a whole different way.

I knew I could say I'm

really not able to deal with this p iece o f curriculum I started for
these reasons and she'd say 'so let's put it on hold .
later. "

We ' ll get to it

The adviser continued; " I hope that I can be sufficient l y

non-threateni ng and suppo rtive so that they (the students) can share
with me who they are because who they are is critica l to their being a
good teacher .
M said that she had personal discussions with the adviser .

She

also was given leeway in dealing with curriculum as the adviser had been
because of her own personal issues and s tage of development .
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This incident described by the adviser was very important for
him/her at the time and made them that much more sensitive to the
external factors and problems that can affect a student's work with
youngsters.

The adviser continues; "You've got to be yourself when

you're with kids and often teachers hide behind the role of teacher.
don ' t believe that kind of person can successfully teach.
much a part of Bank Street ' s philosophy.

I

This is very

I believe if people are

separate like that, ultimately they will burn themselv~s out because you
can't play a role; you have to be a teacher who feels himse lf/herself in
that role and the affective connection as well as teaching content are
critical."
I asked . the adviser what have you had to deal with as an adviser
that has been a problem for the students.

The adviser said that he/she

feels that he/she has very high expectations for the students they work
with and whe n things are not working , it is frustrating.

Being

frustrated can lead to being less reasonable and less tolerant than is
necessary .

At that time it is helpful to the adviser if they are told

that they are being unreasonable o r pushing too hard.
" It's something I've tried to work on .

I've learned a lot from my

students who say ' you're pushing me too hard . '
keep in mind . "

Says the adviser;

It ' s something I have to

The adviser uses the analogy of " Circuits be ing too

congested and as a resu lt b lowing the circuits .
functioning shuts down .

When circuits blow ,

When student ' s circuits are overblown with

overly high expectations or pressure, they will shut down and stop. Some
of the people in our group felt this way at times .
did , R did and perhaps Band M.

I know I did.

L

When one says they feel overwhelmed, it
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could mean they feel stretched too far.

They cannot handle all the

information that is being given to them and all that is being asked of
them.
our adviser described the purpose of conference group as follows;
"The purpose of the conference group is for the students to interact and
have their ideas validated by their peers or questioned by their peers
but also to give them an opportunity, sometimes for the first time, to
be supported by their peers about important things; very important
things and know that you can gain a lot of strength from working with
other people who share your professional goals and it's intended to
serve as a model for future work because in teaching you can be very
alone and teachers need other teachers to help them problem solve and
you can help other people problem solve.

Nearly all the teachers I know

who are out there growing generally are partaking in some kind of group
effort.
als.

They do that because they need support from other profession-

They need to talk about issues . "

This quote summarizes what our

group experienced together as reported earlie r.

The various ways that

they peop le expres sed how they perceived their year of advisement, are
compatible with what was described by facu lty members as " this is what
advisement is like."

To the degree that members of our group shared our

advisers perceptions of what happ ens , is indicative of the identification that the student felt with the adviser and a ttests to the success
of Bank Street in turning out good teachers sensitive to and understanding of young people.

There are exceptions and in this case there was

one large exception and this cannot be ignored.
Changes Respondents Would Like To See in Advisement
I asked the people I interviewed, if they were to do the year of
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advisement over again , what would they like to be different.

Now I will

present the responses I got from the interviewees to this question .
G

G would have liked for there to be a greater commonality in
philosophy among the members in the group; a more similar outlook and
approach.

G also felt there were several dominant people i n the group

and he felt more should have been done to curb them.

Since the group

found it difficult to say anything to these individuals, he felt the
adviser should have taken a stronger role in equalizing the time given
to the individuals in the group.

He felt the group needed more

direction from the adviser.
G also wished the adviser had been more accessible or easy to
reach.

He wondered whether the adviser was taking on too much and was

over extended.
G felt there should have been more interaction between the adviser,
student and cooperating teacher from early in t he year.

He felt there

should be more structure here ; he mentioned 3 way meetings several times
a year.
the term.

Perhaps three each semester at the beginning, middle and end of
He suggested that the first one be an introductory one on the

topic of sharing responsibility.
should the student take on.

He felt this might clarify how much

He wanted more feedback from the

cooperating teacher; what's positive and what's negative .

3 way

meetings might have helped this along .
He also thought that the group meetings s hould be more structured .
Pe rhaps once a month, there should be a case study .

It see~ed too open
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in certain ways .

He thought maybe individuals could decide on issues to

be discussed.
As mentioned before , G thought the adviser should have balanced the
time allotted for i ndividuals to speak in the gr oup .
adviser should have helped the quieter ones more.

Sa id G, " The

Bank Street believes

in letting t h e group live its own l i f e but if this isn 't working too
well , there should be more input from the group leader."
G wished he had been pushed harder to do things in the clas sroom
f r om the cooperating teacher and/or the adviser .

Sai d G, " I would like

more clear expectations about t he obligations of the assistant in the
classroom.

A weekly something here, a weekly something there and t his

this and that.

Responsibilities in t he c las s r oom in daily life."

G also felt that the group was t oo large for the purpo ses it was to
serve .

He felt six people would have b ee n a manageable number.

s
Swished certa in topics had been discussed during the cour se of t he
year that were not .

One he specifically mentioned was the p urpose of

education in society or why i sn ' t Bank Street more oriented toward
public edu cation?

Is there validity to the whole concept of public

education.
S felt that he wished the group had been mor e conf rontational with
each other since he felt a lot of us enjoy a good argument and feel
stimulated by it .

He felt that a lot o f this was because of the

adviser' s persona l ity for he felt they shied away from conflict .

But S

acknowledged that perhaps we really didn 't have time to get to all the
topics we might have liked because there were so many things t o talk
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about.

He also thought that maybe we argue more now because we are more

comfortable with each other.
B

B said that he wished that he had been more open- minded and able to
relax more during this year .

B also said, "I would have felt more

comfortable if there wasn't such a close look at things I had one in the
classroom .

Not that they were irre levant matters; they weren't.

these experiences made me feel like I wasn ' t working out .

But

Those were

negatively reinforcing and they were based on a kind of interaction that
grated me the wrong way with the adviser ."

B fel t that the adviser

could have been more of a supportive wedge for him and talked to the
school he was in about the difficulties and relationships between staff
and administration .
In the group meetings B said he might have liked more of a sharing
of the particular settings where people worked and how they were
different from one another; more thinking about differences in the world
o f schools .

He also would have liked more discussion on philosophy.

Sometimes B fe lt certain ideas were imposed upon him which he
resented.

He said , "We do have to come to learning in our own way.

The

times here at g raduate school when I was most upset were when I felt I
was being forced to learn in a certain style and comply with the rigors
o·f a certain way of thinking, with a certain philosophy.
stifling to me sometimes.

This seemed

Sometimes there was direct contradiction in

terms between the whole idea that we cone to knowledge and self- understanding and understanding about the world through our own energies and
direction and that is opposed to "well there's no other way.

It is best
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to be a certain kind of teacher."
B expressed a desire for more structure and clear guide line s about
what was expected of the students that year .

He also would have liked

more structure in the relationship with the adviser.

He wished he had

been told early in the year what kinds of things are going to be looked
at when you were observed.

He would have fel t more at ease.

He felt

that the student and the adviser should talk about the goal s the student
has as a teacher .

How close are they to Bank Street's.

He said, "I

think there needs to be almost an intake with the adviser in the
beginning.

We just plunged right in to seeing one another.

There could

be an initial sharing of knowledge between the two parties so there is a
common goal ~orked out rather t han divergent goals."
L

L felt that the conference g roup was too l arge and if he were to do
the year of advisement over again , he would insist on being in a smaller
group.

He felt that a smaller group would have enabl ed people to speak

up more.

There would have more of a curb on the more vocal ones .

Said

L, " I think a smaller g roup would have made the quieter ones speak up
more.

There would have been a big hole that would have been apparent to

everyone if one person didn ' t speak.

What would have be en ideal was if

the ones who had a lot to say one week would have a lot to hear the next
week ."

L also fe lt that the amount of time take n by people in the group

could have been made more e qual .

He also wished t here could have been

more descriptions from more people .
consensus among everyone.

He wished there had been more of a

L also wished the group had been more social.

But he wondered whether we could have had more social activity early in
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the year since we didn't know each other so well .
L expressed anger because he felt the adviser was late for
appointments which meant his conference time got cut short.

The adviser

also missed some appointments and that contributed to a feeling of not
being important .

He felt like he was being tested and he felt the

adviser could have done more to prevent this from happening.

As we said

earlier L still carries some negative feelings about the experience
which he wished he didn ' t.

He felt like the adviser could have

presen ted alternatives rather than imperative criti cisms .
been phrased diffe rently that would h ave been better.

If things had

Said L, " Had the

adviser said , 'Well the way I saw it was ' I might have said "Well yeah
there ' s a lot of t ru th to that . "
L also wished that goals, expectations or agenda could be made
clearer .

He thought that maybe the adviser and the advisee could have

sat down and talked about goals or perhaps even put them in writing.
Said L, "It might have been nice to know what other people hoped or to
know that I had common goals with other people.

Or because I had these

goals it was going to make a difference in the way things were going . "
L said, " I remember at the end of last year and even at the
beginning of this year , my response to the whole thing was more
emotional and now I don ' t feel so much about it anymore.

As I was

listening to myself talk just now, I hadn't been aware of it before but
I was very goal o riented ; always looking ahead to the time I would be
finished rather than going through the process .

I found the process

painful and I was looking ahead to what it was getting me in the end
instead of really going through the process , living through the process
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step-by-s t ep.

That didn't be come apparent to me until I heard my

responses right now.
M

M felt that the group had been smaller and she wished it had been
built in to the group p r ocess for people i n the group to observe each
o ther teaching and then talk about it in the group .

She sai d she might

have liked more support from the adviser and the teachers she worked
with.

Sometimes she felt she would have liked an agenda for discus-

sions.

She expr essed anger at the adviser because of tardi ness i n

arriving for appointments because she felt thre was so little time
anyway.

She wondered if advisement shou ld be two years .

She feels she sees things more clearly now now that she is not so
emotionally involved .
R

R wished that she had been able to speak up more.

If she were to

do advisement over again, she wou ld speak up more in group.

She wished

the adviser had given the g r oup more direction and wished he/she had
taken a more active r ole in curbing the more talkative ones and
encouraging the quieter ones.

She felt the adviser could have said

things like , " I think someone else wants to speak now ," or " We ' ve been
on this subject a long time ; let's go on to something else. "

She felt

topics were bro ught up and then not reinforced or picked up on.

Perhaps

the group could have decided upon a topic and made to stay wi th it
because R felt we went off on tangents that were not relevant and got
involved in talking about t hings that at the expense o f more pertinent
topics .
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She also wished that the adviser had been more responsible in
sticking to t he times of his/her appointments .
over extended.

She fe lt the adviser was

This resulted in the student's time being cut into and

people did not get the ir fair share of meeting t ime .

Th e advise r

cancelled appointments and did not always reschedule t hem .
Marianne
As for myself, I would have liked to have been in a different frame
of mind if I were t o go through advisement a second time .

But this was

true because when I did advisement over again, I was in a different
frame of mind .

After the first year , I would have liked to be abl e to

speak up more in gr oup and I feel that I did the second year.

I would

have liked to be more receptive and open ,
Outside the personal realm, I think I woul d have l i'(e d to have had
all of us v i sit each other and observe in their setting and then talk
about it in the group.

I did visit some group members in their settings

and it was helpful .
I shared the feelings of other members in the g roup who felt the
adviser could have done mor e, taken a stronger role to encourage some to
talk more a nd others to t alk les s.
helpful to me .

Some meetings were not particularly

I remember specifically several meetings t hat wer e spent

talking about what classes to take and what not t o take .

I might have

liked the g r oup to be smaller .
I benefitted from advisement both years and it was helpful.

But I

feel like that when peopl e become group tea chers , espec ially during
their first year of two , they need someone to observe them in their
classroom and can benefit tremendous l y from it at that time .

In a way
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it would be nice to have a year of advisement as an assistant to learn
and to help you move toward becoming a group teacher.

Then to have

advi sement again during your first year as a group teacher.

This would

help one learn how to handle situations that they may not have had to
handle when they were an assistant.

The roles are different and

different assistance is needed in the two situations .
So many of us shared the same ideas about what we would like t o
have been different about advisement .
could have been smaller.
structure in the process.
expected of them.

A number of us felt the group

There were a lot of requests for more
People wanted guidelines for what was

Our adviser talked about something he/she developed

called " the hypothetical intern ," which is a view of the year.
at the beginning, middle, and end of the year.
that happen.

It looks

It records experiences

It is a list of what the adviser is looking for in the

classroom; "What I want ultimately to see when I go into a clasroom.
What I want to see the students do as a teacher.

What do I want

students to have experience with and areas in which I expect some
competence .

I list nursery school experiences, primary school

experiences and elementary school experiences.

I 'm finding more and

more tha t students need to see this kind of outline written down. " said
our adviser .
Perhaps if members of our group had copies of this outli ne, we
would have felt clearer about what was expected of us.
Our adviser should have made greater efforts to balance the amount
of time taken by individual i as this seemed t o have been a perceived
problem by quite a few of the members of the group .

There was also the
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question of the adviser's lateness for appointments and d ifficulty in
maintaining schedules.

Th is made a number of us quite angry and it

shouldn't have happened as much as it did.
The issue of the size of the advisement g r oup was also a major
concern to group members .
smaller group.

Several felt that they would hav e p r eferred a

The p referred number seemed to be 6 students and the

adviser . (our group was 10 plus the adviser) This wou l d have made it
easier for members t o speak up , it would have made sch~dul ing
appoi ntments less of a problem and each student would have gotten more
from the adviser.
These criticisms, though no major , are quite valid and if possi ble ,
measures should be taken for these changes to be adopted as a rule.
Though perfec tion is impossible, all efforts should be made to do the
best possible job for everyone for optimum development, growth a nd
lear ning.

Impr ovements can always be made from s t udy of a topic.

In this next section, the third and final one in thi s paper will
deal wi th how some of the students in the group are applying their own
values and goals in their work in the field of education.
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Section III, Part 1
Goals, Philosophy, Values in the Classroom
The third and final section of this paper will be reporting on the
values and goals four members of the group I interviewed have for the
children they teach and how they attempt to put these goals into
practical application.
I sent a questionnaire to all of the individuals I interviewed.
the six I sent, four came back to me .
these four people.

Of

I will summarize the responses of

The purpose of this questionnaire was to get an idea

of how much these individuals are applying Bank Street's philosophy of
education.

I will also describe in some depth my own values, goals in

teaching and the practical application of these.

My own descriptions

are more in depth than the others.
Since the exact term for this project is "integrated independent
study, " it seemed appropriate to attempt in some way to integrate all
that I took in at Bank Street in some concrete manner .

By describing a

particular philosophy that is our own and then fitt ing in methods, and
materials in to this context is one way of doing this.

This is putting

theory into practice utilizing all the learning and experience we have.
The p rocess of writing this section was a good exercise that forced me
to think and reflect in-depth about what we do with children .

I had to

examine whether what I was doing was consistent with the philosophy I
was espousing.

What I discove r ed was that there was more that I could

do in the c lassroom to match the two up more fully.

Arn I

keeping my

values and goals in as much perspective as I should?

By restating them

and writing them down, they are more in the fo refro nt of my mind.

As a
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result, it is helping me to apply them more fully.

This process pushes

me toward doing my work better and toward continued professional growth.
As I was writing this section, I came up with ideas for curriculum and
activities

for my

Reflecting on

class.

this

topic brought more

practical application.
G

G is the first individual whose responses I will discuss.

It is

important to say here that G did his independent study o n The Teacher as
The rapist.

His response is more detailed than are the three others .

G feels that the schools have changed in recent years.

They

are different than they were when people who are now teaching were in
school.

Children are also different in that they are exposed to more

knowledge and information and many are more sophisticated.
more academic pressure as well as pressure to achieve .

There is

As a result ,

adults sometimes tend to relate to children as peers.

Children need a

lot of reassurance,

routines and

reinforce ment,

structure,

require warmth, affection and protection.

rules ,

Because of these changes, G

feel s it is even more important for schools to be stable and supportive
environments and experience in children ' s lives.
G points o u t

that the word educator comes from the Latin word

"educere," which means,

"to bring out from the child their inner

strengths and abilities."

In Hebrew the word for educator i s defined as

a person "who is responsible for each child and for the whole group
apart from subject matter.
need assistance.

It is a person the child comes to when they

He/she is in touch with the family, is aware o f the

child's private life.

G subscribes to these broader definitions.
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G goes on the assumption that the school is the main institution
for preparing children for society in the future.

It is increasingly

important that the school be a stable and supportive experience in the
child's life.

This puts the teacher in a special position of influence

and he/she has a fundamental role in the child's maturation.
G a l so feels that learning has
health.

a strong relationship to mental

Success in school is emotionally strengthening, while failure

can contribute to negative self-concepts.

G feels that the teacher can

help the child develop a good sense of self by confirming the child as a
unique being,

an

individual,

and a

whole person.

By building a

authentic relationship with the child by being open and to honest
encounters with the child.
and enrichment.

Also the teacher is a resource for learning

This means that the teacher is a role model for the

child.
G asks several questions:

1)

Are teachers prepared and knowledge-

able enough to create a learning environment.

2)

Do teachers have the

skills to observe and look for issues that bother children?

3)

Can

teache rs be h elpful to children in a crisis?
G uses the term, "therapeutic teacher," to describe his ideal of
the professional in that role.
"therapy "

G uses this definition for the word

"an agency designed for serving or bringi ng about social

adjustment."

In his thesis , he looked fer " ways to i mprove the role of

the school consonant with the needs of the children and the time i n
which we live ."

In his thesis, he examined the teachers task in his/he r

relations with the family , the g roup, and with the individual child.
G f eels that a teacher who " interacts with the children , is aware
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of their interests and concerns and tries to meet the chi ldren' s needs,
is building an envir onment that will bring about social adjustment."
G feels that children cannot and should not be forced to learn .
They must be interested in the subject matter o r
motivated.

they will not be

He quo t es Leah Levinger who says that most dr op-o uts quit

school because of poor mot i va t ion,

their problems rooted in their

emotions rather than in their ability to learn .

Levinger emphasizes

that the student' s private life plays a great p art in his/her g r owing up
and maturing even to the point that it interferes, at time s, with school
work."
We must focus on two aspects of the schools:

1)

The teacher ' s

relati onships with the childr en meaning hows/he meets their needs.

2)

The importance of the ways teachers structur e their teaching , meaning
h ow they present it t o the chi ldren and how they structure the material.
These

skill s

are

connected

but

very

different.

Says

" Unfortunately, many teachers and educators separate t he two.
them v i ew the teaching p art as the teacher's major role,
teacher' s

G,
Most of

and many

colleges place greater emphasis on the curriculum .

When

p r eparing teachers in the methodological skills, t echniques and study of
the

variou s

subjects ,

failin g

to

place

e nough

emphasis

on

the

psychological p art of the t eacher 's role ."
Schools and teachers have to deal with the con cerns children have
and with the psychologica l

implica tions o f these concerns .

Red l and

Wattenberg write that , "through mastering the envircnment , childre n gain
freedom to deve l op with a minimum of distortion .

Success in school will

s t r engthen the chi ldren' s ability to deal lat e r with more complicated
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conditions."
Says G, "But how do c hildren view themselves?
b uilt to suit their needs?

Is t heir environment

Children are dependent on adults.

p erceive adu l ts as being f r ee.

They

Most of the people who are not children

are more powerful than they are , can do more and have f ewer restrictions
r e garding their choices.
whateve r
les s.

they want t o do.

They are

From the c hild's point of view , adul ts can do
Chi l dren are smaller in size.

Th~y know

learning new things constantly and ~verybody has

something to teach them.

Their feel ings are not clear to themsel v es .

There are many things going on which the y do not understand; how to
relate to other people; what other people think about them; what the
feelings they have toward other people mean and what other people feel
about t h e m."
He goes on ; " These concerns are true for all children of all ages
(as well as for most a dults) in various ways I believe that children are
aware

of

these q uestions consciously o r

constantly.
way;

not and deal with

them

At every age they deal with these questions i n a different

there are different dilemmas r el a t ed to every stage i n their

development and t here are different points of focus a t every age ."
He spec ific ally r efer s to the work of Er ik Erikson and Jean Piaget.
Erikson's model showed that the child is constantly investigating
his /her environment .

At every age there are certain quest i ons that the

child deals wi th and certain s t rengths the child gai ns .

Erikson see s

the main issue occupyin g children are r e lated i n one way or another t o
the questions of autonomy , independence (or dependence) and i dentity .
Piaget has a d ifferent point of view.

He believes in a process
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which

is partially

b iological,

developed

through maturation

and

partially active, developed thr o ugh interaction with the envir onment .
The ch i ld is stimulated by the surroundings and is actively engaged with
it, in order to find a solution to t he problems s(he encounters.
According t o Er i k s on and Piaget there a re three ma jor areas that
are important to the child's world ; the physical, the emot i onal and the
cognitive.

G feels that in the child's life , these three a r e strongly

related to each other and that any separation is
artificial.

in some sense

G fee l s t he school has to view these three aspects as one

topic that has three subdi visions; each o f t hem has an important role i n
the development of the child.

At differ ent ages ,

emphases should be given to each of the three.
means

a

lot to the ch ild.

Phys i cal contro l

different ages

Feelin g good in one area
over o ne's body means

knowing its strengths and limitations whi ch in turn leads to being mo re
comfor tabl e with one's body i.e.; ones self.

Emotional control means

awareness of the wide vari ety of fee lings, moods, etc. that each person
goes through.

Such awareness might reduce fears of the unknown , and

increase self-assurance.

Working on cogni tive skills widens the child's

knowledge of his/her environment, and the world in whi ch s/he lives.
Cognitive learn i ng will als o clear up many mysteries to the child , and
will

unfold many unknowns as well as how the sense and logic of the

worl d i n which s / he lives .
All these sources together give the children ways to control their
lives .

The child gains skill s and information which enables him/her to

master his/her surroundings , to feel secure and mo re important, to feel
indepen den t.

Only wh en these needs are met will the ch ildren l earn to
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trust him/herself to make his/her own decisions and to be responsible
for him/herself and to be respectful of other people .
In the interview with G, he stressed that he feels t hat the key t o
education i s

the

re l ationships between

described h is approach as psychological.

t eacher and chil d r en .

He

He is interested in rea l ly

getting to know a child and answering specific needs o f that chi ld .
This is teaching "the whole child ."
Looking at "the whole child , " is a major tenet in Bank Street's
philosophy .

All aspects of the c hild, physical, mental, emotional and

i ntellectual affect each other.
domain i nterrelate.

The affective domain and the cogniti ve

G's theory includes this idea.

By describing an

educator as one who brings out t he strengths and abilities of the chi ld,
G is emphasi zing the positive assets of the child .

The idea of building

on and deve l oping the chi ld's strength s is on that Bank Street holds to .
In school we emphasize strengths in order to enable the child to achieve
some degree of success and mastery.

By doing t his educators are helpi ng

the children feel good about themsel ves .
G a nd Bank Str eet.

Success

development of self-confidence.

breeds

Th i s methodology i s shared by

success which

leads

to

the

Related to thi s and a s hared concern is

valuing each child as an individual.

Accept i ng each child with t hei r

s trengths and weaknesses .
G discussed the theo r eti cal models of Erikson and Piaget which a re
two of the major theo r etical models of Bank Street ' s phi l osophy .
two theories compliment each other.

Thes e

The role of the teacher is of a

very specific type when apply ing t hese ideals .

G and Bank Str eet feel

that these idea ls are not prevalent in the ma j ority of people in the
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field of education.

Mastery and control; trust and responsibility are

key words that appear agai n and again.

s
s says that his values in teaching relate to his values about the
indivi dual a nd beliefs about society.

He believes that a society should

allow every person the freedom to find their own place.

This should be

coupled wi th an attitude , which is also taught, that every member of
society can be a productive and effective member
citizen).

(e.g.: student and

Social structures exist for the c ommon good, or should, and

one's productivity and effectiveness, will, therefore, also be f o r the
common good.
S ' s values for the individual are self-realization and empathy .
(The individual means my self as well as students or peers.)

This means

developing expressive, analytical and observat i onal skil ls.

It means

having a

sense of one ' s

physical self as an independent whole in

relation to one's environment .

It also means an identity that is

integrated i n itself as well as involved in a society of other people.
(These two senses of self are roughly comparable to the two I's o f
Martin Buber 's the I in I/Thou and I in I/It.)
These values lead S to many goals in t eaching whose o rder of
importance tends to shift in relation to the situation .
related and are generally
categories:

self- awareness

compatible.
and ful l

They

f a ll

into

participation .

They are all
t wo

basic

Self- awareness

means an understanding of one 's physica l body and how it interacts with
the environment, an ability to coordinate analytical and observational
thinking (that is the ability to integ rate what one learns through t he
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senses, with what one remembers, feels, figures and believes.)

And a

sense of social identity of one's personality, family, ethnic group, and
all this within a diverse society.

The individual needs to develop the

thinking skills to analyze their own desires, seeing them in the moment
and in the ongoing process of life.

Empathy can be encouraged and given

a context, but it can't be taught.
Full participation means an understanding of the form and purpose
of social structures as well as the practical skills necessary to
participate in those structure s.

An example of a practical skill in the

preschoo l would be learning the structure of meeting, how to make one 's
own choice, how to use the structure to get that choice, considering
options is a skill.
skill.

The idea of considering is, in fact, a conceptual

Another example would be literacy which is a vital skill.

Vital

meaning necessary for full participation in our society as well as
meaning alive and growing .
S be lieves he has achieved these goals when he has nothing to do in
the classroom.

The environment is accessible to the children , t hey know

how to get what they want and how to care for the materials and each
o ther.

They are supporting each other ' s works and providing new skills .

That mome n t when a teacher is irre levant.
is also a signal.

This seems like a goal but it

Something is going ri ght.

Because if he /she

(the

teacher) is getting kids ready to be in a society, they do need to know
how to be independent .
Says

s,

" I 'm unclear as to how I do these things .

Wo rking with the

little ones it is not clear whether they a re integrating these skills
and attitudes.

Some children will take the whole year to start
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listeni ng to choices and picki ng one.
do?

Who knows .

Was it anying I did or did not

However, I do think theoretically and can't imagine

doing things which contradict my values.
with a grain of salt.)

(Take that inflated statement

When I pick a content area, I use my goals and

values t o decide how to implement that content in the classroom.
des i gn the classroom, it is with those goals in mind.
back to that vague notion of considering.

Whe n I

This brings us

I believe that there are

hidden curricula that teaching oppressively or in ways

that make the

teacher inseparable f rom the task, makes c hildren victims oppressed or
overly dependent.

And that was something I always consider ed .

That's

the best way I can think to explain how I did it . "
S had said that he felt that his education was repressive and
restr i cting .

Ideally, he would like to educate children so that t hey

would not become molded easily or inculated with the ideas he felt he
was.

They would be more question i ng, or tougher in that they would be

resistant to this .

They would be more auto nomous .

S feels that you have to accept the child as they are when they
arrive at schoo l .

They already have life experiences behind them that

have shaped their perceptions .

He would like to have a p ractical,

realistic, humanistic, liberating , generous approach to children.

He

hopes to encourage the child to be independent within the e nvironment
where they can be free and successful.

To be free and successful , they

need adults to set up that environment for them .

He wants to have a

curri culum that enables children to explore and disco ver .

Therefore, he

doesn't want ~~tivit ies that are totally teacher- d irected which means
children don't do most of the work .
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He also

feels

it is

important t o practice democracy in the

classroom and that a teacher is a role model for the children .

Children

learn by discovery and it is the teachers job to facilitate thi s rather
than to discipline them .

He also values divers i ty .

He consider s

himself committed to Progressive Education.
Bank Street describes themselves as having a progressive philosophy
of education so it is shared bys .
also stressed at Bank Street.

The importance of r ole modell ing is

The development of self-confidence is

evolved from success and mastery and this is a major tenet of education
at Bank Street .

For children t o learn by discovery , the p lanning a

teac her does to set up this environment requires a lot of thought and
consideration.

The structure of the envir onment must be very speci fic

for this to happen.

So , I think it is clear that some fo S 's values and

goals are like the goals and v alues that Bank Street describes and hopes
people will strive for .
B

B seems to perceive the role of the teacher differently than the
rest of us i n t he group .
Dewey- based philosophy .
about how much

He is less convinced of the practicality of a
He said that he had arguments with the adviser

should be

child- centered and how much

t e acher-centered in the classroom .
is

Said B , " I think in our world which

so highly competitive and which

resources ,

should be

is running out of money and

I don ' t think we have the l eisure in schools to live on a

Dewey based philosophy .

To me if a

child is content in hi s/her

classroom and has respect, feeling for and likes and trusts the teacher ,
they can learn anything and will be receptive .

The style of the
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teacher, in itself, may not be so i mportant ."
B listed six goals he has for children; especially preschoolers.
1)

That the children enjoy the time spent in the day care
center nursery school.

2)

That they feel secure and nurtured while there.

3)

That as they grow they become more able to make choices
independent of the teachers guidance and that their
interests develop naturally.

4)

Also as they grow , they enjoy forming more lasting social
ties with each other.

5)

During all this, that the children grow to value other
people and their rights to the same resources; in other
words, that they start to consider what sharing, giving and
respecting are about. These are difficult to achieve.

6)

In an overal l sense, that the children go home at the end of
the day feeling at ease; that something exciting happened
that day; that they accomplished something or shared an
experience with a friend.

Working Toward Goals:
1 , 2, 5 , and 6- Seeing to it that a child feels good about the time
they spend at the center during the day.

B feels that healthy role

modelling is important in achieving these.

If the teacher is "at ease

and excited about school and learning, is willing to share in the
child's accomplishments and is loving towards a l l the kids in the group ,
the children will grow to be the s ame."

Says B, "I have sometimes seen

a child full of pride because they extend friendsh i p to another child
they know I like or because they pick up a material they have heard me
get excited about ."

B goes on :

"I do think t hat in certain instances

the best type o f learning (to be an inquisitive, caring person) comes
from a young person watching and followi ng the enthusiasm , curiousity
and sensitivity of an older person.

Although I may not be up to i t on a
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daily basis, I try to come in to the classroom with an open mind.

I

also try to be sensitive to the growing pains of 3, 4, and 5 year old
Ideally, if an adult strives to be open, sensitive, and

children.

enthusiastic ,

t he rest of the planning a

stimulating and rewarding

curriculum comes easily . "

It is important to provide developmentally

appropriate

the

materials

for

children.

If

the

materials

are

appropriate and stimulating and readily accessible to the children , then
the children will choose the materials on their own.
scheduling are necessary too.

Structure and

Teachers must bear in mind the children's

energy level , attention span and interests.

B also values trips and

visits to the outside community .
L

L aims to:
1)

Have the students learn experientially .

2)

Have the information brought to the classroom relevant to the
students.

3)

Have the c hildren develop self-control appropriate to their age
and the school setting.

4)

Have the children understa nd their world .

5)

Have the children enjoy learning or learn to enjoy.

6)

Have the ch ildren accept responsibility.

7)

Have the children make choices .

8)

Have the c h ildren gain p r actical knowledge.

9)

Help the children in understanding relationships.

10)

Have the c hildren questi on .

11)

Have the children participate .
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He goes about this by listening closely to children's conversations.

He watches their behavior closely for leads about their

interests .
He shows the children respect and expects the same from t hem.
He provides opportunities for learning and attaches meaningful
vocabulary to these experiences.
The biggest job he has is to arrange the environment and materials
in a way that they can choose and learn experientially.
Al l of the individuals stressed the importance of children making
decisions and choices, this leads to independence.
value of all of the students who responded.
extremely important .

Independence is a

Social relationships are

The adult must be a role model for the children.

· There is value placed on a Holistic approach to education and school.
These factors are strands of the Bank Street philosophy.
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Section III , Part 2
Philosophy and Goals
In this section I will describe in some detail my philosophy o f
education and how I attempt to apply it in my classroom of three year
olds.

But muc h of what i s sa i d here is also applicable for older age

groups.

My philosophy of education connects teaching and learning with

mental health concepts.

There is some overlap between the two. fields .

The most important g oal is f or the children to fee l
themselves.

Everything else builds o n this.

good about

When children f ee l good

about themselves , they will learn better.
There are very specific things educators must do to facilitate the
deve l opment of a positive self- image.
this context.

Guidance is a n important word in

Guidance means helping the chi l d develop ; to move along

the road to maturity .

In order to feel good about oneself , t he child

must experience success i n their activities and in their relationships
with others .

In all areas of development mastery breeds mastery.

Young

children can be helped to look at their past successes to strengthen
them when there is a new problem to face and cope with .
Eac h chi l d ' s ability to master new emotional learning depends upon
the success the child has had in mastering the tasks of the earlier
phas es of development.

Therefore, it is the role of the teacher t o give

chi ldren experiences where they can meet with success .
Latty,

Says Louise

"The inter action of childreP and a dults and childre~ in the

school setting provides teachers with opportunities t o fost e r c hildren 's
self - awareness and

social compe te ncies.

curriculum is

planned by

teachers to stimulate learning and to enable c h ildren to experience
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success."
In developing guidance in the classroom, four things must happen.
These are as follows:
1)

Developing a positive self-image in the chi ld;

2)

Developing effective interpersona l relationships

3)

Developing understanding of emotions, feelings and values

4)

Developing decision-making abilities.

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development says
with individual differences as our starting point, we view guidance as
relating to all those things which adults do consciously t o assist an
individual child to live as fully and effectively ass/he is able."
Developing the child ' s strengths to overcome their weaknesses is a
strategy that can be utilized in the classroom.

This strategy helps to

maximize the development of the child's ego because it is positive .
Stressing the strengths is positive, whereas, stressing the weaknesses
is negative.
Teachers can have a great impact on the development of children .
Of course , parents have the great est effect on children , but, teachers
help shape children ' s perceptions of themselves as learners.

Teachers

guide childr en toward understanding themselves in schoo l; a new setting
from the home.

For most children it is the second most important

developmental setting in their lives.
In order

to make the trans ition from home

to school ,

it is

necessary for the child to experience trust in the school setting .
child's fe el ing of trust wil l

mainly come from the teacher.

needs to trust the teacher enough to express their feelings .

The

A child
They must
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feel sure that they will not be punished for their expression of
feelings.

A teacher must help the children control their impulses and

this means they need to be given alternatives.

A teacher must give them

some degree of control and this means manageable alternatives and
c hances to make decisions.
In order for the child to feel secure, he/she must feel like the
environment is more safe than threatening, more giving than denying .
This means the teacher must keep the child safe and protected .

In order

to feel trust in the school environment the child needs protection and
The teacher needs to give the child

acceptance and understanding.

The message must be conveyed is that we live with

encouragement .

feelings and they are part of life.

The adult must be ready to offer

support in case of trouble, sympathy in case of pain, and rej o icing in
case of pleasure.

Each c hild has a variety of conflicts, strengths,

weaknesses and potentialities.
requirement,

a

prerequisite

A sense of security and trust is a

for

the

development

of

a

positive

self-image.
A teacher must cultivate the deve l opment of the "whole child. "
This encompasses academics and thinking skills,

(the cognitive domain) ,

feelings, attitudes and values (the affective domain) and must provide
for physical and social growth as well .
The four different strands listed previou sly interrelate with one
a nother.

Progress in one aspect is r ef lected in the other aspects.

When children become more ef fective in expres sing feelings, t hey grow i~
interpersonal r elationships.

When children are allowed t o make t h eir

own decisions, they grow in feeling good abo u t themse lves .

wnen
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c hildre n develop a more positive self-image , they are better able t o
relate to others a nd make their own decisions.
Chi l d r en need to view themselves positively.
affected by how they feel about themselves.
the basis for effecti ve learning .

Their learni ng is

A strong self- concept is

By seeing children as a who le person ,

we see them as members of a family and members of a culture , ethnic
group, etc .

Educators accept the chil d's family and culture.

The need for affection and competence are fundamental and basic for
children.

They affect how a child l earns.

This means according to

Millie Almy , "We as educators have to extend the concept of ego strength
to include the growth process and the individual h istory of the impulse
life as having a

large determining influence on the way

e xperiences in relating to
individual.

the envir o nment become viable

The implic ation is tha t

in which
for t he

what has happened to the basic

impulses, how they have been fulfi lled ,

frustrated or sublimated is

relevant to the question of ego strength ."
By working with the whole child , the teacher must expect to have to
handle intense e xp ressions of emotion and lack o f control at times.

How

the teacher handles these will affect how the chi l d feels about himself
and how they work through these breakdowns in t he future .

A positive

learning environment will a llow children c hances to modify their own
behavior and develop alternative coping skills.

When breakdowns occur ,

the teacher must be supportive .
Learning self- contr ol is a d ifficult and slow process .

Self- con-

trol becomes most necessary and most difficult dur ing moments of
tension.

When ch i ldr en lose control they need to be helped to analyze
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the situation.

The role of the teacher is not to judge or to blame but

to help the child analyze and define the situation.

The focus must be

on what the child is trying to do and what can be done to solve the
problem.
Adults have the responsibility of sharing our strengths and using
our grown-up status as a res ervoir of resources for children.

Our

greater size and strength should be utilized to protect children .

Our

greater knowledge of the world protects children and shared with them
enriches their lives and increases their mastery over the world .
Children need support and room to grow and teachers in the
classroom need to be able to judge when not to help and when to apply
external controls and when to let children experiment with their own
still imperfect self-control.

When to make demands which require the

highest functioning of children and when to let them act like babies if
that is what they feel like doing.
Each child has great fluctuations in functioning.

Teachers have to

try to adjust their expectations and degree of support to what the child
needs right then and not what they may have nneded an hour ago and may
need again an hour later.
To be truly free ,
thoughtful

children must have the security of loving,

and appropriate

p rohibit ions.

Young

~ecurity of having certain decisions made f o r
limits beyond where they may not go.

children need

them;

the

of knowing the

They require soli d boundaries.

Their needs are best met by adults with a firm hand.

Prohibitions

ideally , should be given without threats .
When two or more children are having a conflict, sometimes the only
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necessary action of the adult is walking towards the children .

The

presence of an adult may offer the support children need to work out
their difficulties .

Disputing youngsters are often quite receptive to ,

" It seems to me you two have a problem.

What ' s it all about?"

kind of statement is not criticizing or taking sides.

This

One question will

often start the children talking about the conflict and they will be
able to settle it verbally without hitting and without the l"!dul t' s
active participation.
settling difficulties.

This is the beginning of more ~ature methods of
By talking and negotiating.

Frequently when

children run into trouble, the adult is more of a catalyst and less an
arbitrator.

Comments such as ,

"See if you and so-and- so can work it

out," or "ta-lk about it with so-and-so ," can set the children off into
settling it themselves.

This is giving them more control over their

life and this can lead to a feeling of pride in themselves.
Avoiding a confrontation with the child is desirable if at all
possible.

Battles of wil ls are generally unproductive for either party .

In order to do this , the adult needs to give the child some leeway and
elbow room .

This is also a face - saving strategy.

It gives the c hild

room to rectify an error or to change course or direction and to do so
without sacrificing dignity and self - este em.

It is preferable to let

the childr en take the lead whenever possible.
In order to avoid conflicts and acting out , the expectations of the
teache r need to be appropriate; neither too high nor too low.
needs

for a

A child

teacher to expect that growth is gradual, wavering,

regressive , uneven and inconsistent.
Children are , by nature , active, vibrant and exuberant and need to
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be allowed to be as such.

The teacher must expect this and should not

exert too much pressure on the child to be as grown-up as possible at
all times and on all occasions.

One must put up with some excitement ,

disorder, emotionality, and impulsi veness .

Also , the child has a strong

wish to be grown- up and independent which is in confl ict with another
strong wish to hold on to the dependence of babyhood.

This struggle

with baby wishes and the co - existent urge to grow up and achieve
independence affects many situations with children .

Erikson sees the

child as struggl i ng with these two urges all throughout childhood though
it manifests itself in different ways at d i fferent ages.
This balance between freedom and control of a child is a challenge
of the teaching profession .
control.
will?

Adults have a responsibili t y to guide and

If an adu l t does not stop the chi ld from doing something, wh o

The child wants the adult to stop him/her .

stopped , it can be perceived as neglect.
total control of the situation .

I f a child is not

Children don't want to be in

An adult must protect the child from

his/her self and initiate him/her into the restraints n ecessary for
social living.
The child's acceptance of adult authority is rooted in his/her
positive rapport with the teacher.

Positive teacher-child relationships

can keep the forms of authority corrective rather than punitive .

Basic

rapport with the teacher serves as motivation for the acceptance of
control and authority .

The teacher can help the child find positive

alternatives to negative behavior .

A child can be helped to learn that

he/she can change some of the i r behavior and that their actions have
negative effe cts on other children and the caregivers.

Helping children
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become aware of successful strategies is valuable and offers a challenge
to teachers.

Working in manageable groups of small numbers helps

children learn about each other and also about
settings.
others.

So children need ample opportunities to work and play with
Unless children can experiment and encoun ter situations which

do not work well, they cannot learn to mediate o r
accomodate to group life.

shift behaviors to

As children s h are space , they will learn to

funct i on more easily in group situations .
role.

living in social

Conflict can play a creati ve

The balance between conflict and resolution helps children work

through t he issue of loving in the c ultu re of childhood and the school .
Effective

i nterpersonal ·relations are based on acceptance of

oneself and the willingness to trust others.

Children need to receive

acceptance ahd trust from others (i . e. parents and teachers) before they
can extend these q ualities to others.
By

examining

where

children

have

experienced

success

in

relationships of trust will offer clues to help a teacher to support the
chil d ' s growth in trusting others.
In the pre - school period , "me " is the main interest of children and
therefor e it i s difficult for children to see that others have value .
Teachers shoul d strive to be models for children by showing respect for
others .

Educators need to be sensitive listeners and to encourage

children to value each other by providing a consistent example.

Giving

the children chances to work together, helps them learn to value each
other.

Cooperation is a major issue fo r pre -school chi ldren .

Free time

and playtime are peri ods when the teacher can support the interpersonal
and inter actional lives of children .
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For a teacher , it is extremely important to be a perceptive and
sens itive observer of children's emotions and behavior.

Learning t o

express f e elings is important in resolving conflicts a nd is cruc ial to
the child's total development.

Teache rs need to support childr en i n

learning to substitute verbal exp ression s for the a cting out of negative
feeli ng.
Children handle emotions diff erently .

Some children find it

difficult to co~municate fe e lings ; they would like the feeling to go
away.

Other c hildren easily share their feelings .

Children need to

know that it is acceptable for children and adults to express a range of
fee l ings and emotions .

Children need t o be s hown how to express their

feelings in socially acceptable ways.

When there is no outlet for

emotions, they can be exagg erated and acted out in inappropriate ways.
Anger creates difficulty for the teacher .

Physical activity such

as using c lay o r paint c a n be an outlet for emotions .

Suggesting a

child do something else sometimes helps curb the child ' s anger.
Suggesting a c hange o f situation for a child i f what they are involved
in is causing t oo much stimulation, can be an e ffective technique.
A teacher can say things like "Why don' t
picture , " or

"Let ' s talk about it.

you make an angry

What made you angr y? "

Also the

teacher c an say , " Let me tell you what some c hildren do when this
h appens," o r, " It 's okay to cry if you need t o ."
Positive emotions such a s affection for others may need to be
r edirected at times .

Exaggerated displays of kissing and hugging often

occur in the pre - school classr oom .

Adults need to help children

~odulate this behavior by s uggesting alternatives such as discussing
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other ways in which people can show their love for others .
If a teacher tries to communicate many of their own feelings to the
group, they are being a role model for the children .

By talking about

his/her own feelings, the teacher is letting the children know that all
people have feelings and it is okay to have them.

This modelling puts

into practice the idea that children know that feelings are acceptable
and can be acknowledged and shared in appropriate ways.
Values are conveyed by the way the teacher structur es the day .
Values such as showing respect by listening to others , greeting people
pleasantly , using good manners, cooperating, sharing and recognizing
accomplishment is encouraged throughout the class .
The teacher actively affirms the value of each individual chil d,
not in terms of their achievements or behavior but simply because of
his/her existence.

This means going beyond any scarrings life had left

on the child, the unlikeable behavior and the unpleasant results o f
anxiety to the essential person who is worthy of our acceptance and
current ly or potentially worthy of our love and respect .
Children who feel that their opinions and choices are respected are
the children who a r e best able to cooperate more or less agreeably wi th
the r u les when they are fair and simply stated.
If a child feels they are disliked by the i r pre-school teacher,
wil l suffer in self-esteem and wel l -being.

A child who lacks high

self-regard frequently has negative feelings reinforced by both children
and adults.

For chi ldren with low self- esteem, the teacher must strive

to find an area of strength or uniqueness and highlight it for t h e child
and their peers .
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"By discussing differences in skills, the teacher can help the
child to understand that, although he/she may not have developed a
particular skill to a high level, there are ways of improving on it .

To

talk about practicing as a way to learn a new skill and to help the
child focus on what he or she has already learned to do, enhances t he
Understanding that individuals have different

child's self-esteem.
interests,

abilities

and skills also helps

children

re alize

that

differences are acceptable.
Developing a sense of personal responsibility is crucial for both
positive self-image and effective interpersonal relationships.

To help

children

be

develop

a

seJ"lse

of

responsibility,

a

b alance

must

established -by the adults between requiring that children foll ow set
rules

or

directions

independence.

and

allowing

children

self-direction

and

For only when childr en have a chance to direct their own

actions can they develop self-control and responsibility.
Our society balances individual rights with the responsibilities to
society.

This must also be done in the classroom b y balancing the

child's individual needs and those of t he group .
The teacher must create a

climate in the classroom in which

children exercise some level of decision - making.

Thi s i s fundamental .

In the democratic classroom, the teacher needs tc e xerci se leadership by
creating

opportunities

for

children

partners for work-play relationships.
and/or play.

to

choose

activities,

select

Children can decide where to work

The teacher must set the

limits for what kinds of

decisions the children can make.
It is important for teachers to encourage children to take risks by
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saying such things as,

11

It's okay to be wrong," or "Try an answer .

11

This also means, possibly, encouraging children to work with someone
new, disagreeing with a child who is a friend , challenging the rules or
creating an individual project .
Through the choice process, the child is exposed to the idea of
alternatives.

Choice is possible when one knows alternative ways of

accomplishing a task.

Learning to assess alternatives will lead to full

participation in a democratic society .

Having selected an alternative,

children need to understand the consequences of their choices .
experience will affect future decisions and choices.

This

Cause- and-effect

relationships may be hard to comprehend in the earlier stages of
development .

But through decision making experiences , children begin to

sharpen their skills.
The value of work needs to be stressed in the classroom.

Classroom

jobs are valued and can lead to mastery of skills and responsib ility .
The introduction of a job chart i nto the clas s room can be beneficial.
The first thing in the morning, the children check the job chart and
then proudly announce what their job is for the day.
happens in my classroom of 3 and 4 year olds.

This is what

It conveys t o the

children that real work goes on in the classroom a nd the children learn
by taking responsibility for the environment.

They learn t o respect the

environment and they learn to work wi th each other.

They learn about

differences in types of work . They learn to cooperate as well as work
alone.
fee l

They learn what goes into making a classroom fun ction and t hey

they are members of the group.

They feel succ es sful when a job is

wel l° done and they learn fairness by the rotation of jobs.
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I feel that a classroom should be divided in to areas of interest
and for different types of work and/or play.

Dividing the classroom in

this way helps the children to:
1)

Make some initial choices about their work; about activities
they like to do.

2)

They learn to work with others who are in the same area.

3)

They begin to learn about their interests and strengths.

4)

They begin to understand that different spaces are designed fo r
different kind of work.

5)

They begin to move toward independence and autonomy.

When children are given practice in decision-making and choosing,
the chances are good that they will develop decision-making ability
i ns ight, flexibility and the imagination to cope with loftier choices
that come later.
In school children are given opportunities by the teachers (which
involves careful thinking and p lann ing)
modalities; seeing, hearing and touching.

to explore through various
To interpret r eality ch ildren

must experience their surroundings through imagination and discovery.
When drawing, painting or working with materials such as wood or clay,
children should be given a maximum of freedom to use t he material in
their own way without adult interfere nce.
The teachers need to respect children 's different ways of using
materials which reflec t

differences in temperment .

attempt to evaluate the product.

The adult makes no

The process is what is important.

A

child's wo rk with materials must r eflect his/ her fee l ings and perceptions .

Art a ctivities are the first important steps in the development

of imagination , creativity, self-reliance and t he ab ility to choose
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between alternatives.
Studies have shown that characteristics of creative individuals are
as follows;

flexibility , fluency , sensitivity to problems , originality

and the ability to analyze, synthesize and organize coherently.

When we

prescribe a subject or form for imitation, though well-intended, our
suggestions convey a message that the child 's choices are inadequate.
By working with various materials , children discover the properties
of these materials.
age.

Learning through experience sticks better at any

The best learning is experiential .

play is the children's work.

In the early childhood peri od,

They participate in the process of play.

Through play, children expand their minds, develop verbal abilities,
learn to know themselves and begin to learn to handle and work out
relationshi ps with others .

Play is usually self-initiated with a high

quotient of spontaneity and improvisation.

The materials are given to

children to devise experiments to f i gu re out things .

The adults must

structure the environment but not the structure of the p lay itself .
To improve h uman relations, curriculum must establish continuity
between more distant material and personal experience .
children is active with free exploration.

Learning for

The adult gives the child

exciting, stimulating contacts with his/her environment in a way that
embellishes his/her image of his /herse lf and at t he same time leads to
the discovery of the rea l world."
Children can be educated specifical l y towar d living well with one
another , accepting the differences among i ndividuals with whom they come
into contact,
experience.

and amomg

large groups distant from their personal

" The school can thus be a vital instrume nt in furth e r ing
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healthy group living in society at large. "

Accepting differences is an

essential goal for mature living.
Development is,
regressions.

generally,

a

series of spurts,

plateaus and

Spurts of growth can release high energy levels.

Gi ven

this, teachers should attempt to plan activities that wi ll help the
children use their energies effectively.
this can result in regression .

If circuits are overloaded,

During thes e periods of high ener gy

l evels, perhaps new curriculum should not be introduced.
In establ ishi ng a climate conduci ve to emotional and social growth
the teacher needs to maintain a balance between two facto rs.

These are

the need of children to explore and work out the ir relationships with
other chi ldren and the other is childr en ' s need for an adult wh o sets
limits and provides a

safe environment in which feel ings can be

expressed and accepted.
through action.
are egocentric.

All referen ces are based on inner understanding .

They

Play is necessary for chi l dren becau se it is a

r e hears al for later life .
provides a

Pre-school c hildren express their thoughts

Play develops the child ' s imaginat i on and

way of synthesizing information .

information by manipulating materials .

Young children seek

The materials given to children

allow them to e xplore , experiment, to take risks and solve p r oblems .
When teachers spend time observing how the children they work with
use materials, it tells them about ch ildren.

It reveals information

about the chi l dr en and, therefore, helps them to bet ter understand their
student s;
they know .

In the various med i ums , children show who they a re and what
Random exploration of objects during free play leads to

organizing, sorting and patterning .

By observing the ch ildren closely,
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the teacher can perceive when the child is ready for the next step.
Helping them to move forward at that point makes the difference between
pennitting repetitive business and promoting learning.
I n free play, social relationships are complex.

Children expend a

great deal of energy in finding compatible playmates.

Everyone wants

and needs friends but working through a give-and-take relationship is
especially difficult for determined, egocentric children.

Peaceful play

can be preceded by power struggles to exclude certain . individuals . .

In

the classroom, social interaction occurs as children share materials are
grouped with partners and meet and work with new children through
choosing activities.
The ro le of the teacher should be one of an interactiv e teacher.
The adults should be helping teachers rather than directors of learning .
In order to do this, the teachers must observe children.
extremely important and valuable.

This is

How well the teacher can support

children's development will depend on how well they knew the children.
The teacher observes children in three settings; as individuals, in
groups, and in one-to-one or small group interactions.

In fonnation

collected from observations contributes objectively t o the view of
children, provides a basis for ongoing assessment of children's needs
and behavior.

It is also used to plan activities, to meet educational

and guidance goals.

It focuses on the

strengths and minimizes

weaknesses and is used to empathize with children .
children,

By observing

the teacher develops what David Elkind describes as "a

sympathetic understanding." .

The

teachers

feelings

about a

child

influence interaction with that child and , in turn, may affect the
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child's development.

Listening is par t of observing .

In order to accept children, a teache r must try to feel what it i s
l ike to be a child.
include those o f

The barriers between adults and young childr en

time and distance if nothing else.

These two in

themselves are large enough without any further figures contributing t o
the se barriers.

Generally there are other barriers .

children fully is complex and d ifficult.

Relating

to

"To be in t ou ch with the

feelings of young children r equires effort and the willingness to revive
in ourselves

(adults)

some of t he troubling confl icts young children

experience."
The teacher must really listen to c hild r en to hear what they are

..

saying by their behavior and evaluate where the child is and the task
they are trying t o master in order to provide what t hey need.
must accept our own childhood and use
feelings.

Adults

it t o understand childhood

Growing up is a continuum in which older people help younger

ones and those farther along reach back to help others.
accept our own p laces

" If we can

in the continuum , and are in touch with our own

childhood fe elings , we will be ready and abl e to help children as they
struggle with the arduous and grati fying task s o f g r owing up ."
By

observi ng childre n c l osely we are g i ven clue s,

guidance and direction.
teachers are

lead s

for

By observing chi ldren and listening to them,

g iven clues about what t hey are

thinking ,

feel ing,

interested in or confused about .
The "interactive t eacher," u nderstands that it is important to be
in touch with one ' s own feelin gs , needs and interests, as well as those
of the chi l dren.

Chi ldren's responses are , in part, based on how they
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perceive the teacher as a person .
them.

They care about the teacher l iking

They need to l ike and see the teacher as an adult different from

their parents .

The teacher teaches about differences by sharing his/her

own indivual ity .

When children are aware of things which are important

to the teacher, they can learn to respect the teacher's feelings.
The interactive teacher strikes a balance between awareness of
personal

limitations

and

sensitivity

to

children ' s

needs.

The

interactive teacher is constantly balancing the needs of individual
children wi th the needs of the whole group and with his / her own ne e ds as
an individual.
When limits are successfully and clearly presented , and when the
teacher is a clear and consistent conveyor of what is acceptable and
unacceptable-, children adjust more eas ily to the demands of the setti ng.
In resolving conflicts, the teacher shou ld hold back, if possible,
to allow the children the challenge of resolving the issue themselves .
The teacher should r emain neutral in resolving conflicts .

Children can

accept this when a relationship of t rust has been established with the
teacher .

When intervening in a conflict, adults should try to 1) Take

the focus off of the indi viduals, and ask each child to clarify hi s own
actions and wants without blaming the other child.

2) Be a sympathetic

listener and help the chi ldren listen to each othe r.
children express their feelings about the situation.
both

(or several)

points of view ,

3)

Help the

4) After hearing

help t he c hildren clarify what

happened by the teacher redescribe elements of the situation.

5) Afte r

the situation, whenever poss i ble, to meet indivi dual ne eds and try to
prevent a recurrence o f t he same kind of confli ct.
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The quality of the relationship that develops between children and
teachers has a great affect on developing in the child the feeling that ,
"I am good.
develop.

I

I have things to offer.
am a

worthwhile

I have strengths to offer and

individual. "

This

involves honesty,

openne ss , and support on the part of the caregivers.
be a source of emotional support for the children.
modelling and identification.

The teac her must
This involves role

Says Barbara Biber, " The dynamic process

of ident ification serves as a po sitive health-giving foundatio n fo r the
acceptance of control and adaptation to reality ."
The development of the who le child is the respons ibi l ity of
parents, teachers and other community members.
networking.

Networking

requires

This requires supportive

compromise and understanding.

teacher can benefit from the assistance of another.

The parent is

central to the child's network and crucial to the teachers.
needs to be in constant touch with the parents.

A

The teacher

This linkage is vital

to understanding t he whole child.
The interactive teacher 1) Knows the children through observation
and listening.

2) Re sponds positively to each child.

h is/her own strengths,

weaknesses

and

3) Is aware of

individual preferences.

Reveals thoughts and feelings to the children.

5) Supports independence

in decision-making and social interaction as well as activities.
Sets limits clearly and fai rly.

6)

7) Reinforce s respect and empathy for

others and awareness of group needs.
Because of such interac tion, the chi ld can:
1)
2)
3)

4)

Know school as a place to trust.
· Know a dults as helping and caring .
Learn to work with others.
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4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Develop t he capacity to make d ecisions .
Learn to acquire k nowledge and skills .
Gain in self-control.
Establish personal values.
Develop self- esteem and self-worth.

SUMMARY
When I think about what I want for the children I teach, the most
important is a positive self-image, a feeling of confidence in oneself.
Thi s is the foundation for everything else.
themselves,

they will

If children feel good about

learn better and have a

better chance of

developing to their full potential.
If a c hild is to feel good abou t him/her self, they need to meet
with some degree of success.
degree of control over

Success means mastery and an approprite

their own environment.

The teacher needs to set

the environment so that this can happen.
Another important point is that a
consider the "whole child ."

teacher must work with and

This means all aspects of that child .

This

is critical because feel ings and emotions affect the cognitive processes
and vice ve rsa.

How a child is able to get along with his/her peers

will affect the cognitive factors .

Psychological factors wil l influence

the child's learning and their ability to relate to others .
If we, as teachers , are to educate the "whole child ," we need to
increase o ur sensiti v ity to and knowledge of the childr en we work with.
This necessarily cal ls

fo r

c l ose and detai led observatio n of the

children in order to deepen our understanding and therefore are better
able to make important d ec isions about tactics ,

techniques, methods,

material, that could be in troduced into the c urriculum that could be
pursued to help t he c hildren or c hild grow and develop .
ul timately what all of us want for children.

This is
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Conclusi on

In this study I have attempted to compare the advisement proce ss
as described by Bank Street faculty members and the actual experience
of one group with the advisement process.

The quest i on s I was asking

was, "How well do the expectations o f Bank Street College match up with
the student's actual experience of the process? "

*

What I found was that with the group I interview~d, Bank Street
was quite successful.

The degrees of growth that occured varied among

the individua l s and some were more positive than othe rs .
exception to this.
t han positive.

There was one

One student perceives advisement as more negative

This means that questions about why this happened need

to be asked and what cour se of action can be taken to prevent this
.
0
f r om h appening.

* Particular emphasis was placed on the relationship between the
educational field and the mental health fie l d .

There is a

correlation between t he two p r ofess i ons .
0

Also compar ed were values a nd goals in education as perceived by
Bank Street College and the students in the gr oup.
the re was a relationship that was positive.
goals were shared .

Fewer were not.

Here also

Some values and

This meant there was , in my

mi nd , some room for individuality in teach i ng; in developing
ones own style and philosophy of education.

If growth and gains i n self-confidence are used as measures of
success ; then Bank Street , based on this study di d very well.
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